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CCA URGES JAPAN TO HELP ENHANCE STANDARDS 
OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS
CCA HAS ASKED JAPANESE EXPERTS TO SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCES 
AND HELP STRENGTHEN THE QUALITY OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 
STANDARDS IN CAMBODIA

THE US$2BN PHNOM PENH – SIHANOUKVILLE 
EXPRESSWAY HAS OPENED TO TRAFFIC
THE ROUTE WILL PLAY A KEY ROLE IN BOOSTING THE COUNTRY’S LOGISTICAL 
EFFICIENCY BY REDUCING THE TIME AND COSTS INVOLVED IN THE 
TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS.

DOES CAMBODIA STILL LEAN TOWARDS CHINA, OR 
HAS IT ALREADY SHIFTED & WHY?
THE CAMBODIAN GOVERNMENT HAS TAKEN A PROACTIVE 
STANCE AND ISSUED A SERIES OF MEASURES TO CRACK DOWN 
ON GAMBLING AND RELATED CRIMES ACROSS THE COUNTRY
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 As chairman of the Cambodia Constructors Association (CCA), I am honoured to deliv-
er a message to all our readers of Construction & Property Magazine, especially those 
at construction and property-related firms and institutions. I have been very heartened 
to witness the dynamic growth of Cambodia’s construction sector, evidenced by the con-
struction of satellite cities, modern skyscrapers, residential blocks, condos, commercial 
buildings, modern shopping centers, office buildings, and international standard hotels. 

 This has happened in large part due to the confidence both local and international 
investors have in the political and economic stability in the Kingdom under the wise 
leadership of Samdach Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo Hun Sen, the country’s prime minister. 

 The government considers the construction sector to be one of the nation’s econom-
ic pillars, and has allowed CCA to aid in the sector’s development to bring it in line with 
its development goals and to boost construction standards, especially during the process 
of ASEAN economic integration. These efforts will help Cambodia conform to ASEAN’s 
overarching goal of “One Community, One Destiny.” 

  CCA is a non-profit association registered in full compliance with the laws of the 
Kingdom of Cambodia. In order to carry out government policy and cement the private 
sector’s role as the nation’s economic driver, CCA does all it can to help ensure the 
construction industry is reliable, productive, accountable and can compete effectively 
in local and international markets. Moreover, CCA continually seeks ways to provide 
benefits to its members and help bring each up to international standards of quality 
and classification. 

 Lastly, on behalf of all the members of the Cambodia Constructors Association, I hope 
and believe that construction and property-related companies operating in Cambodia 
will register for CCA membership to join our ongoing drive to develop the country, imple-
ment policies laid out by the Royal Government and those put in place recommended by 
ASEAN to help us secure a bright, prosperous future.

CHAIRMAN of the Cambodia 
Constructors Association (CCA)

Message from the

Thank you.

A MEMBER OF:
China-Asean 
Business Council
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2022 is an exciting year which expects to to see sustained growth in Cambodia’s construction 
and property industries as the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic begins to fade. Also as a result 
of the ASEAN Economic Community and economic growth, Cambodia has seen an increased 
inflow of overseas investments into these industries. 

Published through support from the Cambodia Constructors Association (CCA), Construction 
& Property Magazine is one of the catalysts to help maximise the benefits of regional integra-
tion for Cambodia. This bi-monthly magazine features four main sections comprising interesting 
top¬ics, empowering messages, useful information and data related to the sectors. 

Now publishing our 60th issue (November-December 2022), you will find the latest informa-
tion and expert analysis on local and regional construction and property news in our three main 
sub-sections. 

In Construction, we look at the completion of the US$9 million tourist port in Kampot, the 
opening of the kingdom’s first expressway linking Phnom Penh and Sihanoukville and plans to 
build a second linking Cambodia and Vietnam. Finally, we focus on the agreement between Korea 
and Cambodia to start construction on the Arey Ksat bridge in 2023. 

In Association, we look forward to the CCA-organised Cambodia Construction Expo with a 
welcome return to a physical event on 1-3 December at the Koh Pich Exhibition Centre. We also 
focus on how the CCA and SDF are cooperating to host construction-related training courses. 
Finally, we look at how the CCA has urged Japan to help with improving the standard of construc-
tion contracts.

In Property, we look at how investors are increasingly eyeing ASEAN to diversify their risk and 
how Cambodia is set to benefit from the trend. We do a detailed analysis on whether Cambodia 
is starting to pivot away from reliance on Chinese investors and encouraging a more diverse 
investor base. Finally, real estate experts focus on how small and medium borey developers are 
potentially facing liquidity issues which may cause project delays. 

Overall, I firmly believe that Construction & Property Magazine serves to help Cambodia’s 
construction and property sectors flourish. Our information and insights help attract foreign 
investors and business people and help those already here remain well informed about the latest 
developments in these dynamic, exciting and rapidly expanding sectors. 

I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate and thank all of our CCA members, part-
ners and readers and hope that everyone and their family stays safe through these challenging 
times and that we emerge stronger and achieve greater success in 2022.

From the
PUBLISHER

Sincerely Yours,

MEAS Proeksa

THE MAGAZINE THAT LINKS YOUR BUSINESS SUCCESS
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KINGDOM’S FIRST EXPRESS-
WAY OPENED FOR TRAFFIC, 
SECOND SET TO BEGIN 
CONSTRUCTION IN 2023

CAMBODIA-KOREA 
FRIENDSHIP AREY KSAT 
BRIDGE IN PHNOM PENH 
TO BE BUILT IN 202332 4215KAMPOT TOURIST PORT 

WORTH MORE THAN US$9 
MILLION COMPLETED



International Briefs
Construction to Start on Vietnam’s Long 
Thanh Airport

Two years after the ground-breaking ceremony, work is finally 
set to start on the runway for Vietnam’s Long Thanh airport.

The Airports Corporation of Vietnam (ACV) stated in late 
September that tenders had been launched with selection 
expected in two months and work to begin in December.  

Long Thanh is to be located on a site in Dong Nai Province, 
about 40km east of Ho Chi Minh City. ACV has raised some 
US$6.1bn to carry out the scheme, although the expected 
construction cost for the first phase is US$4.1bn.

This phase one of the scheme to be completed by 2025 consists of 
one 4km-long runway with a width of 75m, as well as a 373,000 sqm 
terminal designed to serve 25 million passengers and 1.2 million tons 
of cargo a year.

Plans have been revealed for a huge 9-gigawatt hydropower 
complex on the Kayan River in Borneo, Indonesia. 

Kayan Hydro Energy (KHE), a state-owned enterprise has signed 
an agreement with Japan’s Sumitomo Corporation to develop the 
US$17.8bn program. 

The hydropower complex on the Kayan River will comprise of 
five dams ranging from 90 metres to 160 metres high, each with six 
turbines in a remote area in North Kalimantan province.

It is expected that the first dam will be operational by 2026 and 
the last by 2035 and they will be built by Power Construction Corp 
of China, a subsidiary of PowerChina while Sumitomo will provide 

assistance with investment and technology transfer. 

The hydropower complex is being designed to power the planned 
new Indonesian capital Nusantara. 

Singapore’s Keppel Energy has announced its decision to 
build a new 600MW powerplant which can be converted 

in future to run off hydrogen. 

The US$537 million plant will be built to initially run on 
natural gas but will be ‘hydrogen ready’ for future conversion 
when it is completed in 2026. 

Keppel awarded an engineering, procurement and 
construction contract to a consortium of Mitsubishi Power Asia 
Pacific and Jurong Engineering to build build the plant. 

Keppel said the plant would be the country’s most efficient, 
saving up to 220,000 tons per year of CO2 or equivalent to taking 
47,000 cars off the road. 

 

Indonesia & Japan Cooperate for $17bn 
Hydropower Project in Borneo

New Singapore Powerplant Can Convert 
to Hydrogen
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The project to build a tourist port in 
Kampot province was completed on 
30 June 2022 with a total construction 

budget of approximately US$9.27 million 
under a joint budget between the Asian 
Development Bank and the Royal Govern-
ment of Cambodia.

The progress of the construction project 
was mentioned in the inspection visit of the 
Kampot International Tourist Port led by HE 
Dr. Aun Pornmoniroth, Deputy Prime Minis-
ter, Minister of Economy and Finance and HE 
Sun Chanthol, Senior Minister and Minister 
of Public Works and Transport and HE Thong 
Khon, Minister of Tourism, on 7 October.

The tourism port project in Kampot prov-
ince is located in Teuk Chhou district, Kam-
pot province, on an area of 4.25 hectares, 
which started construction on 8 August 2018.

The port will be another important new 
international gateway of Cambodia for 

national and international tourists who wish 
to travel by waterway between Cambodia 
with regional and international countries.

The visit reviewed the progress of the 
port's infrastructure construction and make 
key recommendations as a necessary solu-
tion to challenges in order for the port to 
operate efficiently and safely. The visit also 
gave instructions to prepare the process of 
contracting a private company as a partner 
to operate the port as soon as possible 
before the official opening of the new inter-
national tourist port in the near future.

Kampot Tourist Port Worth More 
Than US$9 Million Completed

By Chea Vannak
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Local Briefs

The Council for the Development of Cambodia (CDC) has 
issued registration certificates for five investment projects with 

a total capital of US$29.2m to establish five factories in Svay Rieng, 
Takeo and Phnom Penh.

These private companies include; 1) GORGEOUS LIGHTS CO., 
LTD which will invest US$8.1m to establish a factory to produce, lamps 

and lamp accessories, 2) JT ELECTRONICS CO., LTD  which will invest 
US$5.4m to establish a factory to produce electronic products, lamps 

and lighting components, 3) LINGBENYANG OPTOELECTRONICS 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD” which will establish a factory to assemble 

light bulbs, electronics and electronic parts, 4) YI ZHOU HONG RI 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD which will invest US$5.1m to establish a garment 

factory, 5) FORESTSTAR TREE INDUSTRIAL (CAMBODIA) CO., LTD which 
will invest US$5.4m to establish a factory to produce Christmas trees, lights, 

Christmas trees, and materials for decorating Christmas trees and souvenirs.

Australia is helping Cambodia amend and modernise technical 
standards for road construction and transportation infra-

structure through P4I (Partners For Infrastructure) & the Austroads 
program.

The purpose of a recent workshop was to review and discuss tech-
nical assistance in the field of public works and transportation, as well 
as to share knowledge for reviewing, revising, and updating the tech-
nical standards manual of the Ministry of Public Works and Transport.

The workshop discussed multiple matters including the Policy of 
Road Development; Pavement Design Guidelines, Testing of Materials;  
Gender Equality; Disability and Social Inclusion in Road Development;  as 
well as Material Supply and Construction Specifications. The P4I delega-
tion also inspected major infrastructures in Cambodia to understand the 
general situation and propose technical solutions for better development.

Authority Urges People to Not Sell 
Concessional Land Obtained Via LASED III

A senior official of the Ministry of Land Management, Urban 
Planning and Construction has urged people not to sell 

social concessional land obtained from the Land Allocation for 
Social Affairs and Economic Development Project Phase III (LASED 
III) in Kbal Damrey commune, Sambo district, Kratie province.

HE Rath Hok, Undersecretary of State of the Ministry of Land 
Management, Urban Planning and Construction, and Director 
of LASED III Project urged locals during his site inspection on 10 
October.

“You should not sell the land that came from your efforts at all. 
Instead, try to maintain and grow more crops to improve the economy, 
and daily life. Those who have not yet received the land, please apply 
for one at the local authority,” said HE Rath Hok.

According to the Kbal Damrey commune administration, the commune 
has a total population of 7,698 people, equivalent to 1,686 families. 80% 
of the people have no agricultural land and no residential land.

Australia Assists Cambodia in Revising 
Road Construction Guidelines

Five Investment Projects Worth US$29.2m 
Approved for Svay Rieng, Takeo and PP
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The Ministry of Land Management, Ur-
ban Planning, and Construction (ML-
MUPC) approved 2,811 construction 

proposals in the first eight months of this 
year, a decrease of 90 construction propos-
als compared to the same period last year.

The approved construction proposals 
were valued at US$1.6 billion, a decrease of 
56.7 %, according to the Ministry of Econ-
omy and Finance’s Socio-Economic Trend 
report.

Residential construction projects ap-
proved by the ministry shared the largest 

of total construction proposals, the report 
read, citing 2,521 residential projects, ac-
counting for 89.7% of the total construction 
applications, a decrease of nine construc-
tion proposals compared to the same 
period last year.

According to the MLMUPC 2021 annual 
report, released in January, the Cambodian 
government approved 4,303 projects in 
2021 worth more than US$5.3 billion, com-
pared with 4,841 projects worth more than 
US$7.7 billion in 2020.

MLMUPC Approves Over 2,800 
Construction Proposals in 
Eight Months

By Chea Vannak
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Local Briefs

Cambodia, Vietnam to Connect New Sea 
Tourist Destinations 

Cambodia and Vietnam have agreed to boost cross-nation tourism 
by connecting Kampot Tourism Port and Bai Vong Tourism Port as 

well as co-creating cruise packages for tourists.

According to the bilateral meeting on tourism cooperation between 
Cambodia and Vietnam on 10 October, both parties have agreed on 

multiple action plans for 2023-2024 as follows:

1)- Strengthen travel and border facilitation 2)- Conduct a market study 
under the theme “Two countries, one goal” 3)- Share experiences and 

information 4)- Develop tourism products between the two countries, such 
as sharing experiences on the development of agro-tourism 5)- Promote 

sports tourism events such as golf, cycling, beach sports, and water sports in 
both countries 6)- Promote food tourism.

The Cambodia-Korea  Techo Sen Public Works and Transport 
Laboratory was officially inaugurated on Thursday 13 October.

The inauguration ceremony was presided over by Minister of 
Public Works and Transport HE Sun Chanthol and Ambassador of the 
Republic of Korea to Cambodia HE  HE Park Heung-kyeong.

The objective of establishing this laboratory is to contribute to the 
development of road infrastructure in Cambodia and to build human 
resources.

This lab will be the centre to train senior professionals on modern 
equipment and testing machines, vehicles for research and development 
tools, as well as effective management software.

The MPWT Laboratory is a grant from the Government of the Republic 
of Korea to the Techo Sen Institute of Public Works and Transport of the 
Ministry of Public Works and Transport.

Vietnam, Cambodia Speeds Up Study on 
Railway Connecting Phnom Penh & HCM

Vietnam has urged Cambodia to speed up the feasibility study of a 
direct railway connecting Phnom Penh and Ho Chi Minh City.

The discussion on this project was raised during the meeting 
between MPWT Minister HE Sun Chanthol and Vietnam Ambassador to 
Cambodia HE Nguyen Huy Thang on 12 October.

The meeting was held to strengthen ties and cooperation in the field 
of transport infrastructure to contribute to the promotion of economic and 
tourism sectors between the two countries.

During the meeting, the Vietnamese side also proposed multiple requests 
as follows:

1)- Review MoU to increase cross-border transport quota from 500 to 
800 vehicles 2)- Promote the study and development of highways and 
expressways between the two countries 3)- Encourage the implementation 
of Single Window Single Inspection procedures to reduce to reduce waiting 
times at the Bavet-Mokbai International Gateway 4)- Promote the connection of 
transportation in the economic and tourism areas

Cambodia-Korea MPWT Research 
Lab Inaugurated 
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Over 280,000 barrels of crude oil, 
the first commercial production 
in Cambodia's history, have re-

turned home after being allegedly stolen 
and shipped out of the country without the 
government's acknowledgement last year.

Ministry of Mines and Energy spokesman 
Meng Saktheara said on 12 October that 
the oil was sold for more than US$25 mil-
lion in September, which is considered his-
toric revenue for Cambodia.

"After the announcement of the bank-
ruptcy of KrisEnergy and the departure of 
the tanker from Cambodia last year, most 
people said Cambodia faces failure in its 
oil production and lost all the first oil pro-
duction. However, it was not true. Cambo-
dia has regained its resources back in full,” 
said HE Meng Saktheara.

"Cambodia's oil production process 

does not end with the bankruptcy of Kris-
Energy. With the existing infrastructure 
system and initial capital from the sale of 
oil, the gov’t can continue to process at the 
five wells to extract more than 100,000 bar-
rels and can even drill additional wells to 
produce more,” he added. 

According to the spokeman, a total of 
280,656 barrels of crude oil were returned 
to Cambodia. In September, Cambodia 
sold the oil at US$25,222,554.72. After cost 
deduction, the sale revenue was at approx-
imately US$20 million. Cambodia has right 
to 70% of the amount, which is US$14 mil-
lion. 

Besides, Cambodia also earned US$5 
million in revenue from the foreclosure of 
KrisEnergy's collateral deposited prior to 
bankruptcy plus the existing facilities 
and oil production vessels at the pro-
duction site.

ALLEGEDLY STOLEN 280,000 BARRELS 
OF CRUDE OIL RETURNED TO CAMBODIA; 
SOLD FOR US$25M 

By Keam Kongleaphy
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Local Briefs

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Economy and Finance HE Aun 
Porn Moniroth on 7 October inspected the condition of NR3 Kampot 

-Veal Renh and promised to speed up the request for funding from China 
while also requesting the company does temporary repairs during the 

waiting period.

On this occasion, the Deputy Prime Minister also approved the three 
types of techniques that the company proposed to deeply repair this road. 

The 5km section, which has muddy soil 18m deep, will be repaired using the 
technique of building an underground foundation to act like a bridge. The 

other 15km section will be repaired with methods depending on the depth of 
the muddy soil. The two method includes pouring 200 tons of stone in there 

and strengthening the foundation as well as pouring concrete. 

The Kampot-Veal Renh road is a forever-damaged road even though it has 
been repaired multiple times. Therefore, the government has decided to study 

and repair deeply at an estimated cost of US$60 – US$70 million.

The Ministry of Environment and Siem Reap Provincial 
Administration have launched a plan to develop an infra-

structure and ecotourism zone in the Jayavarman-Norodom 
or “Phnom Kulen” National Park, while locals have been giving 
positive feedback toward this project.

The official met with over 350 locals affected by this project on 
7 October to brief and explain about the project.

The locals affected by the project are those living and doing 
business around the waterfalls of Krol Romeas, Preah Ang Thom, 
and Ben Lan areas. According to the plan, more infrastructure and 
eco-tourism projects will be built in those locations.

All stakeholders were aware of this plan and requested the author-
ities to continue to organise these public forums to provide solutions 
to the challenges related to environmental pollution, cultural heritage, 
traditions, and religions.

PPAP Earns Over US$30m in Revenue in 
First 9 Months of 2022, a 21% Increase 
Y-o-Y

During the first nine months of 2022, the Phnom Penh 
Autonomous Port earned over US$30 million in revenue 

before auditing, an increase of 21% compared to the same 
period in 2021.

According to a press release on 7 October, the total revenue 
came from port operation revenue of US25 million revenue, from 
the port authority of US$3 million, revenue from other services of 
US$212,287 and other revenue of US$1.8 million. 

For the total revenue in the third quarter of 2022, the Phnom 
Penh Autonomous Port earned about US$10 million without 
auditing, an increase of 9% compared to the same period in 2021.

Positive Feedback from Locals for Kulen 
National Park Development Plan

MEF Minister Vows to Speed Up Fundraising to 
Fix ‘Forever-Damaged Kampot-Veal Renh Road 
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Chinese firm Xing Yuan Kanng Yeak 
Co., Ltd. produced 8.2kg of gold ore 
for the first time on 11 October, with 

the aim of producing at least 60kg in the first 
three months of operations.

The ceremony to record the first produc-
tion was attended by the Minister of Mines 
and Energy and the Governor of Kratie Prov-
ince HE Va Thon, as well as other relevant 
officials.

The company recorded gold concentrates 

weighing 7,849 grams that can be made into  
seven gold bars weighing 8,212.27 grams 
with a purity rate of 99.9%.

According to the plan, during the first 
three months, the company plans to pro-
duce 20kg per month.

Xing Yuan Kanng Yeak Co., Ltd received a 
gold mining industry license from the Minis-
try of Mines and Energy in August 2018 on a 
28sqkm area to operate its gold mining busi-
ness in Sambo district, Kratie province.

CHINESE FIRM IN KRATIE PRODUCES GOLD 
ORE FOR FIRST TIME, EXPECTING 60KG IN 

FIRST 3 MONTHS
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Local Briefs

PP Authority Starts Restoring, Decorating 
City for Upcoming 2023 SEA Games

Phnom Penh authorities are beginning to repair and improve 
various roads throughout Phnom Penh in preparation for 

the 2022 ASEAN Summit and the 32nd SEA Games and the 12th 
ASEAN Para Games 2023 to be held in Phnom Penh.

This was according to a meeting of the Phnom Penh Capital 
Administration on 6 October 2022, led by HE Khuong Sreng, 

Governor of the Board of Governors of Phnom Penh.

Governor Khuong Sreng instructed the relevant departments to 
decorate and equip the lights of parks and main roads in Phnom Penh, 

paint the corners of the roads and repair the chicken coops, carola 
and sewers in some places. Special damage was also to be fixed to the 

infrastructure of Victory Blvd. and the section of National Road No. 6 in 
Phnom Penh to the border of Kandal province.

The Minister of Public Works and Transport HE Sun Chanthol 
has met with a delegation from the Republic of Korea and 

other stakeholders to resolve issues and accelerate the imple-
mentation of the long-delayed NR2 & 22 renovation project.

During the meeting, both parties discussed the challenges 
that had arisen and sought solutions together. The meeting also 
requested additional recommendations in order to speed up the 
implementation of the project.

HE Sun Chanthol said that the construction company must not 
allow all the challenges to affect the implementation of the project. 
The construction of this road has been delayed as the construction 
company did not have enough machinery and manpower. Besides, after 
testing, MPWT also found some parts are of poor quality. 

MPWT ordered the construction firms to fix it and set an overall com-
pletion deadline for August. However, this deadline was not delivered.

The Kep City Administration has ordered all vendors to 
demolish their disorganised stalls along Kep’s streets 

before 15 October 2022 or face legal action.

Kep City Governor Kheng Yuan said on 4 October 
that vendors and authorities have met and reached an 
agreement. 

Vendors are allowed to sell and temporarily build their stalls 
only during public holidays. During the week, vendors are not 
allowed, while the request to sell during the weekend is still 
under consideration. 

Besides vendors, the administration also found some buildings 
that encroach on public roads and sewage systems. Owners were 
told to demolish by the same date as well, or the administration will 
take legal action.

MPWT Minister Meets with Korean Ambassador & 
Related Firms to Accelerate NR2 & 22 Construction 

Street Vendors in Kep Given 10 days to 
Demolish Disorganised Stalls, or Face Fine
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Cambodia Attracts US$3.46bn 
in New Investment in First Nine 

Months of 2022

Cambodia attracted multiple investment 
projects worth US$3.46 billion in the first 

nine months of 2022, up 3% compared to 
the same period last year, a Council for the 
Development of Cambodia’s report showed on 
Thursday 7 October.

In terms of the number of projects, over 150 
investment projects were approved during the 
January-September period this year, up 12% 
from 134 projects over the same period last 
year, the report said.

Domestic investors topped the list, sharing 
50.94% of total investment value while foreign 
investment from China accounted for 43.9%.

Other foreign investments in the kingdom were 
from Thailand, Japan, Cayman Islands, Samoa, 
South Korea, British Virgin Islands, Singapore, 
Malaysia, and Australia, the report said.

Investment projects are mainly in the 
agriculture and agro-industry sectors, 
manufacturing, tourism, and infrastructure, 
among others, the report added.

By Chea Vannak
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Local Briefs

The Ministry of Environment (MoE) and related partners have 
announced the implementation of guidelines for small-scale eco-

tourism development projects with an area of less than 10 hectares in 
two protected zones—protected forests and biodiversity corridors.

MoE Secretary of State HE Rath Virak said on 3 October that the 
technical guidelines are necessary to effectively manage procedures, 

preparation and implementation of ecotourism projects from infrastructure 
construction, land use, inspection, to evaluation.

“This is to ensure that the natural resources are well protected and ben-
efit from the project,” he added. Ms Solimata D. Follea, Representative of 

the World Bank, said that the Sustainable Tourism Sustainability Project in 
Cambodia is aimed at improving the management of natural resources in 

Cambodia.

115ha on Ta Prom Island to be Transformed 
to Mixed-Use Development 

The Council of Ministers has given a permit to Ta Prohm 
Investment Co., Ltd. to develop 116 hectares of land on 

Ta Prohm Island in Sangkat Prek Eang, Khan Chbar Ampov 
into a new development zone. 

According to letter No. 821 of the National Assembly dated 
23 September 2022, the company will develop Ta Prom Island 
into a mixed economic zone, a residential area, and a satellite 
city.

The Phnom Penh Capital Administration represented the Royal 
Government of Cambodia to sign a contract on the development 
of Ta Prom Island.

Gov’t Enforces New Guidelines for Small-Scale 
Ecotourism Projects in Two Protected Zones

The Council for the Development of Cambodia (CDC) approved 
two private companies to build two large hospitals worth 

US$41million in Phnom Penh.

According to a recent CDC announcement, the first project is a 
117-bed international hospital with an investment of US$21 million. 
This hospital is located on Duong Ngiep 2 Street, Damnak Thom 3 
Village, Sangkat Steung Meanchey III, Khan Meanchey, Phnom Penh.

This project is is an investment by ORIENDA INTERNATIONAL 
HOSPITAL CO., LTD.Meanwhile, the second is a 300-bed cardiovascular 
hospital with an investment of US$20 million. This international hospital is 
located on Street 1934, Oknha Veang Village, Sangkat Phnom Penh Thmey, 
Khan Sen Sok.

The project is an investment by NEW WORLD HEART & VASCULAR 
HOSPITAL CO., LTD. These two projects will create up to 526 jobs for locals.

Two New International Hospitals Worth US$41 
Million Approved for Phnom Penh
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Cambodia has vowed to increase 
its clean energy mix by 25% by 
2030 and 35% by 2050 while also 

adopting a long-term carbon-neutral 
strategy.

HE Van Monineath, Director General 
of the General Department of Policy and 
Strategy of the Ministry of Environment, 
gave the statement in a roundtable 
discussion on the “Pathway for Sustainable 
Energy Transition in Asia and Pacific” on 
12-14 October in Moscow, Russia.

"Increasing the clean energy mix refers 
to more usage of renewable energy in the 
total energy mix," said HE Van Monineath.

During the forum, he also said that the 
increases in urbanisation and construction, 
foreign investment, and tourism has 

created high energy demand Cambodia in 
both the short and long term.

“Despite this, Cambodia has been 
participating in the implementation of the 
Sustainable Development Goals (Goal 7),” 
he added. 

“For example, Cambodia will not need 
to build any new hydropower plants along 
the Mekong River, nor will it approve any 
new coal-fired power plants, he added.

Cambodia also called for the 
establishment of national and international 
cooperation ties to address the challenges 
of financing needs and access to various 
financial funds, especially the Green 
Climate Fund (GCF).

Cambodia to Increase Clean Energy 
Mix by 35% in 2050

By Van Sovandy
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Local Briefs

Ground Broken on New Pumping Station 
in Russey Keo

Pestech International Bhd’s subsidary is disposing of a trans-
mission system project in Cambodia for US$118 million, report-

ed the Edge Market.

Pestech said its 60% indirect-owned subsidiary Diamond Power 
Ltd (DPL) has signed an agreement with Cambodian Transmission 
II Co Ltd (CTL II), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Leader Transmission 
Ltd, to dispose of the 230kV Kampong Cham-Kratie transmission sys-
tem.

DPL is a special purpose vehicle that owns and operates the project.

“DPL wishes to novate, assign and release itself from the business 
activities in relation to the project, and CTL II has expressed its willing-
ness to assume the business activities,” said Pestech in a filing with Bursa 
Malaysia.

Pestech’s Subsidary Disposes of Transmission 
System Project in Cambodia

Construction has begun on a new pumping station in 
Russey Keo district which will be able to pump up to 

30,000 cubic metres/hour.

The ground-breaking ceremony was held on 30 September 
under the presence of Russey Keo District Governor Ek Khun 

Doeun and Director of the Department of Public Works and 
Transport of Phnom Penh Sam Piseth.

This new pumping station is equipped with four motors, two with 
a diameter of 1m and two with a diameter of 0.8m.

According to the Department of Public Works and Transport of 
Phnom Penh, the new pumping station will help solve the flooding 

issues in Sangkat Toul Sangke I, Sangkat Toul Sangke II, Sangkat 
Chrang Chamres I, Sangkat Chrang Chamres II and Sangkat Svay Pak in 

Khan Russey Keo. 

The Council for the Development of Cambodia (CDC) has 
given a permit to TRY PHEAP KOH TUNSAY RESORTS CO., 

LTD  to build a US$17-million development project on Koh Tbal in 
Kep province.

The project will create 105 jobs; however, CDC did not specify 
the details of the project, saying it is a tourism-related project.

Koh Tbal is located close to Kep, about a kilometre and a half 
south-east of the renowned Koh Tonsay (Rabbit Island). This island is 
1000 metres long and 600 metres wide.

Koh Tonsay is also being developed by Try Pheap Group with 
investment capital of US$130 million. The project is mixed-use devel-
opment covering an area of 140 hectares, with construction having 
begun since 2021.

US$17m Development Project Approved on Koh 
Tbal in Kep Province 
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Angkor Resources Corp’s subsidiary 
EnerCam Resources Corp. (Cambodia) 
Co. Ltd. (EnerCam) has received final 

licensing for exploration, development, and 
production on Block VIII onshore in, accord-
ing to the firm’s press release on 3 October. 

President of EnerCam Mike Weeks said 
that this is a monumental change for the 
entire country.  Having its own long-term 
source of energy for LNG, for fuels, and a 
whole variety of products currently imported 
into Cambodia will advance this country to a 
new level. 

“It starts with exploration on Block VIII; we 
see gas shows, oil seeps, and other indica-
tions on the license that point us in a poten-
tial direction for discovery,” he added.

Initial reconnaissance over the license area 
by exploration experts indicates a sedimen-
tary foreland basin.  Geologists performing 
on-the-ground reconnaissance found nu-
merous oil seeps and gas seeps across the 
targeted areas

Initial phases of exploration on Block 
VIII will include the acquisition of available 
seismic, which will then have comprehensive 
analysis completed.  Preliminary magnetics 
on the targeted areas will also be part of the 
first phase work plan.  

The licensed area is on the southwest 
corner of Cambodia.  The permitting is for 
an initial three-year exploration term and 
two further renewal terms of two years each.  
Development and production terms are for 
25 years with additional renewals. 

Exploration will be undertaken outside of 
park areas, part of EnerCam’s ESG mandate 
so the Company assists in protecting Car-
damon Mountains National Park and Preah 
Monivong and Kirirom National Parks.

CEO of Angkor Resources Corp Mike 
Weeks said until countries have accom-
plished sourcing sufficient renewable energy 
to meet global demand, cleaner and greener 
use of hydrocarbons plays a vital role in every 
country’s energy balance.  

“Cambodia needs its own source of ener-
gy, and we look forward to actively exploring 
and producing energy for Cambodia, all the 
while establishing strong ESG principles in a 
new sector of the country,” she added.

Last year, Cambodia Prime Minister Sam-
dech Hun Sen announced the collapse of 
Cambodia’s first crude oil extraction operat-
ed by KrisEnergy. The announcement comes 
after the company announced its liquida-
tion in June 2021 due to the debt crisis. 

Angkor Resources’ 
Subsidiary Granted 
Onshore Oil & Gas 
Exploration in Cambodia

By Keam Kongleaphy
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Local Briefs

PM: No Relocation of Preah Dak Villagers Yet; 
Authorities Carefully Studying

The Cambodian government plans to build two ring roads in 
Siem Reap city, the northern ring road and the southern ring 

road, to facilitate traffic in Siem Reap province. 

The study of the two ring roads has been recently completed, 
and the construction will proceed under a concessional loan from 
development partners, Prime Minister Samdech Hun Sen, said at a 
get-together meeting with the locals of Peak Snaeng development 
area on 22 October.

Samdech Techo said that the study of the 55-kilometre northern 
ring road has been completed and is planned to be built under a 
US$45.7 million loan from the Asian Development Bank (ADB).

The study of the 46-kilometre southern ring road has been completed 
and is scheduled to be built under a US$94.1 million concessional loan 
from the South Korean government, he added.

Chinese Firm Mull Setting Up Electric Car 
Assembly Plant in Koh Kong

Prime Minister Samdech Hun Sen confirmed that there have been 
no house demolitions or any order to relocate people in Preah 

Dak commune, asking residents to calm down as the government will 
study closely before implementing any projects.

PM Hun Sen gave the statement on 6 October, in response to the 
gathering of Preah Dak villagers to the news that the government will 

dismantle the entire Preah Dak community and use the land to restore the 
eastern Baray. "I would like to send this message to Preah Dak villagers. 

We have not touched or affected people in Preah Dak village yet, please 
stay calm,” said PM Hun Sen. The restoration of the eastern Baray is still 

under study as Preah Dak commune used to be the location of the east-
ern Baray reserving up to 30 million cubic metres of water. "We plan to put 

water only at the bottom of the Baray. We are very considerate regarding the 
impact on the people as well as the Angkor structural protection,” he added.

China Matrix Technology Group-Horche Intelligent 
Automobile plans to invest in setting up a factory to assem-

ble electric vehicles in Koh Kong province, according to an online 
meeting between relevant parties on 22 October.

The objective of the Chinese firm in this meeting was to study 
the feasibility, understand the land and legal environment, human 
resources, and other related administrative matters with the Koh 
Kong Provincial Administration.

Koh Kong Governor HE Mithona Phuthong welcomed the invest-
ment but recommended the firm study further before investing. 

In 2021, Koh Kong province had seven large-scale industries with 
10,843 workers, including car assembly, wiring, electronics and textiles, 
garments, sports equipment, and others. There were 755 small and 
medium enterprises and handicrafts.

Two Ring Road Constructions Worth 
US$140m Planned for Siem Reap 
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Prime Minister Hun Sen has ordered 
Land Minister HE Chea Sopara to start 
preparing another new development 

area in Peak Snaeng commune in addition 
to the new Run Ta Ek zone for the people 
relocating from Angkor Park.

Talking on 6 October, PM Hun Sen empha-
sised that the new Peak Snaeng develop-
ment area will have all necessary infrastruc-
ture as in Run Ta Ek.

“Now that there are only 200 plots of land 
left in Run Ta Ek, I told HE Chea Sophara to 
keep it as a reserve and start preparing land 
in another area in Paek Sneang,” said PM 
Hun Sen.

“This place must have roads, water, elec-
tricity, schools, hospitals and other neces-
sary infrastructure for living and working,” 
he added.

According to the government’s plan, the 
Run Ta Ek area will be turned into a new po-
tential city with all the necessary infrastruc-
ture provided to ease the lives and careers 
of over 6,000 families.

If the city of Run Ta Ek is successful, it 
will be a model for solving the problem of 
disorganised housing across the country, a 
sustainable and effective development. The 
city of Run Ta Ek, which covers an area of 
more than 1,300 hectares in the Banteay Srei 
district, will be a new home for more than 
6,000 families living who moved from the 
unorganised housing along the Siem Reap 
River and some other areas in the Apsara 
protected zones.

According to the plan, the area will have a 
140km concrete road, a US$3-million water 
treatment plant, a drainage system, water 
system, hospitals, and schools, among oth-
ers. 

PM to Establish Another 
Development Zone in Peak Snaeng 
District in Addition to Run Ta Ek

By Chea Vannak
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“FIRE PROTECTION SOLUTIONS”
“Fire testing” can be a very complex 

topic—the differences between “reac-

tion to fire" and “resistance to fire” 

can frequently cause some confusion, 

but can be clarified as follows : 

Reaction to fire describes how a ma-

terials contributes to the development 

and spread of a fire. Typically reaction 

to fire is determined for a single mate-

rial or product such as a wall covering 

or  joint sealant, and not for a system 

or section such as a wall including the 

linear joint and any penetrations. In 

Europe reaction to fire now classified 

according to Europe Standard EN 

13501-1, which is gradually replacing 

older national standards such as the

German DIN 4102.

Resistance to fire describes the abili-

ty of a building element to prevent 

the passage of heat and flames from 

one side to another. Typically such 

building elements are walls or floors 

including any joints and penetrations, 

windows and doors etc. This means 

that not only a specific material or 

product, but an entire system or 

building section has to be tested. 

There are many different national and 

international test standards and clas-

sification schemes for fire resistance, 

however most of them follow the 

same principle: 

  SIKAFLEX® - 400 FIRE 

The building element or compo-

nent for testing including all of 

the service penetrations, joints 

doors windows and the joint seal-

ants in and around them, is fixed 

into a test frame which  is then at-

tached to a test furnace. The side 

facing towards the furnace is 

known as the exposed or fire side. 

The furnace temperature is raised 

according to a defined curve reach-

ing 945°C after 60 minutes and 

1153°C after 240 minutes.. Two pa-

rameters are relevant for most fire 

resistance tests : Integrity and In-

sulation. 

Integrity : Integrity ( E ) is a building 

element's capability — when exposed 

to fire on one side — to prevent the 

passage of flames and hot gases to 

the unexposed side. 

Insulation : Insulation ( I ) is a build-

ing element’s capability to maintain 

its thermal insulation function when 

exposed to fire on one side. Most 

standards allow a maximum of 180°C 

temperature rise on the unexposed 

side. 

Discover more at https://khm.sika.com/
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Advantages

• Can be used for fire resistant joints and 

standard building joints

• Provide acoustic insulation 

  SIKAFLEX® - 400 FIRE 

For more information please visit to https://khm.sika.com/
Mobile : +855 23 901 450
Email : sales@kh.sika.com

 Approvals Certificated 

• AS 1540.3

• EN 1366-4

• EN 13501-2

• ASTM C 920 class 35 

• EN 15651-1

• ISO 11600

• AS 1191, ISO 10140-1

• LEED Attestation 

FIRE RESISTANT PU SEALANT FOR LINEAR SEALS AND PENETRATIONS

Euro 

Class 
Requirement Examples of materials

A1 No contribution to fire Stone, concrete, glass, most metals

A2 Insignificant contribution to fire Similar to A1 including small amounts of organic compounds

B
No spread of fire and very limited contri-

bution to fire
Gypsum boards with very thin surface covering, fire rated sealants

C Very limited spread of fire Gypsum boards with thicker surface coverings

D Limited spread of fire Wood & wooden products (depending on size)

E
Acceptable reaction to fire in case of a 

very small flame
Many plastic products and materials

F
Not passing requirements for classes 

A1-E
Other materials than classes A1-E

Description 

Sikaflex® - 400 fire is a fire resistant, elastic 

sealant for interior and exterior joints in 

walls and floors as well as penetration seals 

in walls. 

Uses 

• Movement and connections joints in fire 

compartments like staircases, corridors 

etc., (walls, floors, and head to wall).

• Penetrations seals in rigid fire compart-

ment walls

For more information please visit to https://khm.sika.com/
Mobile : +855 23 901 450
Email : sales@kh.sika.com

 

Packaging : Foil packs 600 ml 

Color : Concrete Grey 



The 187km Phnom Penh-Sihanoukville ex-
pressway, the first of its kind in Cambo-
dia, opened for traffic on 1 October with a 

1-month toll-free trial, marking a major achieve-
ment in infrastructure development.

The route will play a key role in boosting the 
country’s logistical efficiency by reducing the 
time and costs involved in the transportation 
of goods. The expressway cuts the commuting 
time between the two economic poles of the 
country, Phnom Penh and Sihanoukville, from 
5-6 hours to only over 2 hours.

Fully paved with asphalt concrete, the road is 
two lanes wide in each direction plus a side lane 
for emergency use on each shoulder. From 1-7 
October, the total traffic volume on the Phnom 
Penh-Sihanoukville Expressway reached 80,231 
vehicles. On average, the daily traffic volume 
was about 11,460.

With ground broken in March 2019, this major 
infrastructure project was undertaken by China 
Road and Bridge Corporation (CRBC) with an 
investment of over US$2 billion under a build-
operate-transfer scheme for 50 years. 

The company used US$600 million of its own 
funds while the remaining US$1.4 billion came in 
the form of loans from China Bank. In addition, 
the project also used US$150 million in grant aid 
from the People’s Republic of China.

“The project is one thing we hope will push 
our economic poles connecting Phnom Penh 
and Cambodia’s coast to become a gateway 
of economic growth; that is what we want it to 
be,” said Prime Minister Hun Seun during the 
ground-breaking.

Besides this project, the Cambodian govern-
ment will soon build a second expressway con-
necting Phnom Penh to the Vietnamese border 
Bavet city. 

Kingdom’s First Expressway 
Opened for Traffic, Second Set to 
Begin Construction in 2023
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By Keam Kongleaphy

According to preliminary studies, the 
Phnom Penh-Bavet Expressway would have 
a total length of 135km crossing through 
Kandal, Prey Veng, and Svay Rieng provinces 
before reaching the Cambodia-Vietnam 
Bavet border gate.

The Cambodian government have already 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) with CRBC. The company will study 
and prepare to sign the concession agree-
ment this year to start construction by mid-
2023, according to Minister of Public Works 
and Transport HE Sun Chanthol.

Cambodia and Vietnam have also already 
signed an agreement on the connection 
point between Cambodia’s Phnom Penh-
Bavet expressway and Vietnam’s Moc Bai-
HCMC expressway. The Vietnamese side will 
also soon start the construction of the Moc 
Bai-HCMC expressway.

An inter-ministerial committee was also 
established to accelerate the work with HE 
Sun Chanthol, Senior Minister, Minister of 
Public Works and Transport, appointed as 
chairman. Three senior officials from rel-
evant ministries have been appointed as 
three deputy chairmen along with other 15 
members.

This inter-ministerial committee is tasked 
to review and advise on the procedures, 
legal framework, and overall view of the in-
vestment in the Phnom Penh-Bavet express-
way project.
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ផ្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿនភ្នំលេញ-ពេរះសីហនុព្រវវង១៨៧គីឡលូវ៉ែព្រវែ្ជាផ្លូវ
ល្បឿនល្ឿនែនំ្រលូងលគលៅក៉្ុជាកា្េីថ្ងៃទី១ វែ្ុរលា  ព្ររូវបាន

ល្រើកឱ្យល្វើចរាចរណ៍សាក្បងលហើយ វែ្សឱ្យល�ើញេីស៉ទិ្ិផ្ថន
អភវិឌ្ឍនល៍ហដ្ឋា រចនាស៉្ព័ន្ែ៏៉ ហិមា៉យួលទៀ្ររ្រស់ក៉្ុជា។

ផ្លូវលនរះនឹងលែើរ្រួយែ ងសនំខានក់្ុងការជនំរញុព្រសិទ្ភាេេព័ស្ុភាររ្រស់
ព្រលទស លដ្យកា្រ្់រន្ថយលេ្លវលា និងការចនំណាយពាកេ់ព័ន្នឹងការ
ែឹកជញ្លូ នទនំនិញលពា្គឺកា្រ្់រន្ថយលេ្ល្វើែនំលណើ ររវាង្រែលូ្លសែឋាកិច្ច២
ថនព្រលទសេី៥-៦លមាែ ង៉កព្ឹរ៉វ្រជាង២លមាែ ង្រែុលណាណ រះ។

លយងតា៉ទិន្នព័យ ពកសួងសាធារណការនិងែឹកជញ្លូ នចា្រេ់ីថ្ងៃទី១
ែ្់ថ្ងៃទី៧វែ្ុរលាចនំនួនយនយន្វែ្ចរាចរសរ្ុរល ើ្ផ្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿន
ភ្នំលេញ-ពេរះសីហនុមានែ្់លៅ៨០,២៣១លពគឿងវែ្ល្រើគិ្រជា៉្្យ៉
គឺព្រមាណ១១៤៦០ក្ុង១ថ្ងៃ។

ក្ុងចនំនួនលនរះ ៉និព្ឹរ៉វ្រមានអ្កែនំលណើ រក៉សាន្ជា្ក្ខណៈពគរួសារ
្រែុលណាណ រះលទកម៏ានយនយន្ែឹកជញ្លូ នផងវែរលនរះស្រញ្្កឱ់្យល�ើញថា
ផ្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿន គឺេិ្រជាវែ្ស្រនាទា ្រល់សែឋាកិច្ចវែ្មានសក្ានុេ្េិ្រ
វ៉ន។

គួរ្រញ្្កថ់ាផ្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿនលនរះចា្រល់ផដើ៉សាងសងក់ា្េីវែ៉នីា
ឆ្្នំ ២០១៩ លពកា៉ការវវនិិលយគ ២ ពានល់ានែុល្ារ រ្រស់ពករុ៉ហុ៊ន
សាជីវក៉្មផ្លូវនិងស្ានចិន(CRBC)ក្ុង្ក្ខែណ្ឌ សាងសង-់ព្រ្ិរ្រ្រ្ិ
ការ-លផទាររយៈលេ្៥០ឆ្្នំ។

សល៉ដចនាយករែឋា៉នន្ីហុ៊នវសនវ្្ងក្ុងេិ្ីល្រើកការដ្ឋា នសាងសង់
លនរះថាគលពមាងលនរះនឹងជនំរញុការ្រភ្ា្រ្់រែលូ្លសែឋាកិច្ចទានំង២រ្រស់ក៉្ុជា
លពា្គឺភ្នំលេញ និងលែ្រ្ពេរះសីហនុ វែ្ពចកលសែឋាកិច្ចសនំខានថ់ន
ព្រលទស។

ផ្លវូល្បឿនលឿនដំបូងបានបើកដំណើរការ  
ខណៈផ្លវូល្បឿនលឿនខ្ស្បន្ទប់្នឹង

បើកការដ្ឋន្ឆ្ន្២ំ០២៣
លពរៅេីផ្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿនភ្នំលេញ ពេរះសីហនុ រដ្ឋា ភបិា្ក៉្ុជាកល៏ពរោង

នឹងសាងសងផ់្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿនទី ២ ្រភ្ា្រភ់្នំលេញលៅពករុងបាវ្ិរពេនំវែន
លវៀ្រណា៉ក្ុងលេ្ឆ្្រ់ៗ ។

លយងតា៉ការសិកសា្រឋ៉ផ្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿនភ្នំលេញ-បាវ្ិរមានព្រវវង
សរ្ុរ ១៣៥គីឡលូវ៉ែព្រ ឆ្ងកា្រល់ែ្រ្កណ្ា្ ថពេវវង និងសាវ យលរៀង
៉ុននឹងលៅែ្់ពចកទាវ រពេនំវែនក៉្ុជា-លវៀ្រណា៉បាវ្ិរ។

រដ្ឋា ភបិា្ក៉្ុជាបានចុរះហ្រ្ថល្ខាល ើ្អនុស្សរណៈថនការលយគយ្់
រ្ោជា៉យួពករុ៉ហុ៊នCRBC រចួលហើយ។ ពករុ៉ហុ៊ននឹងសិកសានិងលរៀ្រចនំ
ចុរះហ្រ្ថល្ខាល ើ្កិច្ចពេ៉លពេៀងស៉បទានលៅឆ្្នំលនរះ លែើ៉បចីា្រល់ផ្ើ៉
សាងសងល់ៅពាកក់ណ្ា្ឆ្្នំ ២០២៣។ លនរះល្រើលយងតា៉ ឯកឧ្រ្៉
សុ៊នចាន់្ ុ្រែឋា៉នន្ីពកសួងសាធារណការនិងែឹកជញ្លូ ន។

ល ើ្សេីលនរះក៉្ុជានិងលវៀ្រណា៉កប៏ានចុរះកិច្ចពេ៉លពេៀងល ើ្ចនំណុច
្រភ្ា្ររ់វាងផ្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿនភ្នំលេញ-បាវ្ិររ្រស់ក៉្ុជានិងផ្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿន
MocBai- HCMC រ្រស់លវៀ្រណា៉ផងវែរ លដ្យភាគីលវៀ្រណា៉នឹង
ចា្រល់ផ្ើ៉សាងសងផ់្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿនវផ្ករ្រស់ែ្ួននាលេ្ឆ្្រ់ៗ លនរះ។

លែើ៉បជីនំរញុការងារគណៈកមា្ម ្ិការអន្រពកសួងកព៏្ររូវបាន្រលងកើ្រលឡើង
លដ្យមានឯកឧ្រ្៉សុ៊នចាន់្ ុ្ជាព្រធាននិង៉នន្ីជានែ់្ស់៣រលូ្រ
លទៀ្រ៉កេីពកសួងពាកេ់ព័ន្ជាអនុព្រធានពេ៉នឹងសមាជិក១៥រលូ្រ។

គណៈកមា្ម ្ិការអន្រពកសួងលនរះមានភារកិច្ចេិនិ្រ្យនិងផ្្់លយ្រ្់
ល ើ្នី្រិវ ិ្ ី ពក្រែព័ណ្ឌ ចបា្រ់និងទិែឋាភាេរួ៉ ថនការវនិិលយគល ើ្គលពមាងផ្លូវ
ល្បឿនល្ឿនភ្នំលេញ-បាវ្ិរ។
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Together with its partners and customers, Siemens 
is driving the digital transformation of economies 
through its open digital business platform Sie-

mens Xcelerator, launched on June 29, 2022. The plat-
form consists of a comprehensive, curated portfolio; 
a powerful ecosystem of partners and a marketplace 
for customers, partners and developers and strives to 
make digitalization easier, faster and at scale. Today, 
Siemens announced two new partnerships related to 
the Siemens Xcelerator platform.

In collaboration with Volta Trucks, Siemens wants to 
accelerate the electrification of commercial fleets. This 
partnership ensures power distribution, renewables 
integration, and energy services to build sustainable, 
electric fleet hubs. Siemens has also announced a 
memorandum of understanding for a strategic part-

nership with Automotive Cells Company (ACC) for 
electric vehicle battery cell production, based on the 
digital portfolio of Siemens Xcelerator. In addition, key 
customers are leveraging the curated portfolio, such 
as REGENT. The company, founded in 2020, builds 
all-electric seagliders for fast, safe, and low-cost coastal 
transportation and has adopted the Siemens Xcelera-
tor portfolio of cloud-based software and services. 
Another example is a collaboration with the Fédération 
Internationale de l'Automobile (FIA) supporting them 
and their Championships including Formula 1 with sus-
tainability efforts by adopting solutions from Siemens 
Xcelerator as a Service.

A core lever for value creation at Siemens is the 
company’s goal of growing its digital businesses by 
around ten percent per year by 2025. The launch of the 

• Open, digital business platform Siemens Xcelerator based on comprehensive, curated 
portfolio of software, services and connected hardware keeps expanding

• Volta Trucks and Siemens partner to accelerate commercial fleet electrification

• Automotive Cells Company (ACC) and Siemens partner to optimize battery cell production

• Siemens is confident to exceed 10 percent revenue growth in its digital businesses, in 
fiscal 2022

• Digital Twins are building blocks of the emerging industrial metaverse

Driving digital transformation through Siemens Xcelerator and its leading portfolio

DRIVING DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION THROUGH 
SIEMENS XCELERATOR AND 
ITS LEADING PORTFOLIO
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Siemens Xcelerator platform has been the logical next 
step in Siemens’ digital strategy. Siemens will be able 
to unlock significant value for existing and new custom-
ers, especially new ones in the segment of smaller and 
mid-sized businesses. The launch of the business plat-
form is also consistent with its move towards as-a-service 
offerings and will bolster the aim of increasing annual 
recurring revenue. In the first nine months of fiscal 2022, 
Siemens achieved revenues of €4.7 billion through digital 
businesses and is well on track to exceed 10 percent 
growth, in fiscal 2022. Digital revenue in fiscal 2021 stood 
at €5.6 billion.

“Siemens is about connecting the real and the digital 
world unlike any other company. It is about the conver-
gence of software and hardware. Making hardware smart, 
equipping machines with sensors, connecting them to 
the internet of things, and using artificial intelligence to 
make them intelligent is the basis for industrial digitaliza-
tion. Yet the best solution becomes a bad solution if it 
does not work well together with other technologies,” 
says Peter Körte, Chief Technology Officer and Chief 
Strategy Officer of Siemens AG. “The Siemens Xcelera-
tor platform and its solutions are not about us or restrict-
ed to us. It’s all about making digitalization easy for our 
customers by providing solutions that work and are open 
to grow.”

Siemens Xcelerator ecosystem continues 
to evolve

Since the launch of Siemens Xcelerator about three 
months ago, 58 partners have been certified, new offer-
ings have been added, including Railigent X and Mobility 
Software Suite X from Siemens Mobility. With planned 
acquisitions like ZONA Technology, Siemens Xcelerator 
will increase its capabilities for climate-neutral aviation 
and included predictive maintenance capabilities for 
manufacturing with the company Senseye. The collabo-
ration with Munich based company sustamize GmbH 
adds carbon emissions data to Siemens Xcelerator and is 
enabling organizations to measure, simulate, reduce, and 
track their product carbon footprint early in the product 
development phase. With Esri as a partner Siemens can 
bring grid planning and operation to a new level. These 
partners not only add with their portfolio to the platform, 
more so, develop solutions together with Siemens for 
the pressing needs of customers. 

From Digital Twins to the industrial 
Metaverse

The interoperability and openness of Siemens Xcelera-
tor with its curated portfolio, where in future everything 
works seamlessly with each other, is the perfect basis for 

the Industrial Metaverse where players meet to democra-
tize technology by making immersive experiences acces-
sible to everyone. The digital twin is the key technology 
for this digital transformation in this decade. A digital 
twin is a software application that uses real-world data to 
create a simulation of a physical object such as a building 
or a service, which can then be used to predict how it will 
perform. Siemens, through its Digital Industries Business, 
is one of the pioneers and global leaders in digital twin 
technology.

One specific use case: This helps cities to optimize all 
aspects of design, construction, operations, and man-
agement. On a larger scale, digital twins can be used 
for the development and operation of entire cities and 
districts like Siemensstadt Square by interconnecting 
buildings, transportation systems and other infrastructure 
such as energy distribution. The advantages of this tech-
nology are immense in terms of financial, sustainability 
and livability improvements. Potentially costly mistakes 
can be avoided because the future-oriented location is 
being built twice – first in the digital world and then in 
the physical world. This way, mistakes can be made in 
the digital world first by seeing what the impact will be. 
Instead of having people adapt to a city or neighbor-
hood, a city or neighborhood can now adapt to the 
needs of the people.

Through a partnership between Siemens and Bentley 
Systems, formalized in 2016, both companies have de-
veloped a digital twin for the process industries. Bentley 
is strong in engineering technology and Siemens is 
strong in operations technology including hardware and 
software. Bringing together operations technology (OT) 
with information technology (IT) is what infrastructure 
digital twins are at their core. By putting complemen-
tary strengths together to work across the lifecycle one 
offering is to build, operate, and optimize intelligent 
infrastructure. In the case of Siemensstadt Square, a 
holistic digital and integral city twin offers the possibility 
to pre-simulate and significantly optimize urban planning 
and operations.

The metaverse will require platforms that work seam-
lessly with edge devices and with each other. Digital twin 
platforms can share content with anyone involved in the 
infrastructure lifecycle including the engineers, contrac-
tors, builders, site engineers, and the general public. 
Infrastructure digital twins are the fundamental building 
blocks of virtual worlds that will allow groups to interact 
and collaborate in the metaverse to solve problems such 
as making infrastructure greener, more sustainable, more 
resilient. Current technologies forming a comprehensive 
digital twin solution, already available from Siemens, are 
paving the way to the industrial metaverse.

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a technology company focused on industry, infrastructure, transport, and healthcare. From more resource-efficient factories, resil-
ient supply chains, and smarter buildings and grids, to cleaner and more comfortable transportation as well as advanced healthcare, the company creates technology 
with purpose adding real value for customers. By combining the real and the digital worlds, Siemens empowers its customers to transform their industries and mar-
kets, helping them to transform the everyday for billions of people. Siemens also owns a majority stake in the publicly listed company Siemens Healthineers, a globally 
leading medical technology provider shaping the future of healthcare. In addition, Siemens holds a minority stake in Siemens Energy, a global leader in the transmis-
sion and generation of electrical power. In fiscal 2021, which ended on September 30, 2021, the Siemens Group generated revenue of €62.3 billion and net income of €6.7 
billion. As of September 30, 2021, the company had around 303,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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As of 2021, Germany has provided 
a total of US$670 million 
in financing to Cambodia, 

equivalent to 2.6% of the total funding 
provided by development partners to 
Cambodia.

The figure was shown during a 
meeting between Secretary-General 
of the Cambodian Rehabilitation and 
Development Board HE Chhieng Yanara 
and German Ambassador to Cambodia 
HE Stefan Anton Messerer on 28 
September.

The German government has 
always supported and contributed to 
the development of priority areas in 
Cambodia such as rural development, 
health and social protection, 
governance, and climate change.

The two parties also discussed and 
exchanged views on relevant topics 
including microfinance, concessional 
loans, and the progress of development 
cooperation.

By Chea Vannak

GERMANY PROVIDES OVER US$670 MILLION IN 
FINANCING TO CAMBODIA AS OF 2021 
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Bentley Systems today announced that Dru 
Crawley, Bentley fellow and director of building 
performance research, received the IBPSA-USA 

Award for Distinguished Achievement in Building 
Simulation. It will be presented at the IBPSA-USA 
SimBuild conference.

IBPSA-USA is the United States regional affiliate 
of the International Building Performance Simulation 
Association (IBPSA). It advances and promotes the 
science of building simulation to improve the design, 
construction, operation, and maintenance of new 
and existing buildings in the United States. IBPSA 
was founded to advance and promote the science 
of building performance simulation to improve the 
design, construction, operation, and maintenance 
of new and existing buildings worldwide. IBPSA has 
more than 5,000 members worldwide in 34 affiliates 
representing 42 countries.

Additionally, Crawley was elected president of 
IBPSA on Sept. 10, 2022. He is the previous president 
of IBPSA-USA and has been part of the organization 
since 1987. Crawley has published more than 125 
papers and articles, testified before the U.S. Congress 
about zero-energy and green buildings, lectured at 
more than 30 universities, and made more than 500 
presentations on building energy efficiency, sustain-
ability, and renewable energy throughout the world.

“Presented every two years, this award recognizes 
an individual who has a distinguished record

in the field of building performance simulation for 
15 or more years,” said Carrie Brown, president of 
IBPSA-USA. “With an exemplary record of software 
development, high caliber research, and educational 
efforts, Dr. Crawley has been an extremely influential 
champion of BPS. The breadth and depth of Dru’s 
expertise has made him an industry leader throughout 
his career, and our field is categorically better due to 
his contributions

BENTLEY’S DRU CRAWLEY 
RECEIVES IBPSA-USA 
AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED 
ACHIEVEMENT IN BUILDING 
SIMULATION AND IS ELECTED 
PRESIDENT OF IBPSA

About Bentley Systems
Bentley Systems (Nasdaq: BSY) is the infrastructure engineering software company. We provide innovative software to advance the world’s infrastructure – 
sustaining both the global economy and environment. Our industry-leading software solutions are used by professionals, and organizations of every size, for 
the design, construction, and operations of roads and bridges, rail and transit, water and wastewater, public works and utilities, buildings and campuses, min-
ing, and industrial facilities. Our offerings include MicroStation-based applications for modeling and simulation, ProjectWise for project delivery, AssetWise 
for asset and network performance, Seequent’s leading geoprofessional software portfolio, and the iTwin platform for infrastructure digital twins. Bentley 
Systems employs more than 4,500 colleagues and generates annual revenues of approximately $1 billion in 186 countries. | www.bentley.com
© 2022 Bentley Systems, Incorporated. Bentley, the Bentley logo, AssetWise, iTwin, MicroStation, ProjectWise, and Seequent are either registered or unregis-
tered trademarks or service marks of Bentley Systems, Incorporated or one of its direct or indirect wholly owned subsidiaries. All other brands and product 
names are trademarks of their respective owners.

Caption: Dru Crawley, Bentley fellow and director of 
building performance research, Bentley Systems
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Deputy Prime Minister HE Aun Porn Mon-
iroth on 7 October led a team to inspect 
the wastewater treatment plant in Siha-

noukville, while also making multiple recommen-
dations to modernise and improve the effective-
ness of the plant.

Spread over an area of 16.2 hectares, the 
plan has a treatment capacity of 6,900 to 30,000 
cubic metres/day.

The plant uses the Aerated-Lagoons system, 
equipped with a blower aerator and a sur-
face aerator at four pumping stations, plus a 
65.80-kilometre sewer system. 

This system can cover Sangkat 2, 3 and 4 of 
Sihanoukville.

After listening to the presentation and discus-
sion, Deputy Prime Minister Moniroth made the 
following recommendations:

1. Study the master plan for the separation 
system between rainwater and wastewater. 
This new system can collect wastewater from 
people's houses and send it to the wastewater 
treatment plant in accordance with the growth 
of the population. The firm can also expand 
the filtration capacity in response to the goal of 
turning Sihanoukville into a multi-purpose eco-
nomic pole.

2. Study the feasibility of interconnection 
between existing micro-filtration systems and 
large-scale filtration systems.

3. Study the automatic trash filtering net 
system to prevent the trash from blocking the 
water flow and entering the sea.

4.  Maintain and operate the existing waste-
water treatment system in Siha-
noukville in a more effective way to 
be more efficient.

DPM Inspects SHV Wastewater 
Treatment Plant, Ordering Four 
Upgrades

By Keam Kongleaphy
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By Chea Vannak

Japan Urges Cambodia to Further 
Ease Japanese Investment in 
Cambodia

Japanese Prime Minister Kishida Fumio 
has asked his Cambodia’s counterpart 
Samdech Hun Sen to continue 

supporting and easing Japanese investment 
in Cambodia, as to date, Japanese private 
investment value in the kingdom has reached 
nearly US$3 billion.

HE Kishida Fumio said during a meeting 
with Samdech Hun Sen on 28 September 
in Tokyo that besides this current large-
scale investment value, another renowned 
automobile firm Toyota will soon set up an 
assembly plant in Cambodia.

Toyota has decided to invest in establishing 
a Toyota assembly plant in Cambodia with 
an investment of more than US$36 million 
to supply cars locally. (Under the Toyota 
Tsusho Manufacturing (Cambodia) Co Ltd, the 
project was announced by the Council for the 
Development of Cambodia on 8 September.

As of August 2022, the Council for the 
Development of Cambodia has approved 
149 Japanese investment projects with a 
total investment of US$2.9 billion, investing 
in sectors of agriculture, industry, banking, 
services, construction, real estate, shopping 
malls and others. 
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The Cambodia-Korea Friendship Bridge 
crossing the Mekong River from the 
night market to Chroy Changva and 

Arey Ksat, is set to begin construction in 
2023, according to HE Khuon Sodary, Sec-
ond Vice President of the National Assembly.

HE Khuon Sodary said during a meeting 
with a delegation from Kyungyu, Republic of 
Korea, on 19 October that construction the 
new Cambodia-Korea Friendship Bridge will 
begin next year under a grant and a con-
cessional loan from the Government of the 
Republic of Korea.

This project will include two bridges. 
One will connect the night market to Chroy 
Changva and the other from Chroy Changva 
to Arey Ksat. The two bridges will be built as 
a high cable-stayed without pillars.

The South Korean government decided to 
provide funding for the construction of this 
project in 2020. 

By Chea Vannak

Cambodia-Korea Friendship 
Arey Ksat Bridge in Phnom Penh 

to be Built in 2023
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New York, N.Y. –Today, Nearabl Inc., the metaverse of 
accessibility company, announced a partnership with Bentley 
Systems, Incorporated (Nasdaq: BSY), the infrastructure engi-
neering software company, to expand the use of its technol-
ogy within the global infrastructure, construction, and design 
industries. The company is now an iTwin Premier Partner, and 
its Nearabl app has achieved the “Powered by iTwin” desig-
nation.

Infrastructure projects, beginning at the construction stage, 
are now able to edit work orders based on iTwin data and 
visualize that content on-site via Nearabl’s Augmented Reality 
iOS mobile application as digital signage. Additionally, 
Nearabl’s indoor navigation technology integration enables 
iTwin users to achieve real-time occupancy monitoring of 
their infrastructure, supporting overall digital twin AI wisdom.

“We are thrilled to announce this partnership! It is a gigan-
tic step towards establishing our imprint on the infrastructure 
market. As an academic spin-out, integrating with Bentley’s 
open- source digital twin technology was a no-brainer for 
many reasons,” said Arber Ruci, CEO and Co-founder at 
Nearabl, Inc. “Where we found the most value was in famil-
iarity and ease of use for our end-users — we launched 
as a mobile-first application to great initial early reviews of 
our mobile visualization but soon enough we realized that 
our end users were much more comfortable editing and 
changing Nearabl mobile content on an iTwin desktop/web 
interface. We quickly integrated the process and have been 
deploying it in some cool places.”

“We are delighted to have Nearabl, Inc. add their 
Nearabl iOS application to the Powered byiTwin 
program,” said Sheena Gaynes, Director, Business 
Development, iTwin Platform, at Bentley Systems. “In 
doing so, Nearabl joins the growing ecosystem of soft-
ware developers enabling digital twin solutions with the 
Bentley iTwin platform. Nearabl is a great example of 
how BIM and augmented reality (AR) can be combined 
and visualized in a mobile app toimprove the safety and 
productivity of construction teams.” When combined with 
digital twin technology, Nearabl’s world-class indoor nav-
igation accuracy and augmented reality visualization lays 
the groundwork for a built-world metaverse, creating the 
potential for significant innovation in the design, construc-
tion and maintenance of infrastructure around the world.

 Nearabl is a wayfinding and navigation tool that allows 
users to view accurate digital indoor maps and signage, 
record new paths and points of interest, and expand 
access to physical experiences. Easy to use, affordable, 
and customizable, the company’s technology has been 
deployed to serve diverse audiences, including, construc-
tion site managers, digital tourists, people with low vision 
and metaverse enthusiasts. Nearabl’s technology is the 
work of 25 world-class researchers in advanced robotics, 
computer vision and mixed reality. Born out of a univer-
sity-backed research center, Nearabl has leveraged New 
York State’s robust innovation ecosystem to accelerate its 
growth and continuously enhance its technology.

Nearabl Inc., Maker of Augmented Reality-Based Indoor 
Navigation Technology, Adopts the Bentley iTwin Platform 
to Expand Infrastructure Deployments

Nearabl Inc. achieves “Powered by iTwin” designation and becomes an iTwin Premier Partner, 
joining a growing digital twin ecosystem to scale infrastructure deployments globally

About Nearabl
Originally created to serve the navigation and wayfinding needs of individuals with blindness or low vision, Nearabl was built in pursuit of a mission to create a metaverse of accessibility. The New 
York City-based startup digitizes physical experiences in buildings and cities by adding a layer of 3D images and sounds.
About the Bentley iTwin Platform
The Bentley iTwin platform is an open, scalable cloud platform that enables development teams to build applications that create, visualize, and analyze digital twins of infrastructure assets. Applica-
tions built on the Bentley iTwin platform allow users to incorporate engineering data created by diverse design tools into a living digital twin, aligning it with reality modeling and other associated 
data without disrupting current tools or processes. The platform also enables the visualization and tracking of all changes, including changes in real-world conditions from drones and IoT-connected 
sensors. The Bentley iTwin platform facilitates solutions to provide actionable insights for decision-makers across the complete asset lifecycle. The Bentley iTwin platform is the foundation for applica-
tions ‘powered by iTwin’ and digital twin solutions created by Bentley and its strategic co-venturers, digital integrators, system integrators, independent software vendors, and software developers.
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The construction of Techo International 
Airport (TIA) is now 40% complete as of 
October with work scheduled to finish in 

2024.

The Cambodia Airports Investment 
Corporation (CAIC) gave an update on the 
construction process at the signing ceremony 
of TIA guaranteed bond investments on 14 
October. 

Cambodia Airports Investment Corporation 
(CAIC) is a joint venture between the Royal 
Government of Cambodia, represented by the 
Secretariat of State for Civil Aviation (SSCA), 
and the Overseas Cambodian Investment 
Corporation (OCIC). 

The Royal Government of Cambodia 
has granted CAIC the exclusive rights to 
fund, construct, operate and own the Techo 
International Airport.

CAIC has invested US$524 million (excluding 
land) to date.

Regarding the guaranteed bond 
investments, OCIC, CCAIC and five major 
banks in Cambodia, including Cathay United 
Bank (CUBC) , First Commercial Bank (FCB), 

Mega International Commercial Bank (Mega 
ICBC), Taiwan Cooperative Bank (TCB) and 
Union Commercial Bank (UCB, a Cambodian 
subsidiary of Taiwan E. Sun Commercial Bank), 
signed guaranteed bond investments on 14 
October in the Techo International Airport (TIA).

Under the agreement, the five major banks 
subscribed for a total of US$23 million in the 
Techo International Airport (TIA) Guaranteed 
Bond.

Funds from the TIA Guaranteed Bond 
will be used for the construction of the new 
international airport in Kandal province. The TIA 
Guaranteed Bond has a coupon rate of 5.5% 
with 3-year bond period.

OCIC is the largest and most influential 
investment group and local enterprise group 
in Cambodia. The group's core businesses and 
expertise include real estate development, 
infrastructure, construction, property 
management, education, medical care, 
media, shopping centres, hotels, rice mills, 
glass factories, etc. Notable projects include 
Techo International Airport, Diamond Island 
Satellite City, Norea Island Satellite City, Chroy 
Changvar Satellite City and Olympia City, etc.

TECHO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
CONSTRUCTION 40% COMPLETE 

WHILE FIVE BANKS INVEST US$23M
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The construction of Siem Reap-Angkor 
International Airport was 44% complet-
ed by the end of September 2022, as 

the company is accelerating work to meet 
the deadline by March 2023.

HE Sin Chansereyvutha, Under-Secretary 
of State and spokesman for the Secretariat 
of State for Civil Aviation, said on 20 Octo-
ber that the company is continuing construc-
tion as planned.

"The company is proceeding as planned 
so far, and has completed 44% of the con-
struction as of the end of September. In 
March 2023, the construction will be com-
pleted 100%, while in October 2023, the air-
port will be operational," he said. 

The construction of Siem Reap-Angkor 
International Airport started on 15 March 
2020 and is scheduled to take a total con-
struction period of 36 months at cost of 
about US$880 million. 

The Siem Reap-Angkor International 
Airport project is built on an area of 700 
hectares in Sot Nikum district, Siem Reap 
province, about 40km from Angkor Park and 
about 50km from Siem Reap town.

When launched in October 2023, the air-
port will have a capacity of 7 million passen-
gers per year.

Construction of Siem Reap-Angkor 
International Airport Project 44% 
Complete

By Chea Vannak
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Kampot Provincial Governor HE Mao Thanin 
unveiled a project to build a new beachfront 
public park, stretching over 2,000 metres at 

Kampong Bay canal in Teuk Chhou district.

HE Mao Thanin said during the site inspection on 
18 October that the Kampot Provincial Administra-
tion has been studying the project, which is a new 
achievement of the province.

According to the plan presented by the governor 
of Kampot, the project will include sidewalks, bike 
paths, gardens, dining areas, picnic zones, public 
gyms, playgrounds, bathrooms, parking lots, and 
venues for events.

“This new achievement will help attract national 
and international tourists to visit as well as help the 
livelihood of the locals,” said HE Mao Thanin. 

However, HE Mao Thanin did not specify the 
investment capital and construction 
date of the project.

KAMPOT TO BUILD NEW 
2,000M BEACHFRONT PUBLIC 
PARK IN TUEK CHHOU DISTRICT

By Keam Kongleaphy
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CCA URGES JAPAN TO HELP 
ENHANCE STANDARD OF 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS IN 
CAMBODIA AMID CHALLENGES

CCA TO COOPERATE 
WITH SDF ORGANISING 
CONSTRUCTION-RELATED 
TRAINING COURSES



The Cambodia Constructors Association is 
planning to seek funds from Skills Devel-
opment Fund (SDF) to organise construc-

tion-related training courses for members and 
the public in the near future. 

Representatives of CCA and SDF held a meet-
ing on 11 October to discuss the procedure of 
requesting funds and other detailed require-
ments required to organise the training course.

The Skills Development Fund (SDF) is an 
industry-driven workforce development pro-
gram, aimed at stimulating resource mobilisa-
tion for demand-driven skill development and 
generating skilled labour that are valued and 

needed by the market.

A CCA representative said that the associa-
tion would first discuss with members to find 
the most priority sector that required training 
courses before making a proposal to SDF. 

The CCA added added that SDF is very ben-
eficial for both CCA members and the public as 
the training courses will help improve the skill 
of the construction-related workforce. As the 
result, the construction sector as a whole will 
also benefit.

By Keam Kongleaphy

CCA TO COOPERATE WITH SDF ORGANISING 
CONSTRUCTION-RELATED TRAINING COURSES 
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The Cambodian Constructors Association 
(CCA) has asked Japanese experts to 
share their experiences and help strength-

en the quality of construction contract stan-
dards in Cambodia, while also encouraging 
Japanese investors to invest more in the con-
struction sector.

The proposal was made during a meeting 
between the CCA and a subsidiary of Japan's 
MUFG on 17 October.

During the meeting, the Japanese firm sought 
to understand the general legal perspectives of 
construction projects in Cambodia, especially 
the government’s construction projects.

The CCA representative in response explained 
to the counterparts the brief information 
regarding the legal procedure such as bid-
ding requirements, process payment, contract 
drafting details, pre-grant policy, and project 
handover procedure, among other necessary 
legal aspects.

Besides, the association representative also 
raised the challenges related to construction 
contract standards in Cambodia and also asked 
the Japanese side to share experiences and 
help to improve construction contract stan-
dards in Cambodia.

By Keam Kongleaphy

CCA URGES JAPAN TO HELP ENHANCE 
STANDARD OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 

IN CAMBODIA AMID CHALLENGES
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DOES CAMBODIA STILL 
LEAN TOWARDS CHINA, 
OR HAS IT ALREADY 
SHIFTED & WHY? 
EFFECTS ON ECONOMY & 
REAL ESTATE

6451
GLOBAL INVESTORS 
EYE ASEAN TO 
DIVERSIFY RISK; 
CAMBODIA TO GAIN 
BENEFIT

74
SMALL & MEDIUM-SIZED 
BOREY DEVELOPERS 
VULNERABLE TO LIQUIDITY IS 
COVERED BY THE 7- JUSTIFY 
BACK



Vietnam’s Industrial Real Estate 
Growth Fuelled by High FDI

International Briefs

Malaysia’s property sector saw a 36.1 percent increase in volume and 
value YoY in H1 2022, with 188,000 transactions valued at US$18.2 

billion.

This growth trend comes amid expected overall 2022 growth 
expectations of between 5-35%-6.3% in the post-pandemic period. 

The residential sector is driving growth in the real estate sector 
with 60% of total transactions and 54% of value with 116,178 
transactions worth US$9.8 billion. The commercial sector has also 
performed well with 15,169 transactions valued at US$3 billion, 
representing a 45.4% increase in transactions and 28.3% increase in 
value.   

The trends also show that Chinese investors continue to invest 
in Malaysian real estate, encouraged by lower prices coming 
out of the pandemic era slump as well as becoming eligible for 
Malaysia’s new premium visa programme which grants wealthy 
migrants the right to live and work in the nation. 

Vietnam’s industrial property sector is experiencing 
solid momentum thanks to a combination of proactive 

government policy, strategic location, post-pandemic 
economic growth with a focus on exports and rising demand 
with supply to match.  

Vietnam’s FDI more than doubled in five provinces in the years 
2016-2021 with global multinationals like Samsung and Walmart 
recently moving into pre-built factories built in premium locations.  
FDI in the first half of 2022 was estimated at US$14.2 billion, equally 
divided between the north and south of the country. 

Construction is proceeding apace across the country to capitalise 
on growth opportunities with ready-to-operate factory space growing 
53.8% since 2018, and 238 industrial zones over 63,000 hectares in the 
north either operational, under construction or planned.  

Malaysia’s Real Estate Market Booming, 
Buoyed by Chinese Investors

Asia-Pacific Border Controls Slow Hotel 
Sector Performance

Real estate experts have estimated that the hotel sector in 
Asia-Pacific may take until 2024 to fully recover despite high 

demand largely due to stricter COVID-based border restric-
tions in the region.

Confidence in the region remains high with pipeline demand 
and the return of business sector confidence combining to gen-
erate performance in H1 2022 just 6% below that of the same 
period of 2019.  

Increasing tourist numbers and the post-pandemic recovery is 
also spurring investors in the tourism sector real estate market. 
JLL’s recent Hotels & Hospitality Group’s latest Global Hotel Inves-
tor Sentiment Survey showed that 20% of investors were looking 
at increasing investment to levels of between US$500 million and 
US$1 billion with an expected US$10.2 billion being invested in the 
sector in 2022 alone. 

The report also noted that Asia-Pacific, despite high demand is 
growing slower tan the US and European markets, given their more 
relaxed border restrictions.  
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Global Investors Eye ASEAN to 
Diversify; Cambodia to Gain 
Benefit

By Keam Kongleaphy

Southeast Asia saw foreign direct invest-
ment surge by 42% in 2021, and that trend 
has continued this year, with some coun-

tries seeing record levels of FDI, according to 
the ASEAN Investment Report 2022.

One of the reasons for the FDI surge is that a 
majority of investors are looking to spread their 
risk by diversifying their production bases.

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
– ASEAN – is the second-biggest destination 
for foreign direct investment in the developing 
world behind only China.

Aaditya Mattoo, Chief Economist of World 
Bank, said that the biggest beneficiary so far 
of that relocation is Vietnam. The investment 
diversion and the trade diversion have been 
to the benefit of Vietnam, to a lesser extent, 
Malaysia, and Cambodia.

FDI has continued to flow in despite the pan-
demic and other global headwinds.

Most FDI has been flowing into manufactur-
ing, especially electronics as well as finance and 
energy, but also, increasingly ICT. The US was 
the region's biggest investor, followed by China.

Economists say the region still needs to focus 
more on attracting investments in green or sus-
tainable industries, improving the skills of their 

labour forces, and liberalizing rules on invest-
ment in services.

Those are the challenges which are going 
to be crucial for the region to not just divert 
investment from one country or one area to 
another, but actually to create and draw in more 
investment in a way that will set the countries 
on a path of sustainable growth, said Mattoo.

Cambodia received almost US$3.3 billion for 
123 foreign investment projects from January 
to August this year, according to data by the 
Council for the Development of Cambodia 
(CDC).

Lim Heng, Vice President of Cambodia Cham-
ber of Commerce, said in the Khmer Times that 
the flow of foreign investment was boosted 
by the country’s new investment law and trade 
deals – Cambodia-China Free Trade Agreement, 
the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partner-
ship, and trade preference schemes and it also 
reflected the confidence of foreign investors in 
Cambodia’s development outlook.

“The efficient control of COVID-19 led to 
resuming of all socio-economic activities, imple-
mentation of the Free Trade Agreement 
between Cambodia and China and the 
RCEP agreement,” Heng said.
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Local Briefs

People who relocated from Angkor Park to Run Ta Ek and Peak 
Sneng will receive full hard title deeds, not social concessional own-

ership documents, according to Samdech Prime Minister Hun Sen.

PM Hun Sen gave this order during the site inspection on 21 October, 
asking the Ministry of Land to conduct the systematic land registration 
and issue hard titles for people after they moved in.

"I think, we need to issue a hard title deed to the residents so that they 
can use those titles as collateral to borrow money from the bank,” said PM 
Hun Sen. "I would like to confirm that, but they have to come and live there 
before we issue the titles," he added. However, PM Hun Sen emphasised that 
landowners must not sell the land and move to live illegally in the Angkor area.

To date, over 6,400 families have agreed to move to Run Ta Ek while over 
3,200 agreed to move to Peak Sneg.

The Ministry of Environment has pledged to educate more locals on 
environmental awareness, admitting that the local populace is the 

most important protective shield of the environment.

Minister of Environment HE Say Sam Al said during a conference on 
12 October that local people play a major role in helping Cambodia 
preserve the forest and other protected areas, but only if they are 
trained to be aware of the importance of those natural resources.

“Natural resources are the basic factor to support society, 
the economy, and the livelihoods of the Cambodian people. 
Meanwhile, maintaining the forest provides income to the economy 
through the sale of carbon credits on the international voluntary 
market,” said HE Say Sam Al. 

Besides, HE Say Sam Al also recommended local people to do 
mixed-crop cultivation in the community to ensure food security, 
food diversity, and safety, while also saving the environment.

The president of the Booyoung Khmer Co., Ltd expressed his 
strong interest in opening a university focusing on tax and 

financial technology (Fintech) in Cambodia in the near future.

The proposal was raised during a meeting between Mr Lee 
Joong Keun, President of Booyoung Group of the Republic of 
Korea, and HE Aun Porn Moniroth, Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister of Economy and Finance on 18 October.

Mr Lee Joong Keun acknowledged that the Ministry of 
Economy and Finance, especially the tax sector, has acted as a 
pillar in support of national economic growth. Therefore, he would 
look into the possibility of opening a university focusing on tax 
and fintech in Cambodia.

HE Aun Porn Moniroth warmly welcomed Booyoung Khmer 
Company for this investment as the firm has been actively involved 
in the development of the Cambodian economy through the devel-
opment of the real estate finance sector. 

PM: Residents of Run Ta Ek to Get Full Hard 
Titles, Not Social Concessional Titles

Booyoung Khmer Mulls Establishing 
Fintech University in Cambodia

MoE to Conduct More Education on 
Environmental Awareness 
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As condo prices in Cambodia continue 
to drop, some investors are looking to 
deploy their capital in this sector, mainly 

on larger units.

According to a recent CBRE report, larger 
units have gained favour with investors. With 
prices decreasing, investors have become more 
interested in larger unit types instead of studio 
and one-bedroom units. 

However, the most important question that 
keeps investors from investing now is ‘buy or 
later’ and ‘will the price drop further?’ 

In Q3, prices of all grades of condo continued 
to drop compared to the previous quarter. The 
average quoted sale price decreased by 1.2%, 
0.8%, and 1.2% respectively for high-end, mid-
range, and affordable types.

Meanwhile, rental prices also dropped by 
0.3%, 0.9%, and 2.3%, respectively, for the three 
grades.

There have been no new launches or com-
pletions of any condo projects. By the end of 
2022 condo supply is expected to reach almost 
50,000 units with more challenges up ahead.

Frozen projects will remain as only a small 
amount, while construction progress across 
the capital also continues to proceed at a slow 
pace. Large-scale construction sites in particular 
face a higher risk of delay.

Kim Kin Kesa, Associate Director of CBRE, 
said that condo projects have a bigger risk of 
construction being frozen than boreys (landed 
property) as the developer must finish every 
floor regardless of the number of units sold. 

“For boreys, developers can build only the 
block that has been sold or mostly sold. How-
ever, condo developers cannot do so. Thus, 
before investing in a borey, one should con-
sider buying the one where the construction is 
about to finish,” said Kesa. 

“Furthermore, a bigger unit is a better choice 
than a studio or one-bedroom. Investors are 
interested in them more as they can utilise them 
not only for living space,” she added.

BUY NOW OR LATER? 
CBRE: BIGGER CONDO UNITS GAIN 
MORE FAVOUR FROM INVESTORS

By Keam Kongleaphy
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The Ministry of Commerce has asked Sunwah Property 
(Cambodia), a subsidiary of Hong Kong-based Sunwah 

Group, to expand its investment in the real estate sector in 
Cambodia besides other successful businesses the firm operat-
ing in Cambodia.

The request was made by HE Kem Sithan, Permanent 
Secretary of State of the Ministry of Commerce, in a meeting with 
the delegation of Sun Wah Property (Cambodia) Co., Ltd led by 
Mr Jonathan Choi, President of Sunwah Group on 20 October.

HE Kem Sithan congratulated and praised the Sunwah Group for 
its multi-sectoral and successful business operations.

“Through Sun Wah Property (Cambodia), Sunwah Group should 
expand its investment in real estate,” he said. He also asked the com-
pany to consider investing in agriculture and take advantage of free 
trade agreements Cambodia-China and Cambodia-Korea.

The Battambang and Pailin provincial administrations have 
agreed to reallocate over 10,000 hectares in the Samlot and 

Kamrieng districts from the Battambang administration to be under 
the administration of the Pailin provincial administration. 

According to a meeting between Battambang and Pailin admin-
istrative officers on 19 October, the land reallocation was made in 
accordance with the order of Samdech Prime Minister Hun Sen.

The area that has been readjusted along the border line 
includes 1,376ha of land in Lak Hok Pei village and Boeung O 
Cheang village, and 3,618ha of land in  Kampong Chamlong 
Krom village.

The adjustment also includes the natural river at Phnom 
Dambang and O'Slev village, Meanchey commune, Samlot 
district, which covers of 6,685ha of land. The border adjust-
ment is being done under Royal Decree based on the natural 
flow of Stung Sangke and Stung Mongkul Borei rivers.

Gov’t Issues New Guidelines Scrutinisiing 
Casino Businesses 

The Commercial Gambling Management Commission of 
Cambodia (CGMC) on 20 October issued a new guide-

line to further regulate the casino businesses in Cambodia.

According to the announcement, the summary of the 
guidelines include: 1)- The casino operator must apply for a 
license or renew the casino license with CGMC or face legal 
action, 2)- Licensed casino operators can operate the casino 
only within the designated premises, 3)- Casino operators who 
used to have a casino license from the Ministry of Economy and 
Finance can continue to operate but under the strict control and 
supervision of the CGMC, 4)- The casino operator must display 
the original license or certificate of legality in a visible place in 
his / her business location. 5)- The casino operator must pay the 
obligatory income tax from all types of games in full and on time.

Local Briefs
Cambodia Urges Chinese Firm to Expand 
Real Estate Investment in Cambodia

Gov’t Reallocates Over 10,000ha of Land from 
Battambang to Pailin Administration
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A leading real estate expert has pre-
dicted that 2023 will be a good year 
to invest in real estate for those 

who have high capital and expect long-term 
returns, as property price in 2023 is expect-
ed to rise much compared to 2022.

CBRE Cambodia Associate Director Kim 
Kin Kesa said that in 2023, potential inves-
tors should look to invest in land in areas 
with long-term development potential.

"The reason to invest in land because it 
can be very profitable when the economy 
recovers in the coming year,” said Ms Kin 
Kesa.

However, she explained that before mak-
ing an investment decision, investors should 
be aware of the geographical and economic 
factors in the area, as each location may 
have different economic dynamics.

"For example, the central area of Phnom 
Penh has the potential for commercial and 
residential development, while the suburbs 
of Phnom Penh, Kandal and Kampong Speu 
have the potential for industrial and afford-
able housing,” said Mrs Kesa.

“The coastal provinces such as Siha-
noukville, Kep and Kampot, on the other 
hand, are tourist destinations, which are 
good for investing in hotels, resorts and lei-
sure homes,” she added.

She continued that the investment period 
in these sectors can be medium and long, so 
the investor should study and prepare their 
capital well before investing.

CBRE also predicts that the real estate 
market in Cambodia will improve only 
slightly in 2023 and will not reach the 
pre-COVID-19 level yet. 

2023

2023: Good Time for 
Investing in Real Estate? 

By Keam Kongleaphy
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The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has lowered  
Cambodia's 2023 economic growth forecast from 6.5% 

to 6.2% given the slowdown in global growth, according to a 
recent publication issued on 22 September.

Previously, ADB predicted that the Cambodian economy will 
grow by 6.5% in 2023 and 5.3% in 2022.

The factors contributing to the growth are the increase in 
exports of goods and the flow of foreign direct investment. 

According to the report, in the first half of 2022, Cambodia's gar-
ment, travel and footwear output remained strong, with new invest-
ment growth of 39.8%.

Cambodia’s GDP growth is projected to reach 4.8% in 2022. Traditional 
export-oriented growth drivers—especially the garment, footwear, 

travel goods, and bicycle manufacturing industries as well as agricul-
ture—continue to underpin the economic recovery, according to the 
World Bank’s forecast.

In 2023, economic growth is expected to improve to 5.2%, sup-
ported by recovering domestic consumption as employment rates 
improve along with strong government consumption during the elec-
tion year and inflation recedes, the statement said. 

The travel, tourism, and hospitality industries are expected to see 
a boost, underpinned by a revival of domestic demand and tourism. 
Over the medium term, the economy is expected to trend back to 
potential, growing at 6%. Poverty is expected to decline due to the 
projected economic recovery and moderating inflation. 

Tax Exemption for Tourism & Hospitality 
Businesses Extended to December 2022

The Cambodian government has decided to extend the tax 
exemption for tourism and hospitality businesses for anoth-

er three months from October to December 2022, according to 
a press release on 25 October.

The exemption applies to all types of monthly taxes, except 
value-added tax, for hotels, guesthouses and travel agencies reg-
istered with the General Department of Taxation and doing busi-
ness in Phnom Penh, Siem Reap and Sihanoukville.

These businesses are still required to file tax returns and use the 
online system for the management of value-added tax (E-VAT) on a 
monthly basis during this period.

The government also has waived income tax for 2022 for hotels, 
guesthouses, restaurants, and travel agencies registered with the 
General Department of Taxation and doing business in Phnom Penh, 
Siem Reap and Sihanoukville.

However, these businesses are still required to file their 2022 annual 
income tax returns by the end of March 2023 at the latest.

Local Briefs
ADB Lowers 2023 Cambodia's Economic 
Growth Forecast from 6.5% to 6.2% 

WB Projects Cambodia’s GDP Growth at 
4.8% in 2022, 5.2% in 2023
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Despite the slowdown of the international 
economy, the real estate sector in Cam-
bodia remains robust with a gradual pos-

itive recovery, expecting to reach pre-COVID 
levels within the next three years, according to 
Managing Director of PropNex Cambodia Thida 
Ann.

Ms Thida explained that despite the chal-
lenges, the Cambodian economy is still growing 
at around 5%-10% each year, which is a good 
figure, so the real estate sector will also follow 
this growth trend.

"Besides, infrastructure development has 
been expanding both in Phnom Penh and in the 
provinces, making the real estate sector, espe-
cially the land market, grow bigger as well, " she 
explained.

"The next sector that will grow fast is indus-
try. Investors are very interested in Cambo-
dia these days as they want to diversify their 
investments by moving factories from China to 
countries in Southeast Asia, such as Cambodia 
and Vietnam,” she said. 

Cambodia is a good destination as land prices 
are still reasonable and labour costs are low. 
Even with the utility costs being quite high, 
Cambodia is working on this area, she added.

According to Ms Thida, agriculture is another 
major sector that drives Cambodia's economic 
growth. Although not directly affecting the real 
estate sector, it will indirectly affect the growth 
of people's income, which makes them want to 
invest in real estate.

"However, the agricultural sector needs the 
help of the government and the development 
of new technologies to make it stronger,” said 
Ms Thida.

“For the office sector, rental prices have 
remained stable while the quality of commercial 
buildings has also improved. Supply is still limit-
ed, so prices will rise within a year,” she added.

Meanwhile, Cambodia's tourism sector is 
recovering steadily, which is also good for the 
economy and the real estate sector, such as 
hotels and guesthouses

According to the Ministry of Tourism, the 
number of tourists has reached half of the pre-
COVID figures and is expected to reach 6 mil-
lion in the next three years.

"However, the sector that is still under a lot 
of pressure is the retail sector as the supply 
is high and the local people's purchasing 
power is still limited,” said Ms Thida.

EXPERT: REAL ESTATE MARKET IN CAMBODIA 
NEEDS THREE MORE YEARS TO RECOVER TO 
PRE-PANDEMIC LEVEL

By Keam Kongleaphy
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$31.5M Raised | 63 Investors | Job Creation: 843.2

Sacramento Kings Golden 1 Center Arena &
Downtown Commons
$150M Raised | 300 Investors | Job Creation: 10,462

The Emerald of Seattle 
$30M Raised | 60 Investors | Job Creation: 1,525
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 Institutional Quality Investment Team

Over $650 million of EB-5 Funds Raised

850+ I-526 and 200+ I-829 Petition     
Approvals
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The lifting of COVID-19 restrictions will have a direct and indirect 
positive effect on the real estate sector, but not in the imme-
diate term, while the market will not recover to the level of 

COVID-19 yet, said experts.

CBRE Cambodia Associate Director Kim Kin Kesa explained that 
the direct impact of the lifting of restrictions is that it is easier for 
foreign investors to travel to Cambodia, thus facilitating real estate 
investment decisions.

"In addition, the withdrawal of this measure will also have 
a positive effect on the tourism sector, which will restore the 
Cambodian economy and income in this sector, which can 
indirectly stimulate investment by local people," she said.

"However, the lifting of COVID-19 restrictions in China 
will play a more important role as China is Cambodia's 
main source of investment and tourism. If China is not yet 
open, a positive outlook will not be much at least during 
the end of this or early next year,” she added.

For 2023, real estate transactions may increase in 
some areas with long-term development potential, 
but the price is likely they remain the same as in 
2022.

CBRE: Lifting COVID-19 Restrictions 
Won’t Benefit Real Estate Sector in 

Short-Term 
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The real estate market in Cambodia is 
expected to improve only slightly in 
2023, not yet reaching the levels of 

pre-COVID-19, according to the forecast 
of CBRE Cambodia Associate Director Kim 
Kin Kesa.

She predicts that real estate prices will 
continue to stabilise, just similar to the rate 
in 2022. However, the number of real estate 
transactions are likely to grow next year.

"Nevertheless, the growth in demand 
in the real estate sector in 2023 might be 
limited. The factors influencing this limit-
ed growth are the slowdown in the global 
economy, the slow recovery of Cambodia’s 
economy, the global geopolitical crisis, 
high inflation, as well as the rise in energy 
prices, construction materials, and trans-
portation,” she added.

According to her projection, in 2023, 
investors should look to invest in land in 
areas with long-term development poten-
tial, as land is the safest investment among 
all subsectors that can give high returns 
when the economy recovers in the 
coming years.

REAL ESTATE MARKET IN 2023 
NOT RECOVERING TO PRE-COVID 
RATE YET: CBRE

By Keam Kongleaphy
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This issue has been occurring continuously 
in Cambodia for some time, but why is the 
government rushing to act now? What is the 

Cambodian government's master plan? How does 
it affect the economy and the real estate sector?

According to the FULCRUM, what the Cambodi-
an government is doing is an open policy, aiming 
to present to the world transparency and its effort 
to strengthen the legal and business environment. 
This policy is in line with the government’s plan to 
push the post-COVID-19 recovery.

Cambodia no longer relies only on China 

What Cambodia is doing in Sihanoukville is to 
show the world that Cambodia does not rely on 
China as before and will no longer allow the Chi-
nese mafias to abuse Sihanoukville. In fact, Cambo-
dia had made such a decision since 2019 by shut-
ting down online gambling but has not yet taken 
full action due to the COVID-19 crisis.

However, the order issued by Prime Minister 
Hun Sen recently to crack down on gambling and 

Does Cambodia Still Lean Towards China, 
or Has It Already Shifted & Why? Effects on 
Economy & Real Estate 

Recently, the Cambodian government has taken a 
proactive stance and issued a series of measures to crack 
down on gambling and related crimes across the country, 
especially in Sihanoukville, which has been labelled by the 

foreign press as a hotbed of online crime.
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related crimes is a sign that Cambodia is ready to 
attract new investors, referring to the ‘good’ besides 
current or previous Chinese investors. 

Cambodia is starting to lean towards the United 
States and European countries once again as they 
have learned that Chinese investors are relatively 
weak in investing capacity given the current eco-
nomic status in China.

The key player is the United States

According to research by Chanrith Ngin, an 
Honorary Academic at the University of Auckland, 
Cambodia is turning again to the United States and 
European countries and is actively working on plans 
to attract investors from these countries.

The key player in this game is the United States. 
Before the US suspended the Generalized System of 
Preferences (GSP) in Cambodia in 2021, Cambodia 
exported more than US$8.7 billion worth of goods 
(mostly agricultural and garment products) to the 
United States, up from US$6.5 billion in 2020. This 

accounted for 30% of total exports, which is more 
than the amount exported to China, which was only 
7%.

“Cambodia applies an ‘open position’ policy with 
the US while attempting to refine their relationship 
and desiring ‘a full reconciliation’ with the super-
power,” said the report.

In 2021, the Cambodian government spend US$2 
million to hire a lobbying firm to convince Ameri-
can politicians about the ‘true’ situation and mutual 
interests in the country.

In addition, Cambodia is trying to be part of the 
Indo-Pacific Economic Framework while also dis-
cussing investment opportunities with the New York 
Chamber of Commerce in the US, which will con-
duct a reconnaissance visit to the kingdom

This strategy is being jointly implemented by 
the Cambodian Chamber of Commerce (CCC), the 
Council for the Development of Cambodia (CDC) 
and the Ministry of Commerce.

Does Cambodia Still Lean Towards China, 
or Has It Already Shifted & Why? Effects on 
Economy & Real Estate 
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Besides, Cambodia has recently enforced a new 
investment law and signed trade agreements with 
South Korea, while also developing a free trade 
agreement with India. The Cambodian Chamber 
of Commerce also opened a representative office 
in Canada to attract Canadian business communi-
ties to invest in Cambodia. 

This depicts another strategy that Cambodia 
has employed to minimise dependence on China 
and diversify foreign investors.

Cambodia generates “competition” among 
donors & creditors to increase investment in 
infrastructure

Chanrith Ngin added that the Cambodian gov-
ernment is also pursuing a policy of balancing the 
powers of the creditors and donors over Cambo-
dia. Cambodia does not depend on China alone, 
but tries to divide the power of donor countries 
and creditors wisely to take the most advantage. 

In 2018, 48% of Cambodia's official develop-
ment assistance (ODA), equivalent to US$7 billion, 
came from China. China has also promised about 
US$600 million in aid for the 2019-2021 period. 
China is also Cambodia's number one lender, 
accounting for 41% of its US$9.8 billion debt as of 
June 2022.

However, Cambodia also has other donors and 
creditors such as Japan (10%), France (5%) and 
other international agencies (32%), while manag-
ing these countries' power over its country effec-
tively. 

For example, the Cambodia-China Friendship 
Bridge and the Cambodia-Japan Friendship 
Bridge, which stand side by side on the Tonle 
Sap River in Phnom Penh, are the most obvious 
example of power balancing. South Korea is also 
planning to build the Cambodia-Korea Friendship 
Bridge in 2023. 
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In Sihanoukville, China has power in Siha-
noukville city and in special economic zones, 
while Japan has rights over the deep-sea port. 
China built the Phnom Penh-Sihanoukville 
Expressway, South Korea built NR2, 22 and 48, 
and Japan upgraded NR5.

“In this manner, the government has generated 
“competition” among donors that have over time 
increased investment in infrastructure,” said the 
report.

In addition to the aforementioned factors, the 
reason why the government chose to crack down 
on gambling and related crimes is also due to 
pressure from the ASEAN meeting and the for-
eign press, which also affects investors’ decisions. 
The government has realised that it is time to act 
as the country needs more investors for econom-
ic recovery.

How does the real estate market benefit 
from this policy? 

If the government succeeds in attracting new 
investors to Cambodia, one of the noticeable 
changes in the real estate sector is the hope for 
the frozen construction in Sihanoukville.

With fresh foreign investors, the stagnant condo 
market in both Sihanoukville and Phnom Penh will 
also recover.

According to Cambodian Valuers and Estate 
Agents Association (CVEA) President Chrek Sok-
nim, with new investors coming, there will an influx 
of cash that inevitably goes to real estate, such as 
land, to set up a factory or office. 

“Besides, if the economy overall grows, the real 
estate sector will do so as well, driven by 
growth in local purchasing power and for-
eign demand,” he added.

By Keam Kongleaphy
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ជាកវ់សដង ្រញ្ហា លនរះបាននិង្រនដលកើ្រមានក្ុងព្រលទសក៉្ុជាយលូរ
ណាស់៉កលហើយ្រែុវន្លហ្ុរអវីរដ្ឋា ភបិា្លទើ្រសព៉រុកលដ្រះពសាយ

្រញ្ហា ក្ុងលេ្លនរះ?ល្រើរដ្ឋា ភបិា្មានទស្សនវសិព័យឬវផនការ្នំអវី?
្រែរះពា្់លសែឋាកិច្ចយែ ងែលូចល៉ដច?ជរះឥទ្ិេ្ល ើ្អច្នពទេ្យយែ ង
ណា?

ល្រើលយងតា៉អ្កវភិាគក្ុងFULCRUMអវីវែ្រដ្ឋា ភបិា្ក៉្ុជា
កនំេុងល្វើគឺលរោ្នលយបាយចាកវ់ែ្សតា៉សា្ថ នភាេជាកវ់សដង លែើ៉ប ី
សាដ រលសែឋាកិច្ចព្រលទសឱ្យបានល្ឿន្រនំផុ្រ។

ការល្វើវ្រ្រលនរះគឺជាវ ិ្ ីសានសដលែើ៉បលី្វើឱ្យវនិិលយគិន្ររលទសលជឿជាក់
ល ើ្ព្រលទសក៉្ុជាសាជា្្មីថាជាព្រលទសសាអា ្រសអានំតា៉រយៈការេពងឹង
ចបា្រទ់ម្ា្រល់ឡើងវញិឱ្យព្រលសើរជាង៉ុន។

កម្ពុជាមិនរំពឹងល�ើចិនខ្លាំងដូចមុនលេ

្រែុវន្លពរៅជាងលនរះលៅលទៀ្រលនរះគឺការ្រងាហា ញឱ្យសក្លលាកល�ើញ
ថា ក៉្ុជា៉និេឹង ឬល ើ្កលជើងចិនែលូច៉ុនលទៀ្រ វែ្ពេ៉្ិរទវភ្ក
្រិទពច៉ុរះ ល្រើកឱ្យចិនល្វើអនំលេើ៉និរោ្រ្់រីជាលពចើនលៅលែ្រ្ពេរះសីហនុ
កន្ង៉ក។

កម្ពជុានៅផ្អៀងទៅរកចិនទៀតទ្? ឬតូ្វដូរទិសដៅ? 
ខណៈវិស័យអចនទ្ព្យកំពុងរងផលប៉ះពាល់

្្មីៗ លនរះរដ្ឋា ភបិា្ក៉្ុជាបានលព្រើ្៉ល៌រៅដ និងលចញវធិានការណ៍ជាលពចើន
លែើ៉ ប្ីរនងាក ្រវ្បងសីុសងនិងឧពកិែឋាក៉្មពាកេ់ព័ន្លៅទលូទានំងព្រលទសេិលសសលៅ្រនំ្រនល់រៅដ 

លពា្គឺពករុងពេរះសីហនុផ្ទា ្់វ្រ៉ដងវែ្ព្ររូវបាន្ររលទសដ្កង់ាថា
ជា្រណដុ នំ ឧពកិែឋាក៉្មអនឡាញនិងវ្បងែុសចបា្រ។់

ជាកវ់សដងក៉្ុជាបានសលព៉ចចិ្រ្វ្រ្រលនរះតានំងេីឆ្្នំ២០១៩៉ កល៉ែ្រះ
តា៉រយៈការ្រិទវ្បងអនឡាញ ្រែុវន្៉និទានច់ា្រក់ារលេញទនំហឹង
លដ្យសារវ្រវ្ិរ្រ្ិកលូវែី។

យែ ងណា៉ញិការលចញ្រញ្្ឱ្យលព្រើ្៉ល៌រៅដ ្រនងាក ្រវ្បងសីុសង
និងឧពកិែឋាក៉្មពាកេ់ព័ន្រ្រស់សល៉ដចហុ៊នវសនលនរះគឺសញ្ញា ពបា្រថ់ា
ក៉្ុជាលព្រៀ៉ែ្ួនរចួរា្់ លែើ៉បទីាកទ់ាញវនិិលយគិន្្មីៗ លពរៅេីចិន
េិលសសអាល៉រកិនិងអឺរ ែ្ុរឱ្យព្រឡ្រ់៉ កវញិលពពារះែឹងថាវនិិលយគិនចិន
កនំេុង្៉្យលហើយវ្បងនិងឧពកិែឋាក៉្មវែ្ចិន្រងកវា៉និសាកស៉្យ
នឹងទឹក្ុយវែ្ទទួ្បានលទៀ្រលទ។

តួឯកសំខន់ក្ពុងលរឿងលនះ គឺសហរដ្ឋអាលមរិក

ល្រើលយងតា៉អ្រ្ថ្រទពសាវពជាវរ្រស់លលាកChanrithNgin៉ក
េីសក្វទិយា ព្័យUniversityofAucklandលៅព្រលទសញលូហ្សវី្ន
ក៉្ុជាកនំេុងងាកលៅរកអាល៉រកិ និងអឺរ ែ្ុរ លដ្យកនំេុងល្វើការយែ ង
សក៉្មលែើ៉បទីាញយកវនិិលយគគិនេីព្រលទសទានំងលនរះ។
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្រួឯកសនំខានក់្ុងលរឿងលនរះ គឺសហរែឋាអាល៉រកិ។ ៉ុនអាល៉រកិផ្អា ក
កិច្ចសហការ Generalized System of Preferences (GSP)
រវាងក៉្ុជាកា្េីឆ្្នំ ២០២១ ក៉ុ្ជាបាននានំលចញទនំនិញមាន្រថ៉្
ជាង៨,៧ពានល់ានែុល្ារ (ភាគលពចើនជាផ្ិ្រផ្កសិក៉្មនិង
កា្រល់ែរ)លៅកានស់ហរែឋាអាល៉រកិវែ្លកើនលឡើងេី៦,៥ពានល់ាន
ែុល្ារេីឆ្្នំ២០២០។ចនំនួនលនរះលស្មើនឹង៣០%ថនការនានំលចញសរ្ុរ
វែ្លពចើនជាងការនានំលចញលៅចិនវែ្មានព្ឹរ៉វ្រ៧%្រែុលណាណ រះ។

ែលូលច្រះក៉្ុជា៉និអាចបា្រ្់រងទី់ផសារអាល៉រកិបានលទ។អាពសព័យលហ្ុរ
លនរះក៉ុ្ជាេយាយ៉អនុវ្រ្លរោ្នលយបាយ«ល្រើកទលូលាយ»ឬ
«លរោ្នលយបាយលរៅដ ព្រជាក»់ជា៉យួសហរែឋាអាល៉រកិ។លៅខាងលពរៅ
ល្វើហាកែ់លូចជា៉និសលូវចងព់ទអាល៉រកិ្រែុវន្ជាកវ់សដងគឺផទាុយពសឡរះ។

ក្ុងឆ្្នំ២០២១រដ្ឋា ភបិា្ក៉្ុជាបានចនំណាយ្ុយ២លានែុល្ារ
ជួ្ពករុ៉ហុ៊ន្រញ្ចុ រះ្រញ្ចលូ ្  លែើ៉បលីៅ្រញ្ចុ រះ្រញ្ចលូ ្អ្កនលយបាយ
អាល៉រកិអនំេីសា្ថ នភាេ"េិ្រ"ថននលយបាយក៉្ុជានិងេន្យ្់េីផ្
ព្រលយជនវ៍ែ្វនិិលយគិននឹងទទួ្បានល្រើ៉កវនិិលយគថនក៉្ុជា។

ល ើ្សេីលនរះ ក៉្ុជា កេ៏យាយ៉ចងច់លូ្ជាសមាជិក Indo-
PacificEconomicFrameworkលហើយកនំេុងល្វើការជាលពចើនលទៀ្រ
លែើ៉បនីានំវនិិលយគិនអាល៉រកិ៉កល៉ើ្ សា្ថ នភាេសង្គ៉ជាកវ់សដងលៅ
ក៉្ុជា។

យុទ្សានស្លនរះ ព្ររូវបានអនុវ្រ្នរ៍ ួ៉ រ្ោលដ្យសភាពាណិជ្ក៉្ម
ក៉្ុជា (CCC) ពករុ៉ព្ឹរកសាអភវិឌ្ឍនក៍៉្ុជា (CDC) និងពកសួង
ពាណិជ្ក៉្ម។

ល ើ្សេីលនរះ្្មីលនរះៗល�ើញថាក៉្ុជាមានចបា្រវ់និិលយគ្្មីនិងចុរះ-
ហ្រ្ថល្ខាកិច្ចពេ៉លពេៀងពាណិជ្ក៉្មជា៉យួកលូលរ ែខាង្របលូង លហើយ
កនំេុង្រលងកើ្រកិច្ចពេ៉លពេៀងពាណិជ្ក៉្មលសរជីា៉យួឥណា្ឌ ផងវែរ។
សភាពាណិជ្ក៉្មក៉្ុជា កល៏្រើកការយិ ព្័យ្រនំណាងលៅព្រលទស
កាណាដ្លែើ៉បទីាកទ់ាញសហគ៉ន៍្ ុរកិច្ចកាណាដ្ឱ្យ៉ក្រណ្ាក់
ទុនលៅក៉្ុជាផងវែរ។ លនរះសឱ្យល�ើញេីការល្វើេិេិ្ក៉្មវនិិលយ

គិនលៅក៉្ុជា។

កម្ពុជាឆ្លាត លចះយកវិបត្ិជាឱកាស ទាញយកបបលោជន៍ 
បានពីបគប់េិស

លលាកChanrithNgin្រនដថារដ្ឋា ភបិា្ក៉្ុជាកក៏នំេុងអនុវ្រ្
លរោ្នលយបាយល្វើស៉្ុរ្្យអនំណាចរ្រស់ព្រលទស្នំៗ វែ្មាន
ល ើ្ក៉្ុជាផងវែរ។

លលាកមាននព័យថាក៉្ុជាកនំេុង្រងាហា ញេិភេលលាកថាែ្ួន៉និេឹង
ល ើ្ចិនវ្រ៉យួលទៀ្រលនារះលទលពា្គឺក៉្ុជាេយាយ៉វ្រកវចកអនំណាច
ែ្់ព្រលទសមា្ច ស់ជនំនួយនិងក៉្ចទីានំងលនារះឱ្យលស្មើៗរ្ោលែើ៉បទីាញយក
ផ្ព្រលយជនឱ៍្យបានេីលពចើនទិស។

លៅឆ្្នំ២០១៨៤៨%ថនជនំនួយអភវិឌ្ឍនផ៍្លូវការរ្រស់ក៉្ុជា(ODA)
វែ្មានទនំហនំជាង៧ពានល់ានែុល្ារ គឺបាន៉កេីព្រលទសចិន។
ព្រលទសចិនកប៏ានសនយាផ្្់ជនំនួយព្រមាណ៦០០លានែុល្ារអា-
ល៉រកិសពមា្ររ់យៈលេ្ឆ្្នំ២០១៩-២០២១។ព្រលទសចិនកជ៏ាមា្ច ស់
ក៉្ចលី្ែ១រ្រស់ក៉្ុជាផងវែរលពា្គឺ៤១%ថន្រនំណុ្សរ្ុរ
៩,៨ពានល់ានែុល្ារព្ឹរ៉វែ៉ិ្ ុនាឆ្្នំ២០២២។

យែ ងណាកដីក៉្ុជាលៅវ្រល្វើេិេិ្ក៉្ម្រនំណុ្បាន្អាលដ្យមាន
មា្ច ស់្រនំណុ្លផ្សងលទៀ្រែលូចជាព្រលទសជ្រែុន(១០%)បារា នំង(៥%)
និងភ្ាកង់ារអន្រជា្រិលផ្សងៗលទៀ្រ(៣២%)។ល្រើ្រលូកសរ្ុរលៅគឺលពចើន
ជាង្រនំណុ្រ្រស់ចិន។

លនរះ្រងាហា ញថា ក៉្ុជាមានមា្ច ស់ជនំនួយចព៉រុរះ និងឆ្្្រក្ុងការល្វើ
េិេិ្ក៉្ម្រនំណុ្និងជនំនួយ។ឧទាហរណ៍ស្ាន៉្ិរ្ភាេក៉្ុជា-ចិន
និងស្ាន៉្ិរ្ភាេក៉្ុជា-ជ្រែុន វែ្ឈរលៅជា្ររ្់ោល ើ្ទលន្សា្រ
ក្ុងរាជធានីភ្នំលេញ ែណៈកលូលរ ែខាង្របលូងកល៏ព្រៀុ៉សាងសងស្់ាន៉្ិរ្
ភាេក៉្ុជា-កលូលរ ែលៅឆ្្នំ២០២៣។លនរះគឺជានិ៉្ិរ្រលូ្រកជ៏ាកច់បាស់៉យួ
វែ្ក៉្ុជាទទួ្យកជនំនួយេីពគ្រទិ់សទី។

ល ើ្សេីលនរះលៅលែ្រ្ពេរះសីហនុវញិព្រលទសចិនមានអនំណាចលៅ
ក្ុងពករុងពេរះសីហនុ និងលៅ្រនំ្រនល់សែឋាកិច្ចេិលសស ែណៈព្រលទស
ជ្រែុនមានសិទ្ិល ើ្កនំេងវ់ផស៉ុពទទឹកលពរៅ។

សពមា្រក់ារកសាងផ្លូវកែ៏លូចរ្ោវែរចិនសាងសងផ់្លូវល្បឿនល្ឿន
ភ្នំលេញ-ពេរះសីហនុ។កលូលរ ែខាង្របលូងបានវក្៉អាផ្លូវជា្រិល្ែ២២២
និង៤៨ែណៈជ្រែុនបានជួសជុ្ផ្លូវជា្រិល្ែ៥។

តា៉រយៈវ ិ្ ីសានសដលនរះរដ្ឋា ភបិា្ក៉្ុជាបាន្រលងកើ្រ«ការព្រកួ្រ
ព្រវជង» ក្ុងចនំលណា៉មា្ច ស់ជនំនួយ វែ្ជា្ទ្ផ្្រលងកើនការវនិិ-
លយគល ើ្លហដ្ឋា រចនាស៉្ព័ន្លៅក៉្ុជា។

សម្លាធពីអន្រជាតិ និងភាពធូរបរា�ននវិបត្ិកូវីដ

ល ើ្សេីលនរះ ៉លូ្លហ្ុរវែ្រដ្ឋា ភបិា្លពជើសលរ ើសលេ្លវលាលនរះ
លែើ៉បអីនុវ្រ្លរោ្នលយបាយ្រនងាក ្រវ្បងសីុសង និងឧពកិែឋាក៉្ម
ពាកេ់ព័ន្វែ្្រងកលដ្យចិនលនរះកល៏ពពារះវ្រសម្ា្េីការព្រជុនំអាស៊ាន
ព្រលទសលលាកខាង្ិច និងសារេព័្រម៌ាន្ររលទសវែ្លរៅដ គគុកលេក
វែ្កជ៏រះឥទ្ិេ្ែ្់វនិិលយគិនឱ្យ៉និចង់៉ កវនិិលយគវែរ ែលូលច្រះ
ព្ររូវការការវកវព្រ។ រដ្ឋា ភបិា្ បានវភិាគថា វាែ្់លេ្វែ្ព្ររូវ
ចា្រក់ារលហើយលពពារះកានវ់្រទុកគឺរ្ឹរវ្រ៉និចនំលណញែណៈវ្ិរ្រ្ិកលូវែី
បាន ល្ូរពសា្លហើយវែ្្រព៉រូវឱ្យមានសាដ រលសែឋាកិច្ចយែ ងចានំបាច។់

អច�នបេពលាយពាក់ព័ន្ធបតង់ណា? 

ជាកវ់សដង ល្រើរដ្ឋា ភបិា្លាងល ្្ម រះព្រលទសឱ្យសាអា ្រសអានំលហើយ
សលព៉ចទាកទ់ាញវនិិលយគិន្្មីៗ៉កក៉្ុជាបាន អរោរជា្ររ់ោនំងលៅ
ពេរះសីហនុនឹងព្ររូវលដ្រះពសាយលចញ។

ល ើ្សេីលនរះ ទីផសារែុនែលូវែ្លៅពទឹងទានំងលៅលែ្រ្ពេរះសីហនុ
និងភ្នំលេញនឹងលងើ្រ៉កវញិលពពារះមានវនិិលយគិន្្មីៗលពរៅេីចិន៉ក្រន្
ការវនិិលយគ។

ល្រើលយងតា៉លលាកពចឹកសុែនី៉ព្រធានសមាគ៉អ្កវាយ្រថ៉្
និងភ្ាកង់ារអច្នវ្រ្ថុក៉្ុជា លៅលេ្វនិិលយគិន្្មីៗចលូ្៉កក៉្ុជា
កម៏ានរ នំហលូរសាចព់បាកច់លូ្វែរវែ្លជៀស៉និផុ្រេីការវនិិលយគល ើ្
អ្ចនពទេ្យែលូចជាែី្្ីជាលែើ៉លែើ៉ប្ីរលងកើ្រជាលរាងចពកឬទីស្ាក-់
ការរ្រស់ែ្ួន។

លហើយល្រើគិ្រជារួ៉  លៅលេ្លសែឋាកិច្ចលកើន វសិព័យអច្នពទេ្យ
កល៏កើនផងវែរ តា៉រយៈកនំលណើ នលៅអនំណាចការទិញរ្រ
ស់ព្រជាជនក្ុងពសរុកនិង្រព៉រូវការេី្ររលទសផងវែរ។

By Keam Kongleaphy
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The pledge (pawning) and transfer 
of a title for security is somewhat 
similar in the act where debtors 

use their property as collateral to borrow 
money from creditors under an agreed 
period and interest rate.

However, there are some differences 
that frequently cause trouble for debtors 
and creditors.

Pledge or pawning can be done with 
collateral that is either movable or 
immovable properties. In case of default-
ing on the debt, the creditor cannot sell 
the collateral property even with permis-
sion from debtor (Article 827 of the Civil 
Code). The creditor must file a lawsuit in 
court for the enforced sale of that prop-
erty. 

On the other hand, the transfer of a 
title for security can be done only when 
the collateral is movable property. In 
case of default, the creditor can sell the 
movable property in exchange for debt 
payment without going through the court 
process.

Therefore, as a debtor, one must read 
the contract carefully to know whether it 
is a pledge or transfer of title for security.

According to the Prakas on the Man-
agement of Pawnshops and Transfer of 
Title for Security Business, all medium 
and large pawnshops and transfer of 
titles for security businesses must apply 
for a license at the Ministry of Economy 
and Finance. 

Meanwhile, the small enterprises of 
pawnshop and transfer of titles for secu-
rity must apply for a permit at the Munic-
ipal or Provincial Department of Economy 
and Finance. 

Capital investment in pawnshops and 
transfer of titles for security enterprises 
are divided as follows:

- pawnshop enterprises of pawnshop 
and transfer of titles for security must 
hold from 20 to 40 million riels of capital 
investment

- Medium pawnshop enterprises of 
pawnshop and transfer of titles for secu-

Differences 
Between Pledge & 
Transfer of Titles 
for Security
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rity must hold from 40 to 200 million riels 
of capital investment

- Large pawnshop enterprises and trans-
fer of titles for security (Type 1) must hold 
from 200 to 800 million riels of capital 
investment

- Large pawnshop enterprises and trans-
fer of titles for security (Type 2) must hold 
up from 800 million riels of capital invest-
ment.

In addition, pawnshops and transfer of 
title for security business must make a 
business guarantee deposit of 10% of the 
capital investment in a single account of 
the National Treasury or National Treasury 
branch.

After obtaining the license or permit 
from the competent authority, the lend-
ing of a transaction to the mortgagor or 
the grantee shall not exceed 20% of the 
declared business capital.

A licensed pawnshop can provide loans 
for the legal immovable property of not 
more than 20 million riels and not more 
than 4 million riels by a permitted pawn-
shop per transaction. 

For the interest, it must be agreed upon 
between the debtor or grantee and the 
pawnbroker or grantor in accordance with 
the law in force. 

The above Prakas has determined that 
a pawnshop and transfer of title for secu-
rity business without a license is subject 
to a fine of 10 million riels and a fine of 5 
million riels if no permit, and the business 
must be closed immediately.

By Van Sovandy
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CBRE Cambodia has predicted that 
the borey market is facing more 
challenges that could put small and 

medium-sized borey developers in a cash-
flow crisis and have no choice but to even 
suspend their constructions.

CBRE Cambodia Associate Director Kim 
Kesa said some small and medium-sized 
developers may face liquidity shortages 
leading to construction delays, but not on a 
large-scale.

She explained that the cost of construc-
tion materials continues to rise, leading 
to higher construction costs. Combined 
with the increase in supply, the market has 
become more and more competitive.

In such competitive circumstances, devel-
opers cannot sell houses at such high pric-
es as before with even lower numbers of 
transactions.  This could cause developers 
to have cash flow issues, she added.

Besides, the Cambodian economy and 
the global economy have not improved and 
are not expected to grow much in 2022, 
which will affect consumer spending. As a 
result, some small and medium-sized devel-
opers will have no choice but to suspend 
construction or build only blocks that have 
the most buyers.

However, large developers remain stable 
as they have a lot of capital. In addition, 
the borey sector as a whole is still robust as 
the debt-to-equity ratio of borey develop-
ers, in general, is not very high.

The most concerning sector is condo-
miniums which will continue to be stagnant. 
Condo projects are at a higher risk of con-
struction delay than boreys as developers 
cannot build in blocks like with boreys. 
They are required to complete the whole 
building regardless of the percentage of 
units sold.

Small & Medium-Sized Borey 
Developers Vulnerable to 
Liquidity Shortages, Projects 
Facing Delays

By Keam Kongleaphy
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EVENT CALENDAR | CAMBODIA 2022

8:00AM - 6:00PM
Location : Diamond Island Exhibition Center        Organiser: Cambodia Contractors Association

01-03

Cambodia Constructors Association Summit & Expo 2019
The 9th Cambodia Constructors Association Summit & Construction Industry Expo is scheduled 
for 01 Dec - 03 Dec, 2022 at the Diamond Island Exhibition and Convention Center and will bring 
together professionals from the construction industry as well as government officials. The expo will 
feature some 300 booths + and showcase a wide range of materials and services from building.

DEC 2022 Cambodia Construction Summit & Expo 2022

9:00AM - 6:00PM
Location : Diamond Island Exhibition Center        Organiser: AMB Tarsus Events Group

6 - 8

Cambodia Constructors Association Summit & Expo 2019SEP 2022
CamBuild meets the Kingdom’s growing demand for innovative technology, equipment and supplies, 
in line with the building and construction sector’s rapid expansion. Featuring over 300 companies 
and brands with Pavilions from China, India, Singapore, Italy, Malaysia, Taiwan, Thailand and Korea, 
this event is truly an international stage for exhibitors to expand their business in Cambodia 

CamBuild 2022

5:00PM - 11:00PM
Location : Phnom Penh (TBA)   Organiser: Blackarrow Conferences

TBC

Cambodia Constructors Association Summit & Expo 2019SEP 2022
The kingdom’s finest developers will be honoured at the exclusive gala dinner of 
the PropertyGuru Cambodia Property Awards to celebrate the best projects, design 
and innovation within the industry in the past year. The event is part of the region-
al PropertyGuru Asia Property Awards programme established in 2005.

7th Cambodia Property Awards

9:00AM - 5:00PM
Location : TBC          Organiser: Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training

TBC

Cambodia Constructors Association Summit & Expo 2019NOV 2022
The National Employment Agency Online Job Fair is held at a time of flexibility, interconnectedness 
and a high sense of responsibility as an intermediary of employment services aimed at promoting 
the process and facilitating all stakeholders in the market. Work to continue to receive maximum 
benefits from the provision of public employment services of the Royal Government.

Cambodia Career Fair 2022

9:00AM - 6:00PM
Location : High Sky Hotel         Organiser: IASTEM 

4 - 5

Cambodia Constructors Association Summit & Expo 2019May 2022
The primary goal of the conference is to promote research and developmental activities in Civil 
and Architectural Engineering. Another goal is to promote scientific information interchange 
between researchers, developers, engineers, students, and practitioners working in and around 
the world.

International Conference on Civil and Architectural Engineering

9:00AM - 6:00PM
5 - 7

Cambodia Constructors Association Summit & Expo 2019AUG 2022 Cambodia Architect & Decor 2021

Location : Diamond Island Exhibition Center        Organiser: ICVEX Thailand

The Cambodia Architect & Decor Expo is the industry platform for education, 
knowledge exchange and sharing as well as the best source for building materials, 
interior design, furniture and decor.

Power by:
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 EVENT CALENDAR IN  
 ASIA  2022 

 www.construction-property.com/events 

BUILD N DESIGN

03 - 06 Nov 2022

Location: City Farms Banquet Hall, Jammu
Organiser: Sam Show Exhibitions
https://www.facebook.com/sambuildndesign/

HAZI MISR DUBAI
04 - 06 Nov 2022

STEEL CONSTRUCTION EXPO
10 - 12 Nov 2022

MYANMAR HARDWARE 
EXPO

05 - 07 Nov 2022

ECONOMIC TIMES ACETECH 
- MUMBAI

10 - 13 Nov 2022

KANSAI NON-RESIDENTIAL 
WOODEN BUILDING FAIR

09 - 10 Nov 2022

INDIA STONEMART
10 - 13 Nov 2022

Location: Le Meridien Dubai Hotel & 
Conference Center, Dubai, UAE
Organiser: Al Nayrouz Exhibitions
https://hazimisr.com/

Location: Novotel Hicc, Hyderabad, India
Organiser: MX Business Network Pvt. Ltd. 
https://steelconstructionexpo.com/

Location: Myanmar Expo, Yangon, 
Myanmar
Organiser: AMB Tarsus Exhibitions Sdn Bhd
http://myanmarhardwareexpo.com/
index.html

Location: Bombay Exhibition Centre 
(BEC), Mumbai, India
Organiser: ABEC EXHIBITIONS AND 
CONFERENCES PVT LTD
https://etacetech.com/

Location: INTEX Osaka, Osaka, Japan 
Organiser: Innovent Co., Ltd
https://10times.com/e1r5-h5f5-d4zk

Location: Jaipur Exhibition & Convention 
Centre, Jaipur, India
Organiser: Centre For Development of 
Stones
https://www.stonemart-india.in/

LUCKNOW ARCHITECTURE 
FESTIVAL
Location: Ekana international cricket 
stadium, Lucknow, India
Organiser: Task Marketing Solutions 
https://lucknowarchitecturefestival.in/

04 - 06 Nov 2022

THE SURFACE + DESIGN 
EVENT CHINA
Location: Shanghai World Expo 
Exhibition and Convention Center, 
Shanghai
Organiser: Informa Markets - Sinoexpo
https://en.surfaceschina.com/

09 - 11 Nov 2022

WORLD BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGY EXPO
Location: Shanghai New International 
Expo Centre(SNIEC), Shanghai, China
Organiser: Shanghai Qisheng 
Exhibition Co., Ltd
https://www.cantonfair.net/event/

11 - 13 Nov 2022
COMPOSITES INDUSTRY NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION
Location: The Exhibition Centre, 
Gandhinagar, India
Organiser: K And D Communication 
Limited
https://10times.com/e1r0-43g3-xphk

11 - 13 Nov 2022
WORLD BUILDING TECHNOLOGY 
EXPO
Location: Wuhan International Expo 
Center, Wuhan, China
Organiser: Guangdong Hongwei 
International Convention and Exhibition 
Group Cohttps://www.cantonfair.net/
event/

11 - 13 Nov 2022
SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL 
PROPERTY & INVESTMENT 
IMMIGRATION EXPO
Location: Wuhan International Expo 
Center, Wuhan, China
Organiser: Wuhan Vane Exhibition 
Service Co Ltd
https://www.chinaopiexpo.com/en

11 - 13 Nov 2022

HI DESIGN ASIA

02 - 04 Nov 2022

Location:Shangri-La Rasa Ria, Kota Kinabalu, 
Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
Organiser: dmg :: events (Global Energy)
https://www.hidesignasia.com/

PHILCONSTRUCT

03 - 06 Nov 2022

Location: SMX Convention Center, Pasay, 
Philippines (online)
Organiser: Philippine Constructors 
Association
https://10times.com/philconstruct

CHINA INTERNATIONAL AIR-
CONDITIONING, VENTILATION, 
REFRIGERATION AND COLD CHAIN EXPO
Location: Hangzhou International Expo 
Centre, Hangzhou, China
Organiser: Hangzhou Fima Expo
https://www.raccexpo.com/

02 - 04 Nov 2022

Power by:

NOVEMBER 14-15th, london
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SAUDI BUILD
14 - 17 Nov 2022

BUILD4ASIA
16 - 18 Nov 2022

ARCHXPO
16 - 18 Nov 2022

CHINA LANDSCAPE & 
GREENERY FAIR

14 - 16 Nov 2022

Location: Riyadh International 
Convention & Exhibition Center, Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia
Organiser: Riyadh Exhibitions Co. Limited
https://saudi-build.com/

Location: Hong Kong Convention and 
Exhibition Centre, Hong Kong
Organiser: Informa Markets, Wanchai
https://www.build4asia.com/en/

Location: Sands Expo and Convention 
Centre, Singapore
Organiser: Conference and Exhibition 
Management Services Pte
https://architecturebuildingservices.com.
sg/events/archxpo/

Location: Shanghai New International Expo 
Centre(SNIEC), Shanghai, China
Organiser: Shanghai Landscape Architecture 
and Gardening Trade Association
https://www.showsbee.com/fairs/
Greenery-Landscaping-China.html

INTERNATIONAL FACILITY 
MANAGEMENT EXPO

16 - 18 Nov 2022
DESIGN ASIA 

16 - 18 Nov 2022

Location: Sands Expo and Convention 
Centre, Singapore
Organiser: Conference and Exhibition 
Management Services Pte
https://www.tradefairdates.com/

Location: Sands Expo and Convention 
Centre, Singapore
Organiser: Conference and Exhibition 
Management Services Pte
https://www.designfairasia.com/

LIGHTING ASIA
Location: Sands Expo and Convention 
Centre, Singapore
Organiser: Conference and Exhibition 
Management Services Pte
https://www.lightingglobal.org/where-we-
work/lighting-asia/

16 - 18 Nov 2022

GLASSTECH ASIA 2022 & 
FENESTRATION ASIA 2022
Location: Marina Bay Sands 
Convention Centre, Singapore
Organiser: MMI Asia Pte
https://glasstechasia.com.sg/

26 - 28 Oct 2022
2022 GOING DIGITAL AWARDS 
IN INFRASTRUCTURE
Location: The Four Seasons Hotel and 
The Intercontinental Hotel on Park 
Lane, London
Organiser: Bentley Systerm
https://yii.bentley.com/en/awards

14 - 15 Nov 2022
CONSBUILD ASIA 2022
Location: BITEC, Bangkok, Thailand
Organiser: MB Global Marketing
https://consbuild-asia.com/

29 - 30 Nov 2022

DATE TBC 2022

For more information, please contact Tel: +66 (0) 94-996-8312 or Email: sales@mbmarketings.com

consbuildasiaFollow us

29-30 November 2022
BITEC, Bangkok, Thailand

Thailand International Construction,
Mining and Building Technology Exhibition

Organizer

MB Global Marketings Co., Ltd.

Silver Sponsor Bronze Sponsors

SEA
Thai Structural Engineers Association

Supporters

www.consbuid-asia.com

ConsBuild ASIA 2022
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C-TOUCH & DISPLAY 
SHENZHEN

30 Nov - 02 Dec 2022

Location: Shenzhen Convention & 
Exhibition Center, Shenzhen
Organiser: RX Kuozhan (Shanghai)
https://www.quanchu.com.cn/

ROAD INFRATECH EXPO

16 - 18 Nov 2022

Location: Bombay Exhibition Centre (BEC), 
Mumbai, India
Organiser: Virtual Info Systems Pvt Ltd
https://www.trafficinfratechexpo.com/
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 Land area: 4.2m x 14.2m,

Building area: 4.2m x 9m, Hard Title, 

Room: 1,  Sangkat Chaom Chau 2, 

Khan  Porsenchey, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$52,000
Flat for Sale

 

Land area: 6m x 12m, 

Building area: 6m x 12m, Hard Title,3.5Floors, 

4Bedrooms, Sangkat Stung Meanchey, 

Khan Meanchey, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$279,900
Twin Villa for Sale

 Land area: 5.2m x 20.6m, 

Building area: 5.2m x 13.5m, Hard Title, 

Rooms: 4, 2Floors, Sangkat Chaom Chau 1,

Khan Porsenchey, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$150,000
Link House for Sale

 ID: KEY-09295 ID: KEY-10905

 ID: KEY-10958

 Land area: 4.5m x 25m, 

Building area: 4.5m x 18m, Hard Title,

2.5Floors, Rooms: 4, Sangkat Preaek Lieb,

Khan Chroy Changva, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$250,000
Flat for Sale

 Land area: 4m x 14m, 

Building area: 4m x 12m, Hard Title, 

Rooms: 4, 2Floors, Sangkat Phleung Chheh Roteh,

Khan  Kambol, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$85,000
Flat for Sale

Land area: 20.5m x 30m, 

Hard Title, Sangkat  Boeng Tumpun,

Khan Meanchey, Phnom Penh City.
 

 

  

$230,000
Land for Sale

 ID: KEY-10763 ID: KEY-10903 

 ID: KEY-05913

 Land area: 4m x 16m, 

Building area: 4m x 16m, Hard Title, Rooms: 2, 

Sangkat Preaek Pra, Khan Chbar Ampov, 

Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$60,000
Flat for Sale

 
Land area: 12m x 25m, 

Building area: 8m x 20m, Hard Title, 

Rooms: 9, 4Floors, Sangkat Boeng Raing, 

Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$2,100,000
Shophouse for Sale

 Land area: 6m x 16m, 

Building area: 4.2m x 14m, Hard Title, 

Rooms: 4, 2Floors, Sangkat Svay Pak,

Khan Russey Keo, Phnom Penh City
 

 

  

$115,000
Flat for Sale

 ID:  KEY-04791 ID: KEY-11122  ID: KEY-11038

017 999 519
016 999 519
Key Real Estate No. 531 NG, Street Lum, Sangkhat Preaek Tasek, Khan Chroy Changvar, Phnom Penh.
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 Land area: 4.5m x 17m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 3, 4 Floors, Sangkat Prek Leap, 

Khan Chroy Changvar, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$230,000 ID: 3731507
Shophouse For Sale

 Land area: 20m x 30m, 

Building area: 15m x 17m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 9, 3 Floors, Sangkat Boeung Kak 2, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City

 
 

  

$3,200,000 ID: 3333836
Villa For Sale

 Land area: 740 sq.m, 

Building area: 1,695sq.m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 4, 3 Floors, Sangkat Boeung Kak 1, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$3,680,000 ID: 3308955
Building For Sale

 Land area: 20m x 30m, 

Building area: 12m x 18m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 8, 2 Floors, Sangkat Boeung Kak 2, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$2,800,000 ID: 3598956
Villa For Sale

 Land area: 5.2m x 24m, 

Building area: 4.2m x 16m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 4, 2 Floors, Sangkat Phnom Penh Thmey, 

Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$180,000 ID: 3608634
House For Sale

 Land area: 147sq.m, 

Building area: 8.5m x 8.1m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 1, 2 Floors, Sangkat Teuk Laak 2, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$3,000/sq.m ID: 3608381
House For Sale

 Land area: 10m x 30m, 

Building area: 8.5m x 25m, Hart Title, 

Rooms:7, 3 Floors, Sangkat Boeung Kak 2, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$1,200,000 ID: 3602396
Villa For Sale

 Land area: 8.4m x 14m, 

Building area: 1,061 sq.m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 4, 9 Floors, Sangkat Tonle Bassac, 

Khan Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh City

 
 

  

$1,550,000 ID: 3629336
Villa For Sale

 Land area:  509 sq.m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 9, 3Floors, Sangkat Boeung kak 1, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$1,500,000 ID: 3608955
Villa For Sale
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017 999 519
016 999 519
Key Real Estate No. 531 NG, Street Lum, Sangkhat Preaek Tasek, Khan Chroy Changvar, Phnom Penh.

 Land area: 8m x 35m, 

Building area: 8m x 35m, 5Floors, 

Sangkat Boeng Kok 2, Khan Toul Kork, 

Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$5,800/month
Building for Rent

 Land area: 16m x 38m,

Sangkat Kakab 1, Khan  Porsenchey, 

Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$4,000/month
Shophouse for Rent

 ID: KEY-10219  ID: KEY-10349

 Land area: 7.5m x 33m,

Building area: 5m x 30m, Rooms: 7, 

2Floors, Sangkat Boeng Raing,

Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh City

 

  

$2,500/month
Villa for Rent

 Land area: 5m x 23m, 

Building area: 5m x 15m,  Rooms: 6,

3Floors, Sangkat Srah Chak, 

Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$2,200/month
Shophouse for Rent

 ID: KEY-11052  ID: KEY-11039

 Land area: 9.4m x 29m, 

Building area: 9.4m x 18m, Hard Title, 

Rooms: 5, 3.5Floors, Sangkat Preaek Lieb, 

Khan Chroy Changva, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$ 2,400/month
Flat for Rent

 ID: KEY-10612

 Land area: 16m x 17m, 

Building area: 16m x 17m,  9Floors, 

Sangkat Boeng Keng Kang I, 

Khan Boeng Keng Kang, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

 

 

$ 35,000/month
Building for Rent

Land area: 11m x 18.5m, 

Building area: 11m x 17m, Rooms: 10,

3.5Floors, Sangkat Chak Angre Leur, 

Khan Meanchey, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$3,000/month
Shophouse for Rent

 ID: KEY-11051

 ID: KEY-11141

 

 Land area: 5.5m x 18.5m, 

Building area: 5.5m x 17m, Rooms: 5,

 3.5Floors, Sangkat Chak Angre Leur, 

Khan Meanchey, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$1,500/month
Shophouse for Rent

 ID: KEY-11111

 

Land area: 8.4m x 14m, 

Building area: 8.4m x 14m, Rooms: 5, 

2.5Floors, Sangkat Phsar Doeum Thkow, 

Khan Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$2,500/month
Building for Rent

 ID: KEY-10873
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 Land area: 4.5m x 17m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 3, 4 Floors, Sangkat Prek Leap, 

Khan Chroy Changvar, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$230,000 ID: 3731507
Shophouse For Sale

 Land area: 20m x 30m, 

Building area: 15m x 17m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 9, 3 Floors, Sangkat Boeung Kak 2, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City

 
 

  

$3,200,000 ID: 3333836
Villa For Sale

 Land area: 740 sq.m, 

Building area: 1,695sq.m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 4, 3 Floors, Sangkat Boeung Kak 1, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$3,680,000 ID: 3308955
Building For Sale

 Land area: 20m x 30m, 

Building area: 12m x 18m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 8, 2 Floors, Sangkat Boeung Kak 2, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$2,800,000 ID: 3598956
Villa For Sale

 Land area: 5.2m x 24m, 

Building area: 4.2m x 16m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 4, 2 Floors, Sangkat Phnom Penh Thmey, 

Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$180,000 ID: 3608634
House For Sale

 Land area: 147sq.m, 

Building area: 8.5m x 8.1m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 1, 2 Floors, Sangkat Teuk Laak 2, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$3,000/sq.m ID: 3608381
House For Sale

 Land area: 10m x 30m, 

Building area: 8.5m x 25m, Hart Title, 

Rooms:7, 3 Floors, Sangkat Boeung Kak 2, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 
 

  

$1,200,000 ID: 3602396
Villa For Sale

 Land area: 8.4m x 14m, 

Building area: 1,061 sq.m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 4, 9 Floors, Sangkat Tonle Bassac, 

Khan Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh City

 
 

  

$1,550,000 ID: 3629336
Villa For Sale

 Land area:  509 sq.m, Hart Title, 

Rooms: 9, 3Floors, Sangkat Boeung kak 1, 

Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh City.

 

  

$1,500,000 ID: 3608955
Villa For Sale
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Land for Sale
21 h.a (++)
$380/m2

Located in Best Area high investment 
return like Borey and Shophouse
Please Contact:
066 611 168 / 077 566 888

FOR SALE
$250,000

KTK-00004

  · Size: 4.6x15m
  · Floor: 2
  · Bedroom: 5
  · Bathroom: 4
  · Location: KTK
  · Tel:077-566 888

FOR SALE
$260,000

KTK-00006

  · Size: 5x15m
  · Floor: 4
  · Bedroom: 5
  · Bathroom: 6
  · Location: KTK
  · Tel:077-566 888

FOR SALE
$300,000

KTK-00007

  · Size: 5x15m
  · Floor: 2 
Bedroom: 5
  · Bathroom: 4
  · Location: KTK
  · Tel:077-566 888

•  ទំហំដី 75*60ម
•  ជាប់ផ្លូវឌួងងងៀប សង្កា ត់ទឹកថ្្ 
ខណ្ឌ សសនសុខ ភ្ំងេញ

•  ល្អបំផុតសម្រាប់ទីលានកីឡា 
ឃំ្្ង ផ្ទះជួល សិប្បកម្មនានា

សលូមទំនាក់ទំនង
077 566 888 / 066 611 168

•  ទំហំដី 105*100ម
•  ជាប់ផ្លូវឌួងងងៀប សង្កា ត់ទឹកថ្្ 
ខណ្ឌ សសនសុខ ភ្ំងេញ

•  ល្អបំផុតសម្រាប់ទីលានកីឡា 
ឃំ្្ង ផ្ទះជួល សិប្បកម្មនានា

សលូមទំនាក់ទំនង
077 566 888 / 066 611 168

ដីជួល ទំហំធំ
1m2 = 2$ ក្នុង១ខែ (ចរចា)

FOR SALE
$240,000

KTK-00005

  · Size: 4x17m
  · Floor: 2
  · Bedroom: 3
  · Bathroom: 2
  · Location: KTK
  · Tel:077-566 888

FOR RENT
$800

KTK-00001

  · Size: 5x12m
  · Floor: 3
  · Bedroom: 5
  · Bathroom: 4
  · Location: KTK
  · Tel:077-566 888

FOR SALE: $1600/m2

CCV-00030

  · Land Size: 
19x100m

  · Location: CCV
  · Tel: 077-566 888

PROPOSE AGRICULTURE LAND 4,000H.A

•	Land	area:	approx.	>4000h.a	
•	Location:	Sieam	Reap	and	Preah	Vihear	Province
•	Best	for	agro-industry:	sugarcane,	rubber	plant,	
cassava...etc.

Please contact for detail: 	+855-66-611 168

•  ទំហំផ្ទះ (House Size): 16m x 4m
•  បន្ប់ងេង ៥ បន្ប់ទឹក ៦ 
•  ទីតំាងផ្លូវសឡា 371 (Along 371 
Sorlar Road)

•  ទីតំាងល្អសម្រាប់អាជីវកម្មខ្្ត
តលូច ឬហាងលក់ដលូ (Good location 
for small business or retail.

077 566 888 / 066 611 168

SHOP HOUSE (ផ្ទះខលវែង)
Sale: $295,000 Rent: $800

•  ទំហំផ្ទះ (House Size): 18m x 4m
•  បន្ប់ងេង ៤ បន្ប់ទឹក ៣
•  ទីតំាងក្ុងប្ុករតនាផ្្ហសា២ 
(Located in Rattana Plaza II)

•  ទីតំាងល្អសម្រាប់ស្្ក់ងៅ 
និងស្្ក់ការម្ករុមហុ៊ន ជិតផសារ 
ស្លា (ផ្ទះកំេុងជួល $600/សខ)

077 566 888 / 066 611 168

SHOP HOUSE FOR SALE

(ផ្ទះខលវែងលក់) $230,000

FOR SALE
$550,000

KKT-00002

  · Size: 10x14m
  · Floor: 2
  · Bedroom: 6
  · Bathroom: 5
  · Location: KTK
  · Tel:077-566 888

FOR RENT
$400

KTK-00003

  · Rent: 1st Floor
  · Size: 10x14m 
Bedroom: 1
  · Bathroom: 1
  · Location: KTK 
Tel:077-566 888

SHOP HOUSE
SALE: $340,000

LAND FOR SALE
350,000$

• Land size: 57m*17/19m
• Located in Tuol Neang 

Road, Sangkat Prek Eng, 
Just about 1km from 
British International 
School

• Good for construction flat 
house for sale with high 
return

Contact
077 566 888
066 611 168

OFFER FOR 
INVESTMENT

504ha with 4.5km 
beach stretch out

Located in Koh Kong
EIA certified
Contact us:

+855-77 566 888
+855-66 611 168

US$12.50/m2
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FOR SALE
Price: $28/m2

Land Size: 168 h.a
• Location: Near Kang Keng Airport, Sihonoukville Province 

just about 5mn drive.
• Best for resort development, factory, and hownhouse city 

construction.
Tel: 066 611 168 / 077 566 888

FOR SALE
Price: $55/m2

Land Size: 10ha (250x400m) 
• Location: Next to China Special 

Economic Zone.
• Best for factory zone and 

hownhouse construction.

Tel:  066 611 168 / 077 566 888

FOR SALE
Price: $1000/m2

Land Size: 2.153ha 
• Location: Otres hill with the seaview
• Best for resort hotel and casino.

Tel:  066 611 168 / 077 566 888

LAND FOR SALE

2400$/m2

• Land size: 65m*125m
• Location: 1Km from 

AEON2 behind Australia 
International School of 
Phnom Penh

• Best Area for Condo or 
Multi-purpose office 
building development

Contact
077 566 888
066 611 168

ដីលក់ ទំហំ ២៧៨ ហ.ត
នៅថ្មា តពង នេត្តកំពង់ស្ពឺ

ជាកសិដ្ឋា ន និងដំណំាស្វា យ 
46356នដើម

Land for Sale 278 h.a
Located in Thmart Pong,
Kampong Speu Province

Contact: 077 566 888

$9900/ha

Best Location 
(Grade A) 

in Koh Pich
for Sale 

16000m2
Best for Condo 

and Office Space 
Call: 077 566 888 

Best Location 
(Grade A) 

in Koh Pich
for Sale 2210m2

Best for Condo and 
Office Space

Call: 077 566 888 

$9500/m2 $9200/m2

ASEAN Park 
Station

Neak Loeung
Bridge
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BLUE HILL ENGINEERING 
SERVISE CO., LTD.

[a]: . #88, Road 338, 12308, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-12) 487 362
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 212 435             
[e]: .................. owen.sunfenix@gmail.com
[w]: ................................. www.midea.com.ch

[a]: ................ #126, St. 41, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 216 556
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 993 392
[e]: .................... info@bonnarealty.com.kh
[w]: .....................www.bonnarealty.com.kh

BRANCH OF SINOHYDRO 
CORPORATION LIMITED.

[a]: ...# 315 Canadia Tower (27th Flr), St.93 
12202 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 666 966 6
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 959 696
[e]: ....................... kimsovan@hotmail.com
[w]: ...............................www.sinohydro.com

BRANCH OF P.T.S GROUP CO., LTD

[a]: ..#139, Russian Federation Blvd, 12405
[m]: ....................................(855-93) 898 999 
[m]: ................................. (855-88) 460 0999
[e]:. .saleskobe@kobelcocambodia.com
[w]:. . . . . . . . . . . .www.kobelcocambodia.com

B SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENT CO., LTD

[a]: ....#183A St. 132, 12156 Phnom Penh 
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 750 678
[e]: ..................................... info@bsi-kh.com
[w]: ......................................www.bsi-kh.com

BISHO INTERNATIONAL 
ENGINEERING CO.,LTD

[a]: #113, (Parkway Square) 2nd floor, Unit 
2FJ1, Moa TSe Toung,  12308 Phnom Penh  
[m]: ................................( 855- 93 ) 932 999
[t]: ............................... ( 855- 23 ) 639 3996            
[e]: ...................... bishocambo@gmail.com 

ROBERT BOSCH
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]: #24, VTrust Tower 8th Floor,  12253, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 900 685
[f]: .................................... (855-12) 622 827
[e]: ....................andre.dejong@bosch.com
[w]: .................................www.bosch.com.kh

BRANCH OF SCHNEIDER 
ELECTRIC OVERSEAS ASIA 
PTE.LTD.

[a]: .......... Phnom Penh Tower(21F) Preah 
Monivong Blvd, 12258 Phnom Penh  
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 221 848 
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 964 311           
[e]: .customercare.kh@schneider-electric.com

Branch of Heerim Architects &   
Planners Co.,Ltd

No. #445, 12f Street Monivong khan 
7Makara, Phnome Penh, Cambodia.  
[t]: .................................... (885-12) 837 914    
[e]: ............................camhan@heerim.com
[w]:..... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.heerim.com

BITUS CONSTRUCTION 
& DEVELOPMENT 

[a]: ........................#66 Fl.4 Norodom Blvd., 
.......................................12206, Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855 -23) 990 380
[f]: .......................................(855-23) 990 381
[e]: ............................ admin@bitusenc.com
[w]: ................................. www.bitusenc.com

BUILDCITY INVESTMENT 
CO.,LTD.

[a]: # D70, Street.109K, 12406, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.  
[t]: ....................................(885-92) 173 024    
[e]: .............................sareth18@gmail.com

BRANCH OF HANDONG 
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION

JOINT STOCK COMPANY
[a]: #9E1, St.608, 12151, Phnom Penh  
[t]: ...................................(885-93) 86 87 89   
[e]: .......handongec.rata nak@gmail.com 

CAMPU LONPAC INSURANCE PLC.

[a]: ....#23, St. 114, Campu Bank Building, 
7th Floor, 12209, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 966 966  
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 986 273              
[e]: ....... enquiries@campulonpac.com.kh
[w]: ...................www.campulonpac.com.kh

 CAMCONA GROUP CO., LTD.

[a]: # 20, St. 554, 12151 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 884 480 
[m]: ................................... (855-12) 222 030             
[e]: .............................camcona@yahoo.com
[w]: ......................www.camconagroup.com

 
CHAO TING INTERNATIONAL 
REAL ESTATE CO.,LTD

[a]: St .Sopheakmokol,Sangkat 
Tonle Bassac, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................. (855-23) 5293 999 
[m]: ................................... (855-12) 750 720             
[e]: ...................... danborapich@gmail.com

CAMBODIA-VEITNAM 
INSURANCE PLC.

[a]:No99, Norodom Blvd,  12211, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 212 000
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 215 505  
[e]: ....................................... info@cvi.com.kh
[w]: ........................................www.cvi.com.kh

C.MELCHERS GMBH & 
CO.KG(CAMBODIA).

[a]: ...........S.I. Build., 4rd Flr., No.93, Preah 
Sihanouk Blvd. , Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 6 314 174
[m]: .................................. (855-89) 333 727 
[e]: .....................sydeat@melchers.com.hk
[w]: .......................... www.melchers.com.kh

CAMKO PILE & PLUS 
ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.

[a]: # 7Eo, St.180, 12211, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-11) 208 888  
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 911 414
[e]: ................................prayut@prayut.com
[w]: .................................www.piling.com.kh

CAMBODIAN CHEMICAL 
SUPPLY CO., LTD.

[a]: # 1001, St.14B, Phum Sleng 
Roluong, 12102 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 885 657  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 885 657
[e]: ...................soumsambath@ymail.com
[w]: ..............................www.cam-paint.com

COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE DE  
COMMERCE S.A.R.L

[a]: .............#178, NR. 5, 12104 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 427 026  
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 426 076   
[e]: ...................... cfc_akzo@online.com.kh 
[w]: ........................www.cfc-cambodia.com

CHAMROEN & VANLY CO.,LTD

[a]: ..... # I1, Sg. Chroy Changva, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-12) 57 00 05  
[e]: ................chamroen.ouch@gmail.com  

CREED ASIA (CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: Headoffice: 17F, Phnom Penh Tower, 
#445, Monivong Blvd, 12258 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...............................(855-23) 23 964 016  
[e]: ..... info.cambodia@creed-group.com
[w]: ..........................www.creed-group.com

 

Cambodia Constructors 
Association (CCA) Members

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Listing

CAMBODIA CONSTRUCTORS 
ASSOCIATION (CCA)

[a]: ...... #315 Canadia Tower (Floor-12th), 
St. 93⊥110, 12202, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 868 222
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 988 828
[e]: ...................secretariatcca@yahoo.com
[w]: .........................................www.cca.org.kh

OVERSEAS CAMBODIA 
INVESTMENT CORPORATION

[a]: ..... #315 Canadia Tower (Floor-12th), 
St. 93⊥110, 12202, Phnom Penh  
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 868 222
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 427 064
[e]: ........... canadia@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: .....................................www.ocic.com.kh

    LYCHHUONG CONSTRUCTION
& IMPORT EXPORT CO., LTD.

[a]: #21, St. 334⊥57, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 220 525
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 211 788
[e]: ..................................... info@LCC.com.kh
[w]: ......................................www.LCC.com.kh

MUHIBBAH ENGINEERING    
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: ....#175, St. 339, 12151, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 884 093
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 366 888
[e]: .................. kh.mec@muhibbah.com.kh
[w]: ........................................................................ 

MONG RETHTHY GROUP CO., LTD.

[a]:....... #152S, St. 41, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 211 065
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 216 496
[e]: ..............mrtgroup@mongreththy.com
[w]: ..........................www.mongreththy.com

CHIP MONG INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.

[a]: ....#106, St. 245, 12304, Phnom Penh
[t]: .......................(855-85/69/66) 990 222
[f]: ............................... chip mong industries
[w]: ............www.chipmongindustries.com

KHUN SEA 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP

KHUN SEA 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP

[a]: ...
#217, St.369, 12355, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 720 788
[f]: .................................(85w5-23) 720 788
[e]: .............................khun_22@yahoo.com

MEGA CAMBO CONSTRU-
CTION COMPANY LIMITED

[a]:Canacity Industry Garden, St. 
Veng  Sreng, 12405 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 686 0 511
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 430 686
[e]: ...charlesvann@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.canadiabank.com.kh

BOREY SENSOK CO.,LTD. 

[a]:.... . . . . . . . . .St.598, 12101, Phnom Penh.
[t]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-12) 831 668  
[e]: .....................hanvico@hanvico.com.vn

China Gang Tie Steel Co.,Ltd
[a]: No.198, St.371, Phoum Resey, 12352, 
Phnom Penh, CAMBODIA
[t]: .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-16) 878 999
[f]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (855-12)  768 666
[e]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . lochsareth55@gmail.com

SIKA (CAMBODIA) LTD
R

[a]: .........................Legacy Business Center, 
Bld.29 Fl.12, St. 245, 12308, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 215 198
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 222 367
[e]: ..................................sales@kh.sika.com
[w]: ............................................khm.sika.com

[a]:#8b, Down Town Road #7, 12405, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................(855-23) 982 540-1 
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 885 651 
[e]: ........................... ckinfo@comin.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.cominasia.com

ROBERT BOSCH
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]: 
#24, VTrust Tower 8th Floor,  12253, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 900 685
[f]: .................................... (855-12) 622 827
[e]: ....................andre.dejong@bosch.com
[w]: .................................www.bosch.com.kh

ATS CAMBODIA

[a]: ...# 19, St. 209, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 222 411 
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-93) 715 333             
[e]:... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .e-mail@ats.com.kh
[w]:... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.ats.com.kh

 
             
AAP GROUP CO., LTD.

[a]: # A11-A13, St. 271, 12306, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-17) 666 889
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 996 238
[e]: .................business@aapgroup.com.kh 
[w]: .........................  www.aapgroup.com.kh

ASIA CONCRETE COMPANY LTD.

[a] ..# 121, St. 1800 (598), 12108 Phnom Penh
[t]: .............................(855-23) 863 666/69
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 863 670                             
[e]: ..............................aihorlim@ymail.com

ALEXTORIA BUILDMART
 ( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD 

[a]:  #87-89-91 (1Floor), 12306 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 210 894 
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 210 894           
[e]: ..sean.sothea@Alextoriabuildmart.com
[w]: .............www.Alextoriabuildmart.com

ATAD STEEL STRUCTURE 
CORPORATION

[a]: ....... #B62, St.199, 12306 Phnom Penh  
[m]: ..( 855-88 ) 333 6899/ +84-906 883 
[t]: ................................ ( 855-23 ) 683 6899           
[e]: ............................ thuy.nguyen@atad.vn
[w]: ....................................www.atad.com.vn

ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEERING

[a]: .......#14, St. 371, 12351 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 635 9393
[t]: .................................... (855-87) 511 878
[e]: .............................info@apegroups.com
[w]: ............................ www.manitowoc.com

ADTECH SOLUTIONS
[a]:  ..#61, St. 103, 12305, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 990 001
[e]: ................ info@adtech-solutions.com
[w]: .................www.adtech-solutions.com
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CAST LABORATORIES PTE LTD.

[a]:..#F11, NR.6, Borey Grand, 12110, P.Penh 
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 432 448  
[e]: ......... cast.cambodia@castlab.com.sg
[w]: ...............................www.castlab.com.sg

CHINA SINOMACH SOUEAST 
MACHINERY (CAMBODIA)  
CO.,LTD 

[a]:. . . . . .#142, NR4,lom, Sangkat 
Kontok, Khan Posenchey, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ..................................(855-88) 321 7858  
[t]: ..................................(855-97) 4080 516
[e]: ....................................dn@dnmachinery

CHAO TING INTERNATIONAL 
REAL ESTATE CO., LTD. 

[a]: St. Sopheakmokol, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................(855-23) 5293 999 
[e]: ..................... danborapich@gmail.com

CCW- CONSTRUCTION 
CHEMICALS WORLD CO.,LTD

[a]: Time Tower ( 9th floor ) #331, St 271,         
       12311, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ..................................... (855-15) 569 888  
[e]: .....................................info@ccw.com.kh
[w]: ...................................... www.fosroc.com

CH STEEL WIRE INDUSTRIES
( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a]: Lot No. P2-073, PPSEZ, Sangkat Kantouk, 
Khan Porsenchey, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 968 111     
[e]: ..enquiries.cam@chuanhuat.com.my   
[w]: ...................... www.chuanhuat.com.my 

 CKCD TIMBERS WOODS 
ARCHITECTS AND DECOR CO., LTD.

[a]: No. 51, Street Hanoi (1019), 12101, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.   
[t]: .........................................(855-23) 990 214 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 990 215
[e]: ......................... sky1686@hanwha.com
[e]: ......................english.hanwhacorp.co.kr

CMED CONSTRUCTION 
CO., LTD

[a]: #252-253, Corner Street 400, Beoung 
Keng Kang I, Chamkamorn, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ............................. (855-23) 23 221 898     
[e]: ...................................info@cmedcc.com   
[w]: ................................... www.cmedcc.com

[a]: .....#426, St. 271, 12306, Phnom Penh                     
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 219 646 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 219 646             
[e]: ........................... info@dathoatc.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.dathoatc.com.cn

DHINIMEX CO., LTD

[a]: #245, St. Tep Phorn, 12156, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 997 725 
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 993 942
[e]: ............................... info@dhinimex.com
[w]: ................................www.dhinimex.com

DYNAMIC CHEMICALS 
CO.,LTD.

[a] ..#432, Monivong Blvd, 12301, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................( 855-97) 865 6618
[m]: ..............................  ( 855-97) 988 9825                            
[e]: ............... mbsbdm1@dynamic.com.kh  
[w]: ............................www.dynamic.com.kh

DAUN PENH 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]: .......... #56, St.242, 12207 Phnom Penh  
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 427 788 
[f]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 427 788           
[e]: .................... dpcgroup@online.com.kh
[w]: ................................... www.dpcc.com.kh

 DPCHT CO.,LTD

[a]: # 138, St51. 12302, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ....................................(885-23) 882 916 
[f]: ....................................(885-23) 882 217   
[e]: ..................................admin@dpcht.com

     GRAND HOME

[a]: #382, Street 271, 12102,  Phnom 
Penh, Cambodia.   
[t]:......................................(855-23) 99 09 99  
[e]:............. ................polly@grandhome.asia 
[w]:..............................www.grandhome.asia

HENG ENG KONG 
CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.

[a]:#22F-22G, St.598, 12152, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 886 899
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 886 899
[e]: ............ hek.construction@yahoo.com
[w]: ...................www.hekconstruction.com

Than's Bros Home Access 

[a]:#No. 46, Mao Setong Blvd, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 216 195
[f]: .................................... (855-77) 357 393
[e]: ............................ info@thans-bros.com
[w]: .............................www.thans-bros.com 

HSC CO., LTD.
[a]:  .......# 37A-D, St. 110, 12305, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................(855-23) 218 472/ 885 027 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 212 796             
[e]: ...................................... info@hsc.com.kh
[w]: .......................................www.hsc.com.kh

HONGKONG FUJI ELEVATOR 
CO.,LTD 

[a]: #10, St.105K, 12406, Phnom Penh
[m]: ... (855-23) 504 1 888/ 11 880 686
[m]: ....... (855-89) 335 453/ 15 6666 82
[e]: ............... kao.vothy@ngyheng.com.kh
[w]: ........................... www.ngyheng.com.kh

HUA CHUANXIN 
INTERNATIONAL 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]: # C10, St.112, Sk. Chamchav, 
Kh. Posen Chey, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...............................  ( 855-97) 877 95 98     
[e]: ............................. 314665122@qq.com

HANWHA THINK BIOTECH 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]:  ............#24, St. 337, 12151 Phnom Penh  
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 990 214 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 990 215
[e]: ......................... sky1686@hanwha.com
[e]: ......................english.hanwhacorp.co.kr

HANVICO CAMBODIA CO., LTD

[a]: ...... #759, St. 93, 12305 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 987 598 
[e]: .....................hanvico@hanvico.com.vn
[w]: ............................. www.hanvico.com.vn

HOT DIP GALVANI FACTORY 
CO.,LTD

[a]:  .....................NR.4,Km 34 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 882 708 
[e]: ......................... gf@gavani-factory.com

HU AN ELECTRIC 
(CAMBODIA) CO.,LTD

[a]#No 212E1, Street Preah Monivong 
Blvd, 12209,  Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 900 689 
[e]: ........sovannarith.chan@haecam.com 
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.huanelectric.com

HOME WINDOW

[a]...#No.3A, St.168, 12308, Phnom Penh.   
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .( 885-92)  79 09 99  
[e]:..........................khol_ly@yahoo.com

INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION SOLUTION 
CRANES ( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a]: B-Ray Tower ( 8th Floor ), No.166,    
Norodom Blvd, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................(855-97) 369 3181 
[e]: .....................ratnak1same@gmail.com

ET&S Engineering Import 
Export

[a]:.... .#233, St. 42P, 12101 ,Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 66 88 788
[m]:.........(855-16) 928 929 /  017 800 079              
[e]:.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .info@etscambo.com
[w]:.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.etscambo.com

E.M CONSTRUCTION IMPORT 
EXPORT CO., LTD

[a]: .... . . . . . .#85, St.344, 12160 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................. ( 855- 23 ) 969 888 
[f]: ................................. ( 855- 23 ) 969 666   
[e]: ....................................info@emc.com.kh
[w]: .................................... www.emc.com.kh

EMERALD PLUS PROPERTY 
SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
CO.,LTD

[a]: #36, St.169, PPIU Bdg. 11F, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ..............................  ( 855- 23 ) 6388 888 
[f]: ........................................................................     
[e]: ............................info@emeraldplus.biz
[w]: .......................................................................

EQ  ARCHITECTS & 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]: ......... #116, St.113, 12158, Phnom Pen
[t]: ......................................(855-95) 557 771   
[e]: .........................kimdorn@eqgroup.com  

ECM CO., LTD.
[a]: A-50/A-51, La Siene, 12301,  Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 231 878 
[f]: ................................ (855-23) 6 2222 09
[e]: ............................... ecmsale@jit.com.kh
[w]: ........................................ www.jit.com.kh

ECOA E & C CO.,LTD. 
# 675 A, St, 60 K, Tangoun Village,  
12406, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 890 205 
[e]: .................................... info@ecoaec.com
[w]: .....................................www.ecoaec.com

EMPIRE POOLS ( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a]:.... . . . . .#69I, National Road 6A, 12110     
Phom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ...................................(885-23) 43 22 77     
[e]: ............... khorn@empirepools.com.kh  
[w]: ......................www.empirepool.com.kh

�
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[a]: ....................#1B, St. 1958, Phnom Penh
[t]: ............... (855-23) 900 361 / 901 361
[e]: ........ bernard@firemaxcambodia.com 
[w]: .................www.firemaxcambodia.com

Fuxin Steel Buildings Co.,Ltd
[a]: F14 KHM Industrial Park, 12405 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-99) 89 7777
[e]: ...kangsen@fuxinsteelbuildings.com.kh
[w]: ...... www.fuxinsteelbuildings.com.kh

GREEN LAKE CO.,LTD

[a]:  ...#189, Road Samdech Chea Sim, 
Chres Village, 12101, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-78) 777 683
[e]: ..............  greenlake_11@hotmail.com

GLOBAL CAMSTAR CO.,LTD

[a]: #201, Samdech Monireth Blvd, 
Boeng Salang, tuol Kork, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (885-23) 997 768  
[f]: ....................................(885-23) 885 318   
[e]: ..................................... info@gcs.com.kh 
[w]: ......................................www.gcs.com.kh

GOOD TOP 
MACHINERY (CAMBO-

DIA) CO., LTD

[a]: No525, NR. #4, 12405 Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-11) 558 337  
[m]: .............................. ( 855-88) 362 4 727
[e]: ................. beauvoirtheng@gmail.com

[a]:..... . . .#I42, St. 28, 120903 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855) 12 240 498   
[m] ....................................(855) 16 630 890 
[e]: ............................. kiefepro@yahoo.com 
[e]: ....................... kiefepro@kie-fepro.com
[w]: ................................ www.kie-fepro.com

 JOTUN CAMBODIA 
 LIMITED

[a]: ..#113, Mao Tse Tong Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-78) 755 755
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 218 751
[e]: .................................. infokh@jotun.com
[w]: ..................................www.jotun.com.kh

Jing Long Ma Global Co.,Ltd

[a]:....Han Noi Road, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 6538 999
[t]: .................................... (855-95) 998 826
[e]: ........................... jilm@jinglongma.com 
[w]: ............................www.jinglongma.com

J C M NIPPON PRIVATE LTD

[a]: ........#51, St.271, 12307, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................  ( 855-23 ) 211 854 
[f]: ...............................  ( 855-23 )  214 067            
[e]: .......... kimseng.thai@jcmnippon.com 
[w]: ............................. www.jcmnippon.com

JAPANEL HOME (CAMBODIA) 
CO.,LTD 

[a]:# 432 , Monivong street, 12301, 
Phnom Penh.   
[e]: .........................t_nakamura@sthd.co.jp  
[W]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.cca.org,kh

KNN (CAMBODIA) CO.,LTD
[a]: ......................#239H,NR.6,Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 430 436
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 430 245 
[e]: ........................info@knncambodia.com
[w]: .........................www.knncambodia.com

KANG HWA E & C 
( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a] ...# 25 Eo, St. 466, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23) 991 600                             
[e]: .........................info@kanghwaenc.com  
[w]: ......................... www.kanghwaenc.com

KIE FEPRO CO., LTD.

[a]:.... . . . .#144, St. 143, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...............................(855) 23 215 590 (O)  
             .... . . . . . . . .(855) 16 630 890 / 012 240 498
[e]: ............................. kiefepro@yahoo.com 
[e]: ....................... kiefepro@kie-fepro.com
[w]: ................................ www.kie-fepro.com

KISCO ( CAMBODIA ) 
CO.,LTD

[a]: #240, ANINA Building, St.271, 12351, 
Phnom Penh.
[t]: .................................... (885-89) 666 587     
[e]: .......................... takao-ha@kisco-net.jp 

KHI  HOUT CO.,LTD.

[a]: No.335 ABCD, Mao Tse Tong Blvd 
(245), 12153, Phnom Penh      
[T]..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(885-23) 88 13 11   
[e]: ..................... thenghout@khihout.com

LAND & HOUSES ( CAMBODIA ) 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD.

[a].....#14, St.548, 12151, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ....................................(885-92) 888 982    
[e]: ....................hengvuthy45@gmail.com

L.B.L INTERNATIONAL 
 

[a]: .... . . . . . .#34, St. 3, 12207, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23)  722 532 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 214 272            
[e]: ........lbl.international@lbl-group.com
[w]: .................................www.lbl-group.com

KIE FEPRO CO., LTD.
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Lotus Green Team 
Co.,Ltd

[a]: #24, St. 552, 12151, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ ( 855-23 ) 555 0708
[m]: .................................( 855-12 ) 388 609
[e]: .................. info@lotusengineering.biz
[w]: ...................www.lotusengineering.biz

LILICO STEEL CO.,LTD
[a] #444, Blvd:271, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................( 855-23) 67 900 79 
[f]: ...................................( 855-23) 98 78 00                            
[e]: ........................ lilicogroup@yahoo.com  
[w]: .............................www.lilicogroup.com

LEGRAND CAMBODIA

[a]: .... . .#20b, St. 282, 12302, phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-16) 647 762
[ e ] : o f f i c e . c a m b o d i a @
l e g r a n d e l e c t r i c . c o m
[w]: ...................................www.legrand.com

MBA ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: ......#69C, St. 360, 12304 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 211 049
[e]: ............... info@mbaengcambodia.com
[w]: ................www.mbaengcambodia.com

MINEBEA ( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a]: Phnom Penh Special Economixc 
Zone, National Road 4, Sangkat Phleung 
Chhes Rotes, Khan Posenchey, Phnom 
Penh, Cambodia   
[t]: ......................................... (885-16) 207 385  
[e]:.............. tshiozaki@minebea.com.kh

MULTICO MS 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]: .....#168, NR 6A, 12110, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 432 130 
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 432 348             
[e]: ............... info@mmsc.multicoasia.com
[w]: ....www.fb.com/cambodia.equipment

MENG LENG EAV CO., LTD

[a]: .#123A-121D, St. 245, 12308, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 993 142
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 215 514
[e]: .......menglengeav@mle-trading.com
[w]: ...........................www.mle-trading.com

MEANCHEY INTERNATIONAL 
INVESTMENT CO.,LTD

[a]...#90, Nation Road. 2, 12353 Phnom Pen
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 595 595                            
[e]: ............................... info@borey999.com
[w]: ................................www.borey999.com

MIXTRA ELECTRIC CO.,LTD

[a]: .... . . . . . . .No 44C, St.350,12304, Phnom Penh.                 
[Te]: .....................................(855-81) 333 004   
[e]: .......wattana.vat@mixtraelectric.asia
[w]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.mixtraelectric.asia

MPM Mekong Property 
Management Co.,Ltd

[a]:#87, 89, 91, Street 199 12306, Phnom 
Penh.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 333 585 
[e]: ............................johnny@mpmcam.com

  NOVARE DESIGN
  INTERNATIONAL Ltd

[a]: #445 (Phnom Penh Tower), St. 93 , 12258
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 679 0 623 
[m]: .................................. (855-17) 790 623
[e]: ........... cambodia@novaredesign.com
[w]: ........................www.novaredesign.com

[a]: ..........#431, St. 93, 12258, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 998 609
[m]: .................................. (855-92) 195 754 
[e]: ...................................sale@decastle.net
[w]: ....................................www.decastle.net

NEW CONSOLIDATED MAX 
WORLD (CAMBODIA) CO. LTD 

[a]: .........#202 (4-Fl), 12301 Phnom Penh  
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 727 077           
[e]: ................laurence@ncmaxworld.com

BRANCH OF PANASONIC 
ASIA PACIFIC PTE. LTD

[a]: ....... Exchange Square 15th Flr, St.106,
.................120211, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
[t]: ...............( 855-23)  260 156 | 215 503                            
[e]: ... leangheng.yong@kh.panasonic.com  
[w]: ......................www.panasonic.com/kh/

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
GROUP CO.,LTD

[a]: ....... #65, St.111, 12258, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 210 125 
[f]: ................................. ( 855-66 )  669 397             
[e]: ................................... info@pmgkh.com 
[w]: ...................... www.mekongonline.asia

PCG CO-OPERATION CO., LTD
[a]: .......#315 Str.110, 12202, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................( 855-17)  453 992
[f]: ............................................ 662 717-0032                            
[e]: ............................heludom@yahoo.com  
[w]: ...................................www.pcgco-o.com

[a]: ..........# 333B, St. 93, 12257, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-11) 208 888  
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 218 040
[e]: .................................prayut@prayut.com
[w]: ...................................... www.prayut.com

PEB STEEL BUILDING CO., LTD

[a]: ..............# J-06,Jade, 12306, Phnom Penh
 [t]: ................................ (855-23) 67 88 679
[m]: ................................... (855-16) 851 828
[e]: .............................. thi@pebsteel.com.vn
[w]: ............................ www.pebsteel.com.kh

PROFESSION ENGINEER PLUS.
CO.,LTD(PEP)

[a]: .....#5B St. 271, 12102 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 880 853
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 850 823
[e]: .....................................info@hsh.com.kh
[w]: ..................................... www.hsh.com.kh

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
GROUP CO.,LTD

[a]: ....... #65, St.111, 12258, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................  ( 855-23 ) 210 125 
[f]: ...............................  ( 855-66 )  669 397             
[e]: ................................... info@pmgkh.com 
[w]: ...................... www.mekongonline.asia

PCGEC ENGINEERING AND 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a] No. 315 Str.110, 12202, Phnom Penh
[m]: ......... ( 855-23 ) 963 124 / 125 / 126
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 963 122                            
[e]: ......................... cmkh@thecorpgrp.com   
[w]: .............................www.thecorpgrp.com

P. K LIGHT BLOCK CO. LTD.
[a]: ...................... #05, 12201 Phnom Penh 
[m]: .................................( 855-11 ) 440 808 
[m]: ................................( 855-87 )  440 808           
[e]: ........................ kyheang12@gmail.com 

PHNOM PENH
PRECAST PLANTS

[a]: ... #43-44, NR. 5, 12104 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 901 999 
[e]: ........... info@phnompenhprecast.com 
[w]: ............www.phnompenhprecast.com

PHNOM PENH PLASTIC 
PRODUCTS

[a]:.... .#18A, St.598, 12107, Phnom Penh.
[t]:.... . . . . . .....................(855-23) 666 78 97   
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . .thi@uni-steelbuildings.com

BRANCH OF P.T.S 
GROUP CO., LTD

[a]: ..#139, Russian Federation Blvd, 12405
[m]: ....................................(855-93) 898 999 
[m]: ................................ (855-88) 460 0999
[e]:. .saleskobe@kobelcocambodia.com
[w]:. . . . . . . . . . . .www.kobelcocambodia.com

REAL ESTATE.COM.KH

[a]: S.I Buiding 2nd Floor No 93, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-77) 686 077
[f]: ..................................(855-88) 8933 934
[e]: ........................ info@realestate.com.kh
[w]: .........................www.realestate.com.kh

 RTD ENTERPRISE PTE LTD.  

[a]: #2251-2252, St. 1987, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 883 005 
[m]: ................................... (855-16) 725 550             
[e]: ......................... info@rtdcambodia.com
[w]: ..........................www.rtdcambodia.com

Rapid Freight Logistics
 ( Cambodia ) 

[a]: 5th floor of KT Tower, No. 23, Street 
112, 12155, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(885-23) 884 059 
[f]: ....................................(885-23) 884 069   
[e]: ............................tona@rfllogistics.com 
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.rfllogistics.com

RIECKERMANN (CAMBODIA) 
CO., LTD

[a]:#36, Street 281, 12151, Phnom Penh.               
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (855-23) 882 962
[e]: .... . .b.dalle-grave@rieckermann.com

SUN HOUR GROUP

[a]: .... . .#427, St. 93, 12258, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 218 508 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 218 988             
[e]: ...................................info@sunhour.com
[w]: ................................... www.sunhour.com

SPORTS ENGINEERING 
AND RECREATION ASIA 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: Camnet build., 4th Flr. , No.412, 
Preah Norodom Blvd., 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................. (855-23) 211 614/211 615
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 211 617
[e]: .......................info@searaspots.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.searasports.com

SOIL TESTING LABORA-
TORY CO., LTD

[a]: #368 St. Betong, 12102, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................( 855-16) 834 034  
[m]: ................................. ( 855-12) 527 279
[e]: .................................stl368@yahoo.com
[w]: ..............................www.stl-cam.com.kh

SOMA CONSTRUCTION &   
DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

[a]: # 2C (Soma Tower 6F,) St. 120,  12209 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 227 989         
[f]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 227 979 
[e]: ................................. info@smcd.com.kh 
[w]: ........www.smcd-construction.com.kh

SOMA TRADING COMPANY LIMITED
[a]: #290, St.93, 12211, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 65 7777 1  
[e]: .......... ecaserel@somatrading.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.somatrading.com.kh

SEA TOP LOGISTICS 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]:  ......#10, St. 109, 12252 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-81) 888 865 
[e]: ...............................info@seatop.com.kh 
[w]: ................................ www.seatophk.com

SENG  ENTERPRISES CO., LTD. 

[a]: .......#138, St. 51, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 215 342
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 212 267
[e]: ........admin@seng-enterprise.com.kh
[w]: ...................www.seng-enterprise.com

SOKEA GARDEN
[a]: ......#177, St.598, 12101 Phnom Penh
[m]: .................. Khmer (855-15) 95 20 68
[m]: .................English (855-89) 20 77 89
[e]: .....................sokeagarden@gmail.com
[w]: .........................www.sokeagarden.com

STAR 5 DEVELOPER PVT LTD.

[a]: .... No. 124, St. 3, 12301 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................. (855-23) 6224 555
[[e]: ..................info@star5developers.com
[w]: .................. www.star5developers.com

S.G COMPLEX CO.,LTD.

[a]: St. 109, VTrust Building, 2nd Floor, Room
      2FC, 12252,  Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ...................................(885-23) 88 22 15     
[e]: ................................ info@sggroups.asia  

SYN TAI HUNG ( CAMBODIA )
CO.,LTD.

[a]: #18 St.598, 12104, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ....................................(885-23) 998 646     
[e]: .............. veasna.ing@syntaihung.com

MARKETING AGENT TF 
ENGINNEERING CO.,LTD.

[a]:. . . .#No.67A-67B,St.1003,12101,Pnom 
[t]:.... . . . . . ...................... ( 885-11) 30 33 37  
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . .chamnab_neth@yahoo.com

SATO KOGYO ( CAMBODIA ) 
CO.,LTD.

[a]: National Road No.4 Sangkat Kantouk,
Khan Posenchey, Phnom Penh. 
[t]: ....................................(885-23) 729 343   
[e]:.... . . . . . .maruyama@satokogyo.com.kh
[w]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.satokogyo.com.kh

 SUNNY PARK’S DOOR & WINDOW CO.,LTD

[a]: # 20, St. Doung Ngeap 2, Damnak 
Thom Village, 12352, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ....................................(885-12) 661 573 
[f]: ....................................(885-16) 514 162   
[e]: ...................sunnyparks99@gmail.com

T-RO CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD. 
[a]: #281, St. Preysar, 12400, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 999 007 
[m]: ................................... (855-12) 236 555             
[e]: .................... info@troconstruction.com
[w]: .....................www.troconstruction.com

TAING CHENG OING 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]: ..# 80, St.273,  12104, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 881 238
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-12) 887 882
[e]:.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .chengoing@yahoo.com

TEM TRADING CO., LTD

[a]: ...# 99A, St. 143, 12304, Phnom Penh
[m]: .............................. (855-23) 63 63 030
[m]: ..............................(855-95) 829 992/3
[e]: ........................sales@tem-trading.com
[w]: ...........................www.tem-trading.com

TAIWAN KAMHWA 
CRUSHING INTERNA-
TIONAL CO., LTD

[a]: NR.#4, Kranglorhong Village, Kg. Speu
[t]: ..................................( 855-23) 555 1002
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 816 720
[e]: ...................................... li@kamhwa.com
[w]: ..................................www.kamhwa.com

TK GENERATION CO., LTD.

[a]: #B3, Rd.1 (Borey Villa Toul Sangke), St. 598, 12105  
[t]: .............................. ( 855- 23 ) 63 17 817          
[e]: ..........tkgeneration.sales@gmail.com

TNRC LOGISTICS 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]: .#4FI, Parkway Square, (4F), St. 245, 12308   
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 989 877
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 989 866           
[e]: ........................... jane@tnrclogistics.biz
[w]: .............................www.tnrclogistics.biz
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ASIA CONCRETE COMPANY LTD.

[a] ..# 121, St. 1800 (598), 12108 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...............................(855-23) 863 666/69
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 863 670                             
[e]: ..............................aihorlim@ymail.com

Asia Engineering Co., Ltd.
[a]: ..#110, St. 148, 12200, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 630 3 536
[m] ................. (855-12) 202 001/ 851 756
[e]: ........... info@asiaengineering-kh.com
[w]: ............www.asiaengineering-kh.com

ATS CAMBODIA
[a]: ...# 19, St. 209, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 222 411 
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-93) 715 333             
[e]:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .e-mail@ats.com.kh
[w]:.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.ats.com.kh

Biz & Trust Group Co., Ltd.
[a]:  ....#20B, St.288, 12300, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 666 6 208
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 722 185
[e]: ................................. info@biz-trust.com
[w]: ..................................www.biz-trust.com

BITUS CONSTRUCTION 
& DEVELOPMENT 

[a]: ........................#66 Fl.4 Norodom Blvd., 
.......................................12206, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855 -23) 980 280
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 980 281
[e]: ............................ admin@bitusenc.com
[w]: ................................. www.bitusenc.com

BKE - British Khmer Engineering Lte.
[a]: ..................  #13, Kh. Russey Keo, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 986 814
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 987 217
[e]: ...............................BKE@online.com.kh
[w]: ..................................... www.bke.com.kh 

BRANCH OF SINOHYDRO 
CORPORATION LIMITED.

[a]: 27th Flr., Canadia Tower, No. 315, 
Ang Duong, 12202 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 666 966 6
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 959 696
[e]: ....................... kimsovan@hotmail.com
[w]: ...............................www.sinohydro.com

Branch of Heerim Architects &   
Planners Co.,Ltd

No. #445, 12f Street Monivong khan 
7Makara, Phnome Penh, Cambodia.  
[t]: ......................................(885-12) 837 914    
[e]: ............................camhan@heerim.com
[w]: .................................... www.heerim.com

BUILDCITY INVESTMENT 
CO.,LTD.

[a]:.... . . . .#D70, St.109K, 12406, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (885-92) 173 024    
[e]: .............................sareth18@gmail.com
Blue Hill Engineering Service Co., Ltd. 

[a]: # 88, St. 338, 12308 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 727 185 
[m]: ....................................(855-93) 212 435             
[e]: ................... owen.sunfenix@gmail.com

Borey Kamkor Construction Co., Ltd.

[a]: Snoul Village, Chbar Morn City, Kg. Speu
[t]: ......................................(855-25) 987 228
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 969 596
[e]: ...................sokchea_79@hotmail.com

BRANCH OF HANDONG 
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION

JOINT STOCK COMPANY

[a]: #9E1, St.608, 12151, Phnom Penh  
[t]: .................................... (885-93) 86 87 89   
[e]: ........ handongec.ratanak@gmail.com

Construction, Architect,
Design, Consultant and 

Construction Management

Listing
7NG GROUP CO., LTD.
[a]:  .......... .#124, Sothearos, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 380 830
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 555 1334
[e]: ..........................vannyrcaf@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

 
AA Interiors Cambodia Ltd

[a]: ...#16, St. 370, Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. (855-95) 231 536
[e]: .............. quynhnn@aacorporation.com 
[w]: ............www.aainteriorscambodia.com

 

             
AAP GROUP CO., LTD.

[a]: ..# A11-A13, St. 271, 12306, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 666 889
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 238
[e]: ..................business@aapgroup.com.kh 
[w]: ............................www.aapgroup.com.kh 

ACME EQUIPMENT PTE LTD

[a]: 11 Buroh Street Singapo re 627550
[t]: ........................................  (65) 6862 2332
[f]: ......................................... (65) 6862 2331
[e]: ................................. info@acme.com.sg
[w]: ..................................www.acme.com.sg

Advance Construction (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: .........# 7, St. 504, 12307, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 920
[e]: ........ james@advance-cambodia.com
[e]: ..............www.advance-cambodia.com

ALEXTORIA BUILDMART
 ( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD 

[a]:  #87-89-91 (1Floor), 12306 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 210 894 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 210 894           
[e]: ..sean.sothea@Alextoriabuildmart.com
[w]: .............www.Alextoriabuildmart.com

ALMIX ASIA/ASPHALT 
EQUIPMENT PTE., LTD.

[a]: ..2 Leng Kee Road, #02-01, Singapore.
[t]: .................................(855-65) 6473 5277  
[f]: .................................(855-65) 6473 5597              
[e]: ........................ rolan@almixasia.com.sg
[w]: ............................www.almixasia.com.sg

Alpha Property Construction Co., Ltd.

[a]: #37E, Lovieem St. 282, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 371
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 222 373
[e]: ................... alpha.builder@yahoo.com
[w]: ................................ www.alphaapc.com 

Angkor Engineering & Architecture
[a]: ....... #23, KT Tower, 4th Flr., Room 402
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 455 5668
[m]: ................................. (855-88) 999 9446
[e]: ..........................aea_decor@yahoo.com
[w]: .....................................www.aea-kh.com

ANGKORTEL 
INVESTMENT CO., LTD.

[a]: .......Sapino Bld. 4th Flr., Room4, St. 289, 12152
[m]: .....................................855-60) 999 123  
[m]: ....................................(855-60) 999 955              
[e]: ................................ info@angkortel.com
[w]: .................................www.angkortel.com

VANN SOPHY GROUP 
CO., LTD.

[a]: #28Eo St. 173, 12312, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ ( 855-23) 665 65 66  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 999 904
[e]: ......................... gio-police@yahoo.com
[w]: .............www.vannsophylogistics.com

VOOLIM COMPANY LIMITED

[a]: . #8, Lum Thmey (St.), Band ita Mong 
Reththy (St. 1928), 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................ (855-23) 65 66 888
[e]: ................................. admin@voolim.net

Vattanac Transformers 
Supply Co.,Ltd

[a]: ..... #22A, St.616, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-17) 666 067
[e]: ................ socheat.ny@vtstrading.com

V STRAND CO., LTD.

[a]: ............#58, St. 294, 12302, Phnom Penh  
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6666 090  
[e]: ...................................info@vstrand.com
[w]: ....................................www.vstrand.com

V.W GAS CO.,LTD.

[a]: No.63wc, Street 4R, 12105, 
Phnom Pen, Cambodia. 
[t]: .................................... (885-17) 767 003   
[e]: .................watbunthong@vw-gas.com 
[W]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.vw-gas.com

WIKI TRADE COMPANY LTD.

[a]: ..... #857, St. 110, 12102 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 887 168
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 883 786
[e]: ......................... info@wikitrade.com.kh
[w]: ..........................www.wikitrade.com.kh

WUERTH 
(CAMBODIA) LTD.  

[a]: ................#164, St. 598, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ............................( 855- 23 ) 23 885 171
[f]: ............................( 855- 23 ) 23 880 697          
[e]: ..............................info@wuerth.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.wuerth.com.kh

WHASHIN CAMBO GROUP 
CO.,LTD.

[a]:. . . . . . . . . . .No.394-396, Monivong 
Blvd, 12302, Phnom Penh.   
[t]: ...................................(885-10) 96 96 76   
[e]: ...................k99_heang37@yahoo.com

YUN XIANG GLOBAL
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]: .................... #C43, St.11, , Phnom Penh  
[t]: ................................ ( 855-88 ) 7331 333 
[t]: ................................ ( 855-96 ) 3986 283           
[e]: .......................happystep2003@yahoo.com

Y CHHE GROUP CO.,LTD

[a]: .............. #12,St .289,12151 Phnom Penh  
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 883 288 
[t]: ...................( 855-23)881 766/883 716            
[e]: ....................... vongleng@ychhegroup.com
[w]: ........................... www.ychhegroup.com

ZAMIL STEEL BUILDINGS 
VIETNAM CO.,LTD

[a]: .... . . .#17, St.334, 12302, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................( 855-23 ) 220 140 
[f]: ..................................( 855-23 ) 220 140
[e]: ................zscambodia@online.com.kh
[w]: ........................ www.zamilsteel.com.vn

GLOBAL TRADING

Yong Sheng Global Trading 
Company Limited

[a]: 6th Floor, Royal Group Buiding N.246.  
..................... Monivong Blvd, Phnom Penh
[t]:. ................................... (855-85) 870 555
[e]: .............................info@ysgtrading.com
[w]: ............................. www.ysgtrading.com

TPB-TV DEVELOPMENT 
CO., LTD.

[a]: No. 1, St. 21B, Phum Takhmao, 
Sangkat    Takhmao, Takhmao Town, 
Kdandal Province, Cambodia.  
[t]: ................................. (885-88) 789 5555 
[f]: ................................. (885-96) 789 5555   
[e]: ........................... tpbtvinfo@yahoo.com 

TOP TAI SCAFFOLDINGS 
INTERNATIONAL CO.,LTD.

[a]: No. 8 B, St.351, 12355 Phnom Penh.
[t]: ............................... (885-96) 525 7777  
[f]: ................................ +886 4 2330 1670  
[e]: ....................... kotail1688@gmail.com 
[w]: ........................www.kotail168.com.tw

T & B IMPORT EXPORT AND 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD.

[a]:. . . . . . . .No. 47, St. 210, 5 Village, 
12207, Phnom Penh   
[t]: ...................................(885-12) 92 44 48   
[e]: ....................hengvuthy45@gmail.com  

   UMG CAMBODIA

[a]: .......... # 48, NR 4, 12401, Phnom Penh
[t]: ........................... (855-23) 729 217/218 
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 729 217             
[e]: ...................info.umgc@umgroups.com
[w]: .......................www.umgcambodia.com

UNK (CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]: #22, St.242, 2nd Fl 12258, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................. (855-23) 636 5555
[f]: ..................................... (855-99) 993 323             
[e]: ......................... unktrading@gmail.com
[w]: ............www.unktradingblogspot.com

UC DESIGN BUILD CO.,LTD. 

[a]: # 130, Steet 245, 12310,Phnom Penh.
[t]: ..................................... (855-86) 880 980  
[e]: .................................... info@ecoaec.com 
[w]: .....................................www.ecoaec.com

UPG (CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: .... . . . . . .# 48, NR4, 12405, Phnom 
Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 729 217 
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 729 219             
[e]: ...................................umg@umg.com.kh
[w]: ....................................www.umg.com.kh.

 UNIVERSAL STEEL BUILDINGS 
CO., LTD

[a]:.... . .#18A, St.598, 12107, Phnom Penh. 
[t]:.... . . . . . .................. (885-23)   666 78 97   
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . .thi@uni-steelbuildings.com

VENTURE (CAMBODIA) 
PTE LTD

 

[a]:  ..... #11, St. 554, 12152, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 881 889
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 883 276
[e]: ........................venture@online.com.kh

VON-CHIMIN IMPORT 
EXPORT CO.,LTD

[a]: ......... #41, St. 03, 12102 Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. ( 855-77 ) 888 378
[m]: ................................. ( 855-77 ) 998 668
[e]: ........................... info@von-chimin.com
[w]: ............................www.von-chimin.com

VRK CORPORATION CO.,LTD

[a]: #55 D , St. 70 , 12201, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 252
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 251
[e]: .....................info@vrkcorporation.com
[w]: ......................www.vrkcorporation.com
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Cade Group Cambodia Company Ltd.

[a]:  ......................#27, St.5BT, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 485
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 485
[e]: .......................cade_group@yahoo.com

Camatec Engineering & Construction
[a]:  ..............#539Eo, St.128, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 883 311
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 883 511
[e]: ........................... info@camatec.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.camatec.com.kh 

CamboBuild Construction Chemical Co., Ltd.
[a]:  .. #31B, St.271, Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 868
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 858
[e]: ...................general@cambobuild.com
[w]: ...........................www.cambobuild.com

EDEN LANDSCAPE 
DESIGN

[a]:  ... #03, St. 1003, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-12) 415 337 
[m]: .................................. (855-12) 511 707
[e]: .......... info@landscapecambodia.com
[w]: ...........www.landscapecambodia.com 

Camcal Co., Ltd.

[a]: .. .....#78, St.360, 12308 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 993 499
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 488 
[e]: ......................kkanzaki@online.com.kh

CAMCONA GROUP CO., LTD.

[a]: ....#20, St. 554, 12151 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 884 480 
[m]: .................................... (855-12) 222 030             
[e]: ..............................camcona@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................www.camconagroup.com

CH STEEL WIRE INDUSTRIES
( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a]: Lot No. P2-073, PPSEZ, Sangkat Kantouk, 
Khan Porsenchey, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 968 111     
[e]: ..enquiries.cam@chuanhuat.com.my   
[w]: ...................... www.chuanhuat.com.my 

CMED CONSTRUCTION 
CO., LTD

[a]: #252-253, Corner Street 400, Beoung 
Keng Kang I, Chamkamorn, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ............................. (855-23) 23 221 898     
[e]: ...................................info@cmedcc.com   
[w]: ................................... www.cmedcc.com

CHINA SINOMACH SOUEAST 
MACHINERY (CAMBODIA)  
CO.,LTD 

[a]: #142, NR4,lom, Sangkat Kontok, 
Khan Posenchey, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-88) 321 7858  
[t]: ..................................(855-97) 4080 516
[e]: ................................dnjx.cn@gmail.com

[a]:#8b, Down Town Road #7, 12405, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................(855-23) 982 540-1
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 885 651 
[e]: ........................... ckinfo@comin.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.cominasia.com

CGN Group Co., Ltd.
[a]:  ...........#Villa 12, St.426, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. (855-97) 950 1111
[m]: ....................................(855-13) 434 343
[e]: ....................... cgngroup@hotmail.com
[w]: ........................www.cgncambodia.com

CSA - Chea Sakal Aphivath Co., Ltd.
[a]:  ................ #70Eo, St.336, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 524 748
[e]: ................... cheasakal.csa@gmail.com

 CKCD TIMBERS WOODS 
ARCHITECTS AND DECOR CO., LTD.

[a]: No. 51, Street Hanoi (1019), 12101, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.   
[t]: .......................................... (855-23) 990 214 
[f]: .......................................(855-23) 990 215
[e]: ......................... sky1686@hanwha.com
[e]: ......................english.hanwhacorp.co.kr

Daiho Corporation
[a]:  ..#64ZA, St.360, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]:. .....................................(855-23) 219 205
[f]:.. ....................................(855-23) 219 216
[e]: ........................sdanakas@hotmail.com
[w]: ...................................... www.daiho.co.jp

DAUN PENH 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]: .......... #56, St.242, 12207 Phnom Penh  
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 427 788 
[f]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 427 788           
[e]: .................... dpcgroup@online.com.kh
[w]: ................................... www.dpcc.com.kh

David Construction & Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]:  .....................No676, St.59, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 838 814
[e]: ................ virakbothhuon@yahoo.com

DEG - Dynamic E Group Ltd.
[a]: #18ABC, St.110, 12155 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 299
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 299
[e]: .......................... info@degsolution.com
[w]: ..................................... www.deg.com.kh

DBD Engineering Co., Ltd.
[a]:  .... #C45, St.369, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 966 006
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 986 644 
[e]: .......... services@dbdengineering.com
[w]: ...................www.dbdengineering.com

DNG Group
[a]: .... .#15B, St. 105 & 198, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 481
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 215 482
[e]: .........................dng11111@yahoo.com

Double Decor
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . #7C, St.289, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 638 8 768
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 688 768
[e]: ............................dd_indes@yahoo.com
[w]: ........................ www.double-decor.com

DP - Decor Plaza Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]: #148Eo, St.245, 12311 Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 213 121
[f]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 213 221
[e]:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .choub_chean@yahoo.com

Duong Heng Enterprise Construction 
[a]: #92, St.110,  12156 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 846 551
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 320 888

 DPCHT CO.,LTD

[a]: # 138, St51. 12302, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ..................................... (885-23) 882 916 
[f]: ......................................(885-23) 882 217   
[e]: ..................................admin@dpcht.com

EM Construction Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]:  .....................#85, St.344, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 969 888
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 969 666 
[e]: ....................................info@emc.com.kh
[w]: .................................... www.emc.com.kh

E.M CONSTRUCTION IMPORT 
EXPORT CO., LTD

[a]: .... . . . . . . .#85, St.344, 12160 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................. ( 855- 23 ) 969 888 
[f]: ................................. ( 855- 23 ) 969 666   
[e]: ....................................info@emc.com.kh
[w]: .................................... www.emc.com.kh

Eng Kaing Development Corporation
[a]: . ..................#223, St.182, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 360
[m]: ....................................(855-11) 561 168

ELEC. & MECH. 
TRADING CO., LTD.

[a]: .......#68, St. 598, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 51 44 888
[e]: ..................... sales@emtcambodia.com
[w]: ....................... www.emtcambodia.com

  ENDOLEDZ
[a]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sathorn Square Floor 27, 
..... . . . . . .Silom, 10500, Bangkok, Thailand
[t]: .............................(66) 2 108 1565 to 66 
[e]: ...................................nakajima@let.co.th
[w]: .........................www.endo-lighting.com

EQ  ARCHITECTS & 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]:.... . . .#116, St.113, 12158 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-95) 557 771   
[e]: .........................kimdorn@eqgroup.com 

Expert Plan Decor
[a]: .... .#190, St.336 & 255, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 303 078       
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 965 120
[e]: ............expertplan_decor@ymail.com
[w]: ............... www.iknow.com.kh/epdecor

ECOA E & C CO.,LTD. 
# 675 A, St, 60 K, Tangoun Village,  12406, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .......................................(855-23) 890 205 
[e]: .................................... info@ecoaec.com
[w]: .....................................www.ecoaec.com

G Holdings Ccompany Ltd.
[a]: ........................#12, St.392, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[e]: ........................nfo@g-holdings.com.kh
[w]: .......................www.g-holdings.com.kh

GREEN LAKE CO.,LTDD
[a]:#189, Road Samdech Chea Sim, 
Chres Village, 12101, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......... (855-78) 777 683/ 76 5555 456
[e]: ............... greenlake_11@hotmail.com

GROUP FOUR
ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS

[a]:  ....#16, St.1954, 12101, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6300 081
[m]: ................................. (855-88) 8550 005
[e]: ................business@g4cambodia.com
[w]: ..........................www.g4cambodia.com

GS Engineering & Construction
[a]: ....#132, St. 3, IFC Bld.,  Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 216 016
[f]: .................... (855-23) 216 113 Ext. 521

Guang Hong Iron Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: # 118-120Eo, St.245, 12310, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 219 078
[m]: ....................................(855-11) 668 100
[e]: ............................. 406117498@qq.com

     GRAND HOME
[a]: #382, Street 271,12102 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855-23) 99 09 99  
[e]: ............................ polly@grandhome.asia 
[w]:.............................www.grandhome.asia

GLOBAL CAMSTAR CO.,LTD
[a]: #201, Boeng Salang,  Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(885-23) 997 768  
[f]: ..................................... (885-23) 885 318   
[e]: ..................................... info@gcs.com.kh 
[w]: ......................................www.gcs.com.kh

Home Design Furniture
[a]: ............. #259 Youtapol Khemarak Phomin 
(St.271), corner os St.183, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 210 502
[e]: ......... info.homeproducts@gmail.com

PROFESSION ENGINEER PLUS.
CO.,LTD(PEP)

[a]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .#5B St. 271, Sk. Teuk Thla, 
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 880 853
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 850 823
[e]: .....................................info@hsh.com.kh
[w]: ..................................... www.hsh.com.kh

Hari Hara Construction & Decor Group
[a]: .... . . .#30, St. 178, 12206 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 221 393 
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 222 551
[e]: ..................hariharagroup@gmail.com

Hazama Corporation
[a]: .... .#313 (Cambodiana), St. Sisowath.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 914
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 221 041 
[e]: ......................... ranalin@online.com.kh

ET&S Engineering Import 
Export

[a]:....# 233, St. 42P, 12101 ,Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 66 88 788 
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-16) 928 929              
[e]:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .info@etscambo.com
[w]:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.etscambo.com

[a]:  # 37ABCD, Russian Blvd, 12250, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 218 472 
[f]: ....................................... (855-23) 212 796             
[e]: ....................................... info@hsc.com.kh
[w]: ........................................www.hsc.com.kh

HUA CHUANXIN INTERNATIONAL 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]: # C10, St.112, Sk. Chamchav, 
Kh. Posen Chey, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................( 855-97) 877 95 98     
[e]: ............................. 314665122@qq.com

iLi Consulting Engineers Mekong Ltd.
[a]: .... . . .#41, St.588, 12152, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 284
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 987 907
[e]: .............................mail@ili-consult.com
[w]: .............................. www.ili-consult.com

I Ching Decor 
[a]: #85, Sothearos (St.3), 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 220 873
[e]: ...........................info@ichingdecor.com
[w]: .........................www.ichingdecore.com

ISI STEEL CO., LTD.

[a]: #18, KMH Industrial Park, 12405 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 881 188
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 885 318
[e]: ............................sales@isisteel.com.kh
[w]: ...............................www.isisteel.com.kh

INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION SOLUTION 
CRANES ( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a]: B-Ray Tower ( 8th Floor ), No.166,    
Norodom Blvd, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-97) 369 3181 
[e]: .....................ratnak1same@gmail.com

KACE - Khmer Associates Consulting Engineers 
[a]:  ................... #125B, St.204, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 555 1216
[e]: .......................kaceconsult@gmail.com
[w]: ...........................www.kaceconsult.com

KANG HWA E & C 
( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a] ...# 25 Eo, St. 466, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 991 600                             
[e]: .........................info@kanghwaenc.com  
[w]: ......................... www.kanghwaenc.com
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Seaboard Cambodian Development 
Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .#PK16, NR4, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 366 342
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 368 171
[e]: ................... sopanha.soth@yahoo.com

Sea Union Construction Cambodia Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .#199, St.217, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 995 100
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 424 083
[e]: ................... sea_union@online.com.kh 

SENG  ENTERPRISES CO., LTD. 

[a]: .... . .#138, St.51, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 342
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 212 267
[e]: ........admin@seng-enterprise.com.kh
[w]: ...................www.seng-enterprise.com 

SMART-ACON TRADING CO.,LTD

[a]:.... . .#658B, St. 271, 12307, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 812 841
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 950 338  
[e]: ..........................meng@smart-acon.com
[w]: ............................www.smart-acon.com

Sok Enterprise Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . .#19, St.118, 12204 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 990 704 
[e]: .......................info@sokenterprise.com 
[w]: ............................www.smart-acon.com

Sok Sokha Co., Ltd.
[a]: ....#216G, NR. 6, 12100, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 991 675
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 430 157 
[e]: ............................... info@soksokha.com

SOMA CONSTRUCTION &   
DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

[a]: .... . .# 2C, St.120, 12209 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 227 989         
[f]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 227 979 
[e]: ................................. info@smcd.com.kh 
[w]: ........www.smcd-construction.com.kh 

Space Design
[a]: .... . . . .#354B, St.93, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 991 082
[e]: .............. spacedesign_kh@yahoo.com  

SPECO
[a]: #315 Canadia Tower (Floor-18th),  

St. 93⊥110, 12202, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... ( 855-92 ) 199 936 
[e]: ........................teamkhmer@gmail.com
[w]: ......................................www.speco.co.kr

Standard Construction & Engineering
[a]: ..#89, St. Machine Teuk, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 722 006
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 722 007 
[e]: ............................yensrorn@sce.com.kh 

Sterling Project Management
[a]: ..#315 (Canadia Tower), St.93, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 426 045
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 426 047
[e]: ............. info@sterling-cambodia.com
[w]: .............. www.sterling-cambodia.com 

STL - Soil Testing Laboratory Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . .#368, St. Lum, 12102 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 527 279
[e]: .................................stl368@yahoo.com

STS (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . .#52, St. 70, 12201 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 722 276
[e]: ................................ sary@engineer.com
[w]: ....................www.stscambodia.com.kh

  NOVARE DESIGN
  INTERNATIONAL Ltd

[a]:#445 (Phnom Penh Tower), St. 93 , 12258
[t]: .................................. (855-23) 679 0 623 
[m]: .................................... (855-17) 790 623
[e]: ........... cambodia@novaredesign.com
[w]: ........................www.novaredesign.com

[a]: ...#19LB, St. 271, 12160, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-77) 681 688
[m]: .................................. (855-12) 494 745 
[e]: ..................sovan.hok@nktech-kh.com
[w]: ..................www.s-eraautomation.com

OVERSEAS CAMBODIA 
INVESTMENT CORPORATION

[a]: ....#315 St.93⊥110, 12202 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 868 222
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 427 064
[e]: ........... canadia@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: .....................................www.ocic.com.kh

Pang Luon (Pranet) Imp-Exp & Con.
[a]: No408ABC, Preah Monivong St.93, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 212 578
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 212 678
[e]: ..................... luontean.lee@gmail.com
[w]: ............................... www.pangluon.com 

PERFECT DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION (PDC) 
ENGINEERING CO., LTD

[a]: ..........#72, St.608, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 305 051
[e]: .......................................info@pdc.com.kh
[w]:  ..........................................www.pdc.com

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
GROUP CO.,LTD

[a]: ....... #65, St.111, 12258, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 210 125 
[f]: ................................  ( 855-66 )  669 397             
[e]: ................................... info@pmgkh.com 
[w]: ...................... www.mekongonline.asia

PCGEC ENGINEERING AND 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a] No. 315 Str.110, 12202, Phnom Penh
[m]: ........... ( 855-23 ) 963 124 / 125 / 126
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23 ) 963 122                            
[e]: ......................... cmkh@thecorpgrp.com   
[w]: .............................www.thecorpgrp.com

[a]: #333B, Monivong Blvd,  12257, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................... (855-11) 20 8888  
[m]: ................................. (855-88) 451 6666
[e]: ..................................prayut@prayut.com
[w]: ....................................... www.prayut.com

Royal Construction Group (Cambodia) 
[a]: St.2004, Northbridge Com. Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 886 058
[e]: .................... info@northbridge.com.kh
[w]: .....................www.northbridge.com.kh 

Ruiher Asia Construction Holding Group
[a]: No147, St.245, 12160 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-98) 551 398
[e]: .................... chenpanhe@hotmail.com

Sadiq International Co., Ltd.

[a]: No22A, St.110, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 612
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 460
[e]: ............. info@sadiqinternational.com

SBK Research & Development
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .#334B, St.182, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-61) 338 888
[e]: ............... sbkresearch@online.com.kh
[w]: ............www.sbkdevelopment.com.kh

LS Construction Pte. Ltd.
[a]: .... .#88, St. Lum, 12406 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 863 333
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 863 335
[e]: ................................... lscpl@online.com
[w]: ............................www.lscambodia.com

LYCHHUONG CONSTRUCTION
& IMPORT EXPORT CO., LTD.

[a]: #21, St. 334⊥57, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 220 525
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 211 788
[e]: ...................................... info@LCC.com.kh
[w]: .......................................www.LCC.com.kh

Ly Design Engineering (Cambodia) Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . .#16, St. 202, 12153 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 600 765
[e]: ..........................................lydec@lydec.fr
[w]: .............................................www.lydec.fr 

MAXK Dsign Co., Ltd.
[a]: . #9-11, Platinum (St.), 12306, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-23) 969 699
[e]: ....................... admin@maxkdsign.com
[w]: .............................www.maxkdsign.com

LSH - Loh Seng Heng

[a]: ..#223AEo, St.199, 12306 Phnom Penh

[t]: ......................................(855-23) 993 099

[e]: ...........................lsh_algl@hotmail.com

[w]: ...................www.lohsengheng.com.kh

MY WINDOWS E & C CO.,LTD

[a]: .... . .#. 132, St. 271, 12160, Phnom Penh  
[t]: ............................... ( 855- 23 ) 666 9996          
[e]: ...............................info@mywindow.biz 
[w]: ................................www.mywindow.biz

MEGA CAMBO CONSTRU-
CTION COMPANY LIMITED

[a]: Canacity Industry Garden, St. 
Veng Sreng, 12405, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 686 0 511
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 430 686
[e]: ...charlesvann@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.canadiabank.com.kh

MONG RETHTHY GROUP CO., LTD.

[a]:#152S, St. 41, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 211 065
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 216 496
[e]: ...............mrtgroup@mongreththy.com
[w]: ...........................www.mongreththy.com

MUHIBBAH   ENGINEERING    
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: ....#175, St. 339, 12151, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 884 093
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 366 888
[e]: ................... kh.mec@muhibbah.com.kh

[w]: ................................www.muhibbah.com

MINEBEA ( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a]: Phnom Penh Special Economixc Zone, 
National Road 4, Sangkat Phleung Chhes 
Rotes, Khan Posenchey, Phnom Penh,
[t]: ......................................... (885-16) 207 385  
[e]:.............. tshiozaki@minebea.com.kh

NIKKAM CONSTRUCTION

[a]: ..........................................# 35-37St. 214, 
CBM BlD., 1st Floor, 12211, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 221 545
[e]: ..........................y.go@triasiagroup.com
[w]: .......................... www.triasiagroup.com

Kingsmen C.M.T.I. (Cambodia) 
Co.,Ltd.

[a]: #163, St. 1015, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-96) 978 2623
[f]: ................................... (855-76) 978 2624
[e]: ........... info@kingsmen-cambodia.com
[w]: ............www.kingsmen-cambodia.com

KCE - Keurt Construction Enterprise

[a]:  .....................#39, St.353, Phnom Penh

[m]: ....................................(855-16) 446 384

Khmer Builder Enterprise
[a]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .#94D, St.432, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 655 5633 
[e]: ........................ chanra.pho@gmail.com
[w]: ...................... www.khmer-builder.com

KHMER GALA DÉCOR CO.,LTD

[a]: ....#17AE1, St.306, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 977 017
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 978 018
[e]: .................. info@khmergaladecor.com
[w]: ...................www.khmergaladecor.com

Khaou Chuly - MKK Co., Ltd

[a]: ...#0117-0118, St.2004, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 016
[e]: ........................... info@khaouchuly.com
[w]: ............................www.khaouchuly.com

KHUN SEA 
DEVELOPMENT GROUP

[a]:.... .#217, St.369, 12355, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 720 788
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 720 788
[e]: .............................khun_22@yahoo.com

Komnit Design Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . .#184, St. 217, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................. (855) 23 6 566 648
[e]: ....................................Info@komnit.com
[w]: .................................... www.komnit.com

LILICO STEEL CO.,LTD

[a] ...#444, Blvd:271, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................. (855-23) 67 900 79 
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 98 78 00                            
[e]: ........................ lilicogroup@yahoo.com  
[w]: .............................www.lilicogroup.com

Kuy Leang Ky Construction Trading Group
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .# 2Eo, St. 516, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 883
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 884 883
[e]: ............... kuyleangky007@yahoo.com

LAND & HOUSES ( CAMBODIA ) 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD.

[a].....#14, St.548, 12151, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ..................................... (885-92) 888 982    
[e]: ....................hengvuthy45@gmail.com

 
L.B.L INTERNATIONAL 

 
[a]: .... . . . . . .#34, St. 3, 12207, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23)  722 532 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 272            
[e]: .......lbl.international@lbl-group.com
[w]: ..................................www.lbl-group.com

Liv Construction Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .#53, St.125, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 213 545
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 535
[w]: ...................www.liv-construction.com 

Live Wire Entertainment & Events
[a]: St. 245, Regency Complex C, 
Suite 33A/168, 12306, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 983 796
[e]: .................................info@livere-ent.biz
[w]: ..................................www.livere-ent.biz
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Swee Quarry (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: ....#105, St. Tomnup Kopsrove, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 355 016
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 355 018
[e]: ...............swee_admin@online.com.kh

SYN TAI HUNG ( CAMBODIA )CO.,LTD.

[a]: #18 St.598, 12104, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ..................................... (885-23) 998 646     
[e]: .............. veasna.ing@syntaihung.com

MARKETING AGENT TF 
ENGINNEERING CO.,LTD.

[a]:.#No.67A-67B,St.1003,Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . ...................... ( 885-11) 30 33 37  
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . .chamnab_neth@yahoo.com

TAING CHENG OING 
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]: .... . . . . . .#80, St.273,  12104, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 881 238
[m]:.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-12) 887 882
[e]:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .chengoing@yahoo.com 

TCM Engineering Company Ltd.

[a]: ....#153, St. 160, 12157 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 880 399
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 880 677

Trang Construction Co., Ltd.
[a]:Phsar Kralanh, Sk. Kork Chak, Siem Reap
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 563 144
[e]: ..............................email@trang.com.kh
[w]: ..................................www.trang.com.kh 

TPB-TV DEVELOPMENT CO., LTD.

[a]:.... . . . . .No1, St. 21B, Kandal Province  
[m]: .................................(885-88) 789 5555 
[m]: .................................(885-96) 789 5555   
[e]: ........................... tpbtvinfo@yahoo.com

UC DESIGN BUILD CO.,LTD. 

[a]: # 130, Steet 245, 12310,Phnom Penh.
[t]: .......................................(855-86) 880 980  
[e]: .................................... info@ecoaec.com 
[w]: .....................................www.ecoaec.com

VENTURE (CAMBODIA) PTE LTD
 

[a]: .... .#11, St. 554, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 881 889
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 883 276
[e]: ........................venture@online.com.kh

V STRAND CO., LTD.
[a]: .... .# 58, Oknha Chrun Youhak (St. 294), 
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12302, Phnom Penh  
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6666 090  
[e]: ...................................info@vstrand.com
[w]: ....................................www.vstrand.com

Union Development Group Co., Ltd

[a]: #12AB, St. 348, 12304, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-92) 269 292
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 227
[e]: ............... sivkheang.eung@gmail.com 

VRK Corporation Co.,Ltd
[a]: .... . .#55 D , St. 70 , 12201, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 252
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 966 251
[e]: .....................info@vrkcorporation.com
[w]: ......................www.vrkcorporation.com

W Design
[a]: ...........#363, St.128, 12155 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 300 392
[e]: ...... contact.waterdesign@gmail.com

W Design
[a]: ...........#363, St.128, 12155 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 300 392
[e]: ...... contact.waterdesign@gmail.com

YUN XIANG GLOBAL
CONSTRUCTION CO.,LTD

[a]: .................... . . . . . . . . .#C43, St.11, Sangkat 
Toek Thlar, Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh  
[t]: ................................ ( 855-88 ) 7331 333            
[e]: .......................happystep2003@yahoo.com

ZAMIL STEEL BUILDINGS 
VIETNAM CO.,LTD

[a]: .... . . .#17, St.334, 12302, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 220 140 
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 220 140
[e]: ................zscambodia@online.com.kh
[w]: ........................ www.zamilsteel.com.vn

Construction Equipment 
and Materials Suppliers......................

Listing
7 F T D CO., LTD.
[a]:#124, St. 3, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t] .......................................(855-23) 996 876
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 876
[e]: ..................................sales@7ftd.com.kh
[w]: .................................... www.7ftd.com.kh

A-BEC ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.
[a]:  .................  No1C, St. 167, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 994 794
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 404
[e]: ............................. a-bec@camintel.com
[w]: ..........................................www.a-bec.biz

AAP GROUP CO., LTD.

[a]: #A11-A13, St. 271, 12306, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 666 889
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 238
[e]: ..................business@aapgroup.com.kh 
[w]: ............................www.aapgroup.com.kh 

A.C.M.E - Advanced Construction
Materials & Engineering Co., Ltd
[a]: ..................#276H, NR6A, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 989 788
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 989 778
[e]: ............................... info@acme-3rd.asia
[w]: ................................www.acme-3dr.asia

AML GLOBAL PTE LTD

[a]: .... .#51 Bukit Batok, Singapore 658077  
[t]: .................................( 855-87 )  225 638 
[t]: ..............................( 855-88 ) 9 777 388           
[e]: .................fabianlim@aml-global.com
[w]: .............................www.aml-global.com

ATAD STEEL STRUCTURE 
CORPORATION

[a]: ....... #B62, St.199, 12306 Phnom Penh  
[m]: ..( 855-88 ) 333 6899/ +84-906 883 
[t]: ................................ ( 855-23 ) 683 6899           
[e]: ............................ thuy.nguyen@atad.vn
[w]: ....................................www.atad.com.vn

ATS CAMBODIA
[a]: ...# 19, St. 209, 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-23) 222 411 
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-93) 715 333             
[e]:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .e-mail@ats.com.kh
[w]:.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.ats.com.kh

ADTECH SOLUTIONS

[a]:  . .#61, St. 103, 12305, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 990 001
[e]: ................ info@adtech-solutions.com
[w]: .................www.adtech-solutions.com

ADVANCED POWER ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS (CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]: ....#138, St. 51⊥294, 12302 Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. (855-96) 831 8888
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 773
[e]: ...sales@advancedpowerenergy.com
[w]: ......www.advancedpowerenergy.com

ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEERING

[a]: .......#14, St. 371, 12351 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 635 9393
[t]: ......................................(855-87) 511 878
[e]: .............................info@apegroups.com
[w]: ............................ www.manitowoc.com

Aruna Technology Ltd.
[a]: No417Eo, Sisovath Quay, Phnom Penh

[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 231
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 215 234
[e]: .... info.aruna@arunatechnology.com
[w]: ................. www.arunatechnology.com 

Associated Concrete Products 
(Cambodia) Pte., Ltd.
[a]: NR4 (Km 22), Bek Chan, Angsnoul
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 664 900
[e]: ......................... nget_navy@yahoo.com

BMB - Best Music Brand
[a]:Sovanna super market, 4th floor, 
(Store C4.17-19) Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-11) 588 228
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 804 486
[e]: ..........................bmb@ngyheng.com.kh
[w]: ..........................................www.bmb.com

BMSC - Business Machines & 
Supplies Center

[a]: .... . . . . . .#138BC, St.110, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 99 29 29
[f]: ....................................(855-11) 66 60 31
[e]: ...........................................general_inqui-
ry@businessmachines-supplies.com
[w]: www.businessmachines-supplies.com

BMB Steel & Joint Stock Company
[a]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .#G16,St. 271, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 403
[e]: ..........................bmbsteel@hcm.vnn.vn
[w]: .......................... www.bmbsteel.com.vn

BRANCH OF P.T.S GROUP CO., LTD

[a]: ..#139, Russian Federation Blvd, 12405
[t]: ......................................(855-93) 898 999
[f]: .................................. (855-88) 460 0999 
[e]:. .saleskobe@kobelcocambodia.com
[w]:. . . . . . . . . . . .www.kobelcocambodia.com

BRANCH OF SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC 
OVERSEAS ASIA PTE.LTD.

[a]: PP Tower(21F) St.93, 12258 Phnom Penh  
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 221 848 
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 964 311      
[e]: .customercare.kh@schneider-electric.com

B SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENT CO., LTD

[a]: .... .#183A St. 132, 12156 Phnom Penh 

[m]: .................................. (855-12) 750 678

[e]: ..................................... info@bsi-kh.com

[w]: ......................................www.bsi-kh.com

C & Yookung Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .#117A, St.271, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 900 035
[e]: .................... cnyookung@hotmail.com

CAMCONA TRADING 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD. 

[a]: .... . . .# 17, St. 306, 12302, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 211 9602 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 211 960             
[e]: ..........................info@camconabms.com
[w]: .......................... www.camconabms.com

Cam Roof 
[a]: .... . . . . . .#5, Russie Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6468 888
[e]: ......................... sales@camroof.com.kh
[w]: ............................ www.camroof.com.kh 

Cambodia Marble & Granite
[a]: #3A, St. Chea Sim, 12100, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 878 896
[e]: ................cambodiastone@gmail.com
[w]: ....................www.cambodiastone.com 

CAMKO PILE & PLUS 
ENTERPRISES CO., LTD.

[a]: #....7Eo, St.180, 12211, Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-11) 208 888  
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 911 414
[e]: ................................prayut@prayut.com
[w]: .................................www.piling.com.kh

CAMBODIAN CHEMICAL 
SUPPLY CO., LTD.

[a]: #1001, St.14B, , 12102, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 885 657  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 885 657
[e]: ...................soumsambath@ymail.com
[w]: ..............................www.cam-paint.com

CBMS TRADING CO., LTD

[a]:....#447, St. 1986, 12101, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 211 960
[e]: ........................info@camconabms.com
[w]: ........................ www.camconabms.com

CCW- CONSTRUCTION 
CHEMICALS WORLD CO.,LTD

[a]: Time Tower ( 9th floor ) #331, St 271,         
       12311, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ..................................... (855-15) 569 888  
[e]: .....................................info@ccw.com.kh
[w]: ...................................... www.fosroc.com

Cellop International Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . . .#44B, St.251, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 883 792
[e]: ...client.services@cellopinternational.com
[w]: ............ www.cellopinternational.com 

COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE DE  
COMMERCE S.A.R.L

[a]: ........#178, NR. 5, 12104 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 427 026  
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 426 076   
[e]: ...................... cfc_akzo@online.com.kh 
[w]: ........................www.cfc-cambodia.com

CHAMROEN & VANLY CO., LTD.

[a]: #L1, St.Chroy Changva, 12110 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-12) 57 00 05  
[e]: ................chamroen.ouch@gmail.com 

Chheav Hok Supply Steels & 
Transport
[a]: ...#106Eo, St.245, 12310 Phnom 
Penh 
[t]: ............................(855-23) 216 118
[f]: ............................(855-23) 720 172
[e]: ..........sales.ch@hqgtrading.com

CHIP MONG INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.

[a]: ....#106, St. 245, 12304, Phnom Penh
[t]: ........................(855-85/69/66) 990 222
[f]: ................................ chip mong industries
[w]: .............www.chipmongindustries.com
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OCEAN COOLING 
TOWER SDN BHD

[a]: ...15-1, Jalan 9/23E, Taman Danau Kota, 
.............................. 53300 KL, West Malaysia.
[t]: ..............(603)-4142 6263/ 4143 6263
[e]: ....... thomas@oceancoolingtower.com
[w]: ...............www.oceancoolingtower.com

COOLINK MARKETING & 
TRADE CO., LTD

[a]: ....#901, St. 128, 12156 Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................... (855-12) 836 896              
[t]: .................................... (855-69) 6666 22
[e]: ............................... info@scoolfilm.com
[w]: ................................www.scoolfilm.com

CSP WINDOW

[a]: .....#598, St. 271, 12307 Phnom Penh
[t]: ........................................ (855) 78 642 35
[t]: ....................................(855) 88 8897 972
[e]: ........................cspwindow@gmail.com
[w]: ............................ www.cspwindow.com

CPAC (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: ...#100, National Road 2, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 982 017
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 945 999
[e]: ..................cmccinfo@cementhai.co.th

D' Furniture
[a]: ..#36-38, Mao Tse Tong Blvd. 12305 Phnom Penh
[p]: .....................................(855-23) 210 067
[m]: ......... (855-17) 808 080 /85 444 444
[e]: ........................info@dfurniture.com.kh
[w]: .........................www.dfurniture.com.kh

DHINIMEX CO., LTD

[a]: #245, St. Tep Phorn, 12156, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 997 725 
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 993 942
[e]: ............................... info@dhinimex.com
[w]: ................................www.dhinimex.com

DIAMOND GLASS

[a]: ...Glass Factory, St.217, 12415 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 997 725 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 942
[e]: ................. info@diamondglasskh.com
[w]: ..................www.diamondglasskh.com

DYNAMIC CHEMICALS CO.,LTD.

[a] ..# 432, MZonivong Blvd, 12301, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................( 855-97) 865 6618
[m]: ..............................  ( 855-97) 988 9825                            
[e]: ............... mbsbdm1@dynamic.com.kh  
[w]: ............................www.dynamic.com.kh

ECM CO., LTD.
[a]: A-50/A-51, La Siene, 12301,  Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 231 878
[f]: ..................................(855-23) 6 2222 09
[e]: ............................... ecmsale@jit.com.kh
[w]: ........................................ www.jit.com.kh

EDEN LANDSCAPE 
DESIGN

[a]:  ... #03, St. 1003, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-12) 415 337 
[m]: .................................. (855-12) 511 707
[e]: .......... info@landscapecambodia.com
[w]: ...........www.landscapecambodia.com 

EnviroCam - HCC Group Co., Ltd.

[a]:#50, Samdech Pan (St. 214), Corner 
of Trasak Paem (St. 63), 12211 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 001
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 219 383
[e]: .................................... info@hcc.com.kh
[w]: ........................www.envirocam.com.kh

Envotech Co., Ltd.
[a]:.... .249, NR.6A, 12112, P.O Box 931, PP
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 430 748
[m]: ....................................(855-23) 430 236
[e]: ...............................sarak@envotech.org
[w]: ..................................www.envotech.org

ELEC. & MECH. 
TRADING CO., LTD.

[a]: #68, St. 598, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 51 44 888
[e]: ..................... sales@emtcambodia.com
[w]: ....................... www.emtcambodia.com

Environmental Sanitation Cambodia (ESC)
[a]: .... .# 6B, St. 187, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 084 
[e]: .....................contact@esccambodia.org
[w]: ............................ www.esccambodia.org

ESCORT IMPORT-
EXPORT(CAMBODIA)CO., LTD

[a]: # 001 Block C1, Ly Thuong Kiet St.,
Ward7, Dist. 11, Hochiminh City, Vietnam
[m]: .................................... (848) 3 853 4256
[e]: .................................info@escort.com.vn
[w]: ................................ www.escort.com.vn

Europe Home Décor & Tiles
[a]: #364Eo, St.274, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 217
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 222 216
[e]: ........ hokseng@euhomedecorandtiles.com
[w]: ......www.eurhomedecorandtiles.com

EMPIRE POOLS ( CAMBODIA ) CO.,LTD.

[a]:.... . . . . .#69I, National Road 6A, 12110     
Phom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: .................................... (885-23) 43 22 77     
[e]: ............... khorn@empirepools.com.kh  
[w]: ......................www.empirepool.com.kh

KIE FEPRO CO., LTD.

[a]:.... . . . .#I42, St. 28, 120903 Phnom Penh
[t]: .....................................(855) 12 240 498   
[m] ....................................(855) 16 630 890 
[e]: ............................. kiefepro@yahoo.com 
[e]: ....................... kiefepro@kie-fepro.com
[w]: ................................ www.kie-fepro.com

Fulin Wooden
[a]: #246 - 250, St. 217, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6555 161
[e]: ......................... fulin_fulin@yahoo.com

Fuxin Steel Buildings Co.,Ltd

[a]:.... . .F14 KHM Industrial Park, Phum 
.. . . .Tropaing Tloeng, Sangkat Choam 
...... .Chao, khan Posenchey, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-99) 89 7777
[e]: kangsen@fuxinsteelbuildings.com.kh
[w]: ...... www.fuxinsteelbuildings.com.kh

GENTOP 

[a]: PGCT Center, St.274, 12301  Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 099
[e]: ....................................ceo@gentop.co.kr 
[w]: ................................... www.gentop.co.kr

G Holdings Company Ltd GW Design
[a]: .... . .#12, St.392, 12300, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[e]: ...................... info@g-holdings.com.kh
[w]: .......................www.g-holdings.com.kh

G. GEAR 

[a]: ..#18A, St. 604, 12152, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855) 23 880 098
[e]: ...........................project@ggear.com.kh
[w]: ..................................www.ggear.com.kh

German Hardware Supply Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . .#19B, St.432, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 215 354
[e]: ............... info@german-hardware.com 
[w]: ................www.german-hardware.com

GREEN LAKE CO.,LTD
[a]: . . . . . . .#189, Road Samdech Chea 
Sim, Chres Village, 12101, Phnom Penh
[t]: .........(855-78) 777 683/ 76 5555 456
[e]: ............... greenlake_11@hotmail.com

GOOD TOP MACHINERY 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]: .... .#525, NR. #4, 12405 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-11) 558 337  
[m]: ................................ (855-88) 362 4 727
[e]: ................. beauvoirtheng@gmail.com

GES CAMBODIAN CO., LTD

[a]: ...#942, St. 128, 12156  Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 868 222
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 988 823
[e]: ............. seihavin@gescambodan.com

HANVICO CAMBODIA CO., LTD
[a]: .........#759 St.93, 12305 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 987598 
[e]: .....................hanvico@hanvico.com.vn
[w]: ............................. www.hanvico.com.vn

HANWHA THINK BIOTECH 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . .#24, St.337, 12151 Phnom Penh 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 990 214
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 990 215
[e]: ......................... sky1686@hanwha.com
[w]: .....................english.hanwhacorp.co.kr

HAULOTTE 
SINGAPORE PTE LTD

[a]:...26 Changi North Way, 498812 Singapore 
[f]: ........................................ +65 65 46 61 50
[f]: ........................................ +65 65 36 39 69
[e]: ................haulotteasia@haulotte.com
[w]: ..................................... www.haulotte.sg

HCC Group Co., Ltd.
[a]:..#50, St.214 corner St.63, 12211, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 001
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 772 916
[e]: ..................................... info@hcc.com.kh
[w]: ..............................www.hccgroups.com

Heng Lim Stainless Steel Trading
[a]: ..#167A, St. 217, 12304 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 777 792
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 252 592

Than's Bros Home Access 
[a]:#No. 46, Mao Setong Blvd, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 216 195
[f]: .................................... (855-77) 357 393
[e]: ............................ info@thans-bros.com
[w]: .............................www.thans-bros.com 

HENG NGUON CO., LTD.
[a]: #6-7, St. 614, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 882 593  
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23) 882 953
[e]: .................. heng_nguon9@yahoo.com
[w]: ............................www.hengnguon.com

Heng Lim Stainless Steel Trading
[a]: #167A, St. 217, 12304 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 777 792
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 252 592

Heng Sreng Hong Import Export Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... .#244, St.245, 12352 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 225 777
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 226 777
[e]: cambodiaglass@hengsrenghong.com
[w]: ................... www.hengsrenghong.com 

Hoang Long Mekong Group
[a]: .................#10E1, St.296, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6383 789
[e]: ...hoanglongmekongpic@gmail.com
[w]: ................. www.hoanglonggroup.com 

Home Rachana 
[a]: ..#191, Mao Se Tong Blvd. Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 222 363
[m]: ................................... (855-15) 828 282
[e]: ...................... info@homerachana.com
[w]: .......................www.homerachana.com

Home Decor Center Co., Ltd.

[a]: .......#153B-155C, St.245, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 219 670-2
[f]: ..................................(855-23) 994 577-8
[e]: homedecorcenter@everyday.com.kh
[w]: .......... www.homedecorcenter.com.kh

HONG HE SUPPLY 
PTE LTD

[a]:...BLOCK 9002 Tamping Industrial Park A, 
Tampines Street 93, Unit 02-18, Singapore 
[t]: ........................................... +65 6817 0089
[e]: .........................................sales@hhs.asia
[w]: ............................................www.hhs.asia

Hout Chhay Construction Materials
[a]:. . . . . .#48-50Eo, St.217, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 286
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 218 286
[e]: .........................houtchhay@yahoo.com
[w]: ..............................www.houtchhay.com 

HONGKONG FUJI 
ELEVATOR CO.,LTD 

[a]: ....#10, St.105K, 12406, Phnom Penh
[m]: ......(855-23) 504 1 888/ 11 880 686
[m]: ......... (855-89) 335 453/ 15 6666 82
[e]: ............... kao.vothy@ngyheng.com.kh
[w]: ........................... www.ngyheng.com.kh

    HSC Co., Ltd

[a]: ...# 63, St. 315, S12152, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 885 027 
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 212 796             
[e]: ....................................... info@hsc.com.kh
[w]: ........................................www.hsc.com.kh

HU AN ELECTRIC 
(CAMBODIA) CO.,LTD

#No 212E1, Street Preah Monivong 
Blvd, 12209,  Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: .......................................(855-23) 900 689 
[e]: ........sovannarith.chan@haecam.com 
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.huanelectric.com

HOME WINDOW

[a]...#No.3A, St.168, 12308, Phnom Penh.   
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .( 885-92)  79 09 99  
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .khol_ly@yahoo.com

IKO The Shingles Expert

[a]: ...Truibroek 74, IZ Ravenshout 3974 
Ham, Belgium 3945
[m]: ......................................+32 11 340 120             
[e]: ................. residential.europe@iko.com
[w]: ..................................................www.iko.be

Infratech (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]:.... .#43B, St.271, 12307 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 997 118
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 997 127
[e]: .........................c.narith@infratech.com
[w]: .................................www.infratech.com 

INOVAR (CAMBODIA) PTE LTD.

[a]: .... . . .#149 AEo, St.245, 12308, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 336
[f]: ......................................(855-17) 391 188
[e]: .......................francis@inovarfloor.com
[w]: .............................www.inovarfloor.com
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IPE (Cambodia) Pte., Ltd.
[a]: .... .#0344, Hanoi St.1019, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 988 328
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 988 329
[e]: ...................ipe.cambodia@yahoo.com

ISI STEEL CO., LTD.

[a]: #18, KMH Industrial Park, 12405 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 880 098
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 885 318
[e]: ............................sales@isisteel.com.kh
[w]: ...............................www.isisteel.com.kh

ITALIAN DECOR ART CO., LTD

[a]: .... . . . .#9A , St. 163 , 12253, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. ( 855-17 ) 601 558
[f]: ...................................( 855-16 ) 543 402
[e]: ....................... chhorvorn5@gmail.com
[w]: ...www.italiandecorart.blogspot.com

J C M NIPPON PRIVATE LTD

[a]: ........#51, St.271, 12307, Phnom Penh 
[t]: .................................. ( 855-23 ) 211 854 
[f]: ................................  ( 855-23 )  214 067            
[e]: .......... kimseng.thai@jcmnippon.com 
[w]: ............................. www.jcmnippon.com

Jing Long Ma Global Co.,Ltd

[a]:....Han Noi Road, Sg. Phnom Penh 
Thmey, Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6538 999
[t]: ......................................(855-95) 998 826
[e]: ........................... jilm@jinglongma.com 
[w]: ............................www.jinglongma.com

Japanel Home 
(Cambodia) Co.,Ltd 

[a]:.... . . . . .# 432 , St. 93, 12301, Phnom Penh.   
[e]: .........................t_nakamura@sthd.co.jp  
[W]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.cca.org,kh

Jotun Cambodia Limited 
[a]: ....#113, St.245, 12305 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 218 751
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 218 751
[e]: ........................sovath.teng@jotun.com
[w]: ........................................www.jotun.com

KC MKK Co., Ltd.
[a]: #017-018, Sorla St.2004, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 016
[e]: ........................... info@khaouchuly.com
[w]: ............................www.khaouchuly.coM

KC Gecin Enterprises

[a]:.... . .#500, NR#2, 12354, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 360 288
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 618
[e]: ..............................kc_gecin@ymail.com
[w]: ................................. www.kc_gecin.com

Key Consultants (Cambodia) Ltd.
[a]: PP Office Room 684, 12301, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 825 512
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 224 362
[e]: ......................kccambodia@yahoo.com

LEGRAND CAMBODIA

[a]: .... . .#20b, St. 282, 12302, phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-16) 647 762
[e]:office.cambodia@legrandelectric.com
[w]: ...................................www.legrand.com

Khmer Nippon Construction Co., LTD
[a]: .... .# 13B, St. 290, 12308, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6921 772
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 847 006
[e]: ........................... ungareth@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................... www.khmernippon.biz

K SUPPLY CO., LTD.

[a]: ....#A25-27, Russian Blvd, Sk Toeuk Thla,
Kh. Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 221 177  
[f]: ....................................... (855-23) 219 087              
[e]: ............................ info@kpiholdings.com

KGL Construction Material Trading 
[a]: .... . . .#138H, NR6A, 12112 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 666 922
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 666 908
[e]: ............ chamnanhay168@yahoo.com

KHL Co., Ltd.

[a]: .... . . .#313, St.271, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 573
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 573
[e]: .................................khl_ny@yahoo.com

KHI  HOUT CO.,LTD.

[a]: No.335 ABCD, Mao Tse Tong Blvd 
(245), 12153, Phnom Penh      
[T]..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(885-23) 88 13 11   
[e]: ..................... thenghout@khihout.com 

Khmer Builder Enterprise
[a]: .... .#94D, St.432, 12311 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 655 5633
[m]: .................................. (855-16)  317 388
[e]: ........................ chanra.pho@gmail.com
[w]: ........................www.khmerbuilder.com

KHMER GALA DÉCOR CO.,LTD

 
[a]: ....#17 AE1, St. 306, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 977 017
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 978 018
[e]: .................. info@khmergaladecor.com
[w]: ...................www.khmergaladecor.com

Kim Hap Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . .#203, St.245, 12309 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 221 860
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 221 862
[e]: ...................... kimhap@camnet.com.kh

KISCO ( CAMBODIA ) 
CO.,LTD

[a]: #240, ANINA Building, St.271, 12351, 
Phnom Penh.
[t]: ..................................... (885-89) 666 587     
[e]: .......................... takao-ha@kisco-net.jp

KONG NUON GROUP

[a]: ...#220, Road 182, 12153, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 880 281
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 880 525
[e]: ..............................info@kongnuon.com
[w]: .............................. www.kongnuon.com

KOHLER Vibrant 
Finishes

[a]: ..#22, TKhhan Cham kar morn 12305
[t]: .....................................(855) 23 218 995
[f]: .................................info@hengasia.com
[w]: .................www.kohlerasiapacific.com
[w]: .................................www.hengasia.com

Octopus Asia Pacifi (Cambodia) Ltd.

[a]: ....#4B, St. 1958, 12101, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ......................................(855-92) 222 540
[m]: ....................................(855-10) 989 182
[e]: .......................................info@oapcl.com

L.M.D Group Distribution 
[a]: .... . . .#4, Monireth St.217, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 5555 218
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 661 961
[e]: ..........................lmd.group@gmail.com

�
�������������������
�����

[a]: .....................#1B, St. 1958, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................ (855-23) 900 361 / 901 361
[e]: ......... bernard@firemaxcambodia.com 
[w]: ..................www.firemaxcambodia.com

LINNHOFF 
TECHNOLOGIES

[a]: ....#71, Tech Park Crescent, Tuas Tech 
Park, Singapore 638072
[t]: ..........................................(65) 6863 1111
[f]: ........................................... (65) 6863 1080
[e]: .......................... sales@linnhoff.com.sg
[w]: ............................. www.linnhoff.com.sg

C.MELCHERS GMBH & 
CO.KG(CAMBODIA).

[a]: ............S.I. Build., 4rd Flr., No.93, Preah 
Sihanouk Blvd., Phnom Penh 

[t]: ..................................(855-23) 6 314 174
[m]: ....................................(855-89) 333 727 
[e]: .....................sydeat@melchers.com.hk
[w]: .......................... www.melchers.com.kh

MAVIS DESIGN SDN BHD

[a]:  .....................................................malaysia
[t]: ......................................(603) 7845  3313
[f]: ....................................... (603) 7845 6313
[e]: ..................enquiry@mavis-brand.com
[w]: ........................... www.mavis-brand.com

MENG LENG EAV CO., LTD.

[a]: #123A-121D, St.245, 12304 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 993 142
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 215 514
[e]: .......menglengeav@mle-trading.com 
[w]: .............................www.mle-trading.com

MIK CONSTRUCTION 
SERVICE CO.,LTD

[a]:...#242, St 10m Phum Bayab, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-86) 888 773 
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 230 616             
[e]: ...........................imchantha@mikcs.com

MULTICO MS 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]:...#168, National Road 6A, 12110, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 432 130 
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 432 348             
[e]: ................ info@mmsc.multicoasia.com
[w]: .....www.fb.com/cambodia.equipment

Natural Colour Co., Ltd.
[a]:No192D, Chamkar Chen Village, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 499 248
[m]: ....................................(855-67) 499 248
[e]: ...............................vspfirst@yahoo.com

NAWAPLASTIC 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: .....Prey Speu Vill. 12405 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 882 072 
[e]: ........ scgpipecambodia@nawaplastic.com
[w]: ............................ www.nawaplastic.com

NCS GLOBAL COATING 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: #168KA, St.598, 12105, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 990 317
[e]: ....................sales@ncs-cambodia.com
[w]: ..................................www.mascoat.com
[w]: ................................... www.hempel.com 

NOREA-HEALTHY HOME

[a]: ...........#H5, Center Market, Siem Reap
[t]: ......................................(855-98) 75 3333
[t]: ......................................(855-17) 589 763
[e]: ....thany.katerine@norea-rajana.com

[a]: 15-1, Jalan 9/23E, Taman Danau Kota, 
Setapak, 53300 Kuala Lumpur, West Malaysia
[m]: ....................(603)41436263/41426263 
[f]: ......................................... 603 - 4143 6870             
[e]: ....... thomas@oceancoolingtower.com 
[w]: ...............www.oceancoolingtower.com

    OMURA Concrete Co., Ltd.

[a]: ...3rd Floor Phnom Penh Tower, #445,
........................... St.93, 12211, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 964 250
[e]: ..................info@omura-cambodia.com
[w]:  ............... www.omura-cambodia.com

[a]: ...# 70B, St. 288, 12303, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 213 118
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 213 218
[e]: ...............................zhun84@yahoo.com
[w]: .............................. www.1marketing.biz

[a]: #69D, St. 360, 12304 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 215 450
[e]: .......................info@ogescambodia.com
[w]: ........................www.ogescambodia.com

BRANCH OF PANASONIC 
ASIA PACIFIC PTE. LTD

[a]: ....... Exchange Square 15th Flr, St.106,
.................120211, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
[t]: ...............( 855-23)  260 156 | 215 503                            
[e]: ... leangheng.yong@kh.panasonic.com  
[w]: ......................www.panasonic.com/kh/

PCG CO-OPERATION CO., LTD

[a] # 315 St.110 & St.93, 12202, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 453 992
[f]: ............................................ 662 717-0032                            
[e]: ............................heludom@yahoo.com  
[w]: ...................................www.pcgco-o.com

PEB Steel Building Co., Ltd.
[a]: ...........#J-06,Jade St., 12306, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................. (855-23) 67 88 679
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 851 828
[e]: ............................... thi@pebsteel.com.vn
[w]: ............................. www.pebsteel.com.kh

PEX PIPES

[a]: ..#A5-8 La Seine Koh Pich, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................(855-888) 531 999
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 999 168
[e]: ................................info@pexpipes.com
[w]: .................................www.pexpipes.com

P. K LIGHT BLOCK CO.,LTD

[a]: ...................... #05, 12201 Phnom Penh 
[m]: .................................. ( 855-11 ) 440 808 
[m]: ................................. ( 855-87 )  440 808           
[e]: .......................  kyheang12@gmail.com

PHNOM PENH PRECAST PLANTS

[a]:  .. #43-44, NR. 5, 12104 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 901 999 
[e]: ........... info@phnompenhprecast.com 
[w]: ............www.phnompenhprecast.com

PPIC - Phnom Penh International 
Carpentry & Construction Co., Ltd.

[a]: No.8, Ta Ngov (St.351) 12357, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6336 786
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 6457 878
[e]: ................... info@ppiccontractors.com
[w]: ...........................www.ppiccontractors.com

PHNOM PENH PLASTIC 
PRODUCTS

[a]:.... .#18A, St.598, 12107, Phnom Penh.
[t]:.... . . . . . .....................(855-23) 666 78 97   
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . .thi@uni-steelbuildings.com
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 Manitowoc Cranes
[a]: 13 Pioneer Sector 1, Singapore 628424
[t]: ............................................(65) 6264 1188
[e]: ..........enquiry.APAC@manitowoc.com
[w]:  .............. www.manitowoccranes.com

Purapool Equipment & Construction 

[a]: No34, Russian Federation Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 880 604
[e]: ............................ khom@purapool.com
[w]: ................................ www.purapool.com

RINCO TRADING CO.,LTD
[a]: ..# I-20, St.Lum, 12406, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ....................................(855-12) 791 555               
[e]: .........................sotharin@rinco-kh.com

RTD ENTERPRISE PTE LTD.

[a]: ..#2251-2252, St. 1987, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 883 005 
[m]: ..................................... (855-16) 725 550             
[e]: .......................... info@rtdcambodia.com
[w]: ...........................www.rtdcambodia.com

RIECKERMANN (CAMBODIA) 
CO., LTD

[a]:#36, Street 281, 12151, Phnom Penh.               
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(855-23) 882 962
[e]: .... . .b.dalle-grave@rieckermann.com

ROBERT BOSCH
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]: #24, VTrust Tower 8th Floor,  12253, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 900 685
[f]: ......................................(855-12) 622 827
[e]: ....................andre.dejong@bosch.com
[w]: .................................www.bosch.com.kh

BRAND OFFICE OF THAI 
SAMSUNG ELECTRONIC CO.,LTD.

[a]: #445, St #21, 12258 Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 980 808
[e]:628360@panpages3.directoryup.com
[w]: .................................www.samsung.com

SCG TRADING 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: #100, NR#2, 12354 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................(855-23) 990 401-5
[e]: ..................sctcambodia@camshin.net
[w]: .............................. www.scttrading.com 

SOKEA GARDEN

[a]: ......#177, St.598, 12101 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................Khmer (855-15) 95 20 68
[m]: .................. English (855-89) 20 77 89
[e]: .....................sokeagarden@gmail.com
[w]: .........................www.sokeagarden.com

SPORTS ENGINEERING 
AND RECREATION ASIA 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: ..#142 (Camned Building), Norodom 
Blvd, 12300, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 211 615
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 211 617
[e]: ..................... info@searasports.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.searasports.com

SIKA (CAMBODIA) LTD
R

[a]: .........................Legacy Business Center, 
Bld.29 Fl.12, St. 245, 12308, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 215 198
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 222 367
[e]: ..................................sales@kh.sika.com
[w]: ............................................khm.sika.com

STAR COATING SOLUTION  CO.,LTD

[a]: #211,St Monireth12160 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ...................................(855-23) 99 68 98
[e]: ................................. admin@scs.com.kh
[w]: .......................................www.scs.com.kh

SMART-ACON TRADING CO.,LTD

[a]:.... . .# 658B, St. 271, 12307, Phnom Penh 
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 812 841
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 950 338  
[e]: ..........................meng@smart-acon.com
[w]: ............................www.smart-acon.com

SOKUN WINDOWS

[a] ..# 1404, St. 1992, 12101 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ...............................  ( 855-97 ) 5475 599              
[e]: ................... info@sokunwindows.com  
[w]: .....................www.sokunwindows.com

SOMA TRADING COMPANY 
LIMITED

[a]: ...........290, St.93, 12211 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 432 448  
[e]: ......... cast.cambodia@castlab.com.sg
[w]: ...............................www.castlab.com.sg

SCHWING STETTER 
(INDIA) PVT LTD

[a]: ....F71-72, SIPCOT Industrial Pak, Sriper
umpudur Taluk, Tamil Nadu–602117,India
[t]: ..................................(91-44) 7137 8100  
[e]: .......... info@schwingstetterindia.com
[w]: ...........www.schwingstetterindia.com

S.G COMPLEX CO.,LTD.

[a]: St. 109, VTrust Building, 2nd Floor, Room
      2FC, 12252,  Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(885-23) 88 22 15     
[e]: ................................ info@sggroups.asia 

 SUNNY PARK’S DOOR & WINDOW CO.,LTD

[a]: # 20, St. Doung Ngeap 2, Damnak 
Thom Village, 12352, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ..................................... (885-12) 661 573 
[f]: ..................................... (885-16) 514 162   
[e]: ...................sunnyparks99@gmail.com

 TOA Paint (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: #12E, St.National No3, 12405, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-85 756 149
[w]: ................................ www.toagroup.com

SUN HOUR GROUP

[a]: .... . .#427, St. 93, 12258, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 218 508 
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 218 988             
[e]: ..............................info@sunhour.com.kh
[w]: .................................... www.sunhour.com

SATO KOGYO ( CAMBODIA ) 
CO.,LTD.

[a]: National Road No.4 Sangkat Kantouk,
Khan Posenchey, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ......................................... (885-23) 729 343   
[e]:..............maruyama@satokogyo.com.kh
[w]: .........................www.satokogyo.com.kh

XINCHU TASHEN 
GREEN TECH CO., LTD.

[a]:#31, St.Northbridge,  Sk. Teuk Thla, Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 881 968  
[f]: ....................................... (855-23) 881 967
[e]: ...........................info@tashengreen.com
[w]: ........................... www.tashengreen.com

TAIWAN KAMHWA CRUSHING 
INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD

[a]: NR.#4, Kranglorhong Village, Mohasang 
Commune, Phnomsruoch District, Kg. Speu Province.
[t]: ..................................( 855-23) 555 1002
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 816 720
[e]: ...................................... li@kamhwa.com
[w]: ..................................www.kamhwa.com

Venture Prosperity Time 
Co., Ltd

[a]:.... . . . .#166Eo,  St. (41), 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................(855-15)  586 263
[e]: ............. radconcambodia@gmail.com
[w]:  ...........................www.radcrete.com.au

TEM TRADING CO., LTD

[a]: ....#99A, St. 143, 12303, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................(855-23) 63 63 030
[m]: ...............................(855-95) 829 992/3
[e]: ........................sales@tem-trading.com
[w]: ...........................www.tem-trading.com

TK GENERATION CO., LTD.

[a]: #B3, 1stRd. (Borey Villa Toul Sangke), 12105   
[t]: .............................  ( 855- 23 ) 63 17 817          
[e]: ..........tkgeneration.sales@gmail.com

TKS GROUP CO., LTD. 

[a]:.... . .#7A-9A, St. 93, Corner of St.70, 12201 
Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. (855-97) 9991 999
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 637 7559 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 888 559              
[e]: .............................kyseshop@yahoo.com

T-RO CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD. 
[a]: .#281, St. Preysar, 12400, Phnom Penh
[m]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-17) 999 007 
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 236 555             
[e]: ..................... info@troconstruction.com
[w]: ......................www.troconstruction.com

TOP TAI SCAFFOLDINGS 
INTERNATIONAL CO.,LTD.

[a]: No. 8 B, St.351, 12355 Phnom Penh.
[t]: ................................. (885-96) 525 7777  
[f]: ..................................+886 4 2330 1670  
[e]: ....................... kotail1688@gmail.com 
[w]: ........................www.kotail168.com.tw

 UNIVERSAL STEEL BUILDINGS 
CO., LTD

[a]:.... . .#18A, St.598, 12107, Phnom Penh. 
[t]:.... . . . . . ....................(885-23)   666 78 97   
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . .thi@uni-steelbuildings.com

  
   UNITED MERCURY GROUP

[a]: .... . . . . . .# 48, NR4, 12405, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 729 217 
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 729 219             
[e]: ....................................umg@umg.com.kh
[w]: .....................................www.umg.com.kh.

UPG (CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: .... . . . . . .# 48, NR4, 12405, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 729 217 
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 729 219             
[e]: ....................................umg@umg.com.kh
[w]: .....................................www.umg.com.kh.

Vattanac Transformers 
Supply Co.,Ltd

[a]: ..........22A, St.616, 12152 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-17) 666 067
[e]: ................ socheat.ny@vtstrading.com

Vatanak Piseth Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... .#26A, St.199, 12309 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23)222 844
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 222 655 

[a]: #B70, St. Northbridge, Sk. Toeuk Thla, Kh. 
Sen Sok, Phnom Penh
[t]: .......................................(855-17) 876 168 
[t]: .......................................(855-15) 876 168
[e]: .................... mvannak168@gmail.com
[w]: ...........................................www.duefa.de

VOOLIM COMPANY LIMITED
[a]: ................................................#8, St. 1928, 
Borey Piphup Thmey, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 65 66 888
[e]: ................................. admin@voolim.net

V.W GAS CO.,LTD.
[a]: No.63wc, Street 4R, 12105, 
Phnom Pen, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(885-17) 767 003   
[e]: .................watbunthong@vw-gas.com 
[W]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.vw-gas.com

VRK Corporation Co.,Ltd
[a]: .... . .#55 D , St. 70 , 12201, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23 ) 966 252
[f]: .................................... ( 855-23 ) 966 251
[e]: .....................info@vrkcorporation.com
[w]: ......................www.vrkcorporation.com

SYN2 MULTITRADE Co., Ltd.
[a]: ............#88 , St. 19 , 12401, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................... (855-70) 800 316  
[m]: ................................... (855-70) 588 866
[e]: .................. myongsa1986@gmail.com

WIKI TRADE COMPANY LTD.

[a]: .............#100,592St.Boeung Kok II, 12102 
Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 887 168
[f]: ..................................... (855-23) 883 786
[e]: ......................... info@wikitrade.com.kh
[w]: ..........................www.wikitrade.com.kh 

WUERTH 
(CAMBODIA) LTD.

 
[a]: ..............  #164, St. 598, 12101, Phnom Penh
[t]: ............................. (855- 23) 23 885 171
[f]: ............................. (855- 23) 23 880 697          
[e]: ............................  info@wuerth.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.wuerth.com.kh

YUN-YANG FIRE SAFETY  
EQUIPMENT (TYY)

[a]: ............... 11-4, Wanjin Rd., Dashe Dist., 
Kaohsiung City 815, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

[t]: ........................................ (886-7) 3551234 
[f]: ........................................ (886-7) 3550022
[e]: ....................tyy.intl@yun-yang.com.tw
[w]: ..........................www.yun-yang.com.tw

GLOBAL TRADING

YONG SHENG GLOBAL 
TRADING COMPANY LTD.

[a]: 6th Floor, Royal Group Buiding 
NO.246. Monivong Blvd, Phnom Penh
[t]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(855-85) 870 555
[e]:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .info@ysgtrading.com
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.ysgtrading.com

Zamil Steel Buildings 
Vietnam Co.,Ltd

[a]: .... . . .#17, St.334, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t/f]: ................................( 855-23 ) 220 140
[e]: ..............zscambodia@zamilsteel.com
[w]: ........................ www.zamilsteel.com.vn

Insurance Companies

Listing
CAMPU LONPAC INSURANCE PLC.

[a]: ....#23, St. 114, Campu Bank Building, 
7th Floor, 12209, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...................................... (855-23) 966 966  
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 986 273              
[e]: ........ enquiries@campulonpac.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.campulonpac.com.kh
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Cambodia-Veitnam Insurance Plc.
[a]:....#99, Norodom Blvd, 12211 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 212 000
[e]: ........................................ info@cvi.com.kh
[w]: .........................................www.cvi.com.kh 

FORTE INSURANCE
(CAMBODIA) PLC.

[a]:.......#325, St.245, 12150 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 885 066  
[[e]: .................... info@forteinsurance.com    
[w]: ......................www.forteinsurance.com  

INFINITY GENERAL 
INSURANCE PLC.

[a]: #126, Norodom Blv, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................  ( 855- 23 ) 999 888
[f]: ..................................  ( 855- 23 ) 999 123            
[e]: ........................ ratana@infinity.com.kh 
[w]: ...............................www.infinity.com.kh   

Trade and Service

Listing
AUSTRALIA AWARDS

[a]: ...#167, St.163/St.480, 12307 Phnom Penh 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 881 021 
[e]: ........ info@australiaawardscambodia.org
[w]: www.australiaawardscambodia.org/infra

BISHO INTERNATIONAL 
ENGINEERING CO.,LTD

[a]: #113, (Parkway Square) 2nd floor, Unit 
2FJ1, Moa TSe Toung,  12308 Phnom Penh  
[m]: ....................................(855-93) 932 999
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 639 3996            
[e]: ...................... bishocambo@gmail.com

CAST LABORATORIES PTE LTD.

[a]: .... . .# F11, NR.6, Borey Grand, 12110 PP. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 432 448  
[e]: ......... cast.cambodia@castlab.com.sg
[w]: ...............................www.castlab.com.sg

CANAMALL Co., LTD

[a]: .... . . . . .#315, Ang Doung St (Corner of 
Monivong Blvd), 12202, Phnom Penh 
[m]: ................................. (855-71) 3333 348 
[e]: ....................................sale@canamall.com
[w]: .................................... www.canamall.com

P2CD TRADING GROUP

[a]: .... .#6A, St. 292 12312, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 6 350 530
[m]: ..................................(855-16) 65 65 66
[e]: .............................................gio@p2cd.com
[w]: ............................................www.p2cd.com

CAMBODIA BUSINESS 
PARTNERS

[a]:  Tous Les Jours Monivong Bld., 1st Fl. 
#298, St. 93, 12211 Phnom Penh
[t]: .............. (855-23) 964 764 / 964 864
[f]: ................................. (855-23) 555 0118
[e]: .....................info@cdl-consultant.com 
[w]: ..................... www.cdl-consultant.com

LLOYD’S AGENCY IN 
CAMBODIA

EUROGAL SURVEYS 
(CAMBODIA) LTD.

[a]:  ..#168KA, St.598, 12105 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 566
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 567
[e]: ...... cambodia@eurogal-surveys.com 
[w]: .................. www.eurogal-surveys.com

Rapid Freight Logistics
 ( Cambodia ) 

[a]: 5th floor of KT Tower, No. 23, Street 
112, 12155, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ..................................... (885-23) 884 059 
[f]: ..................................... (885-23) 884 069   
[e]: ............................tona@rfllogistics.com 
[w]:..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .www.rfllogistics.com

T.A.G SERVICE & 
TRADING CO., LTD.

[[a]: ...#3Eo, St.278, 12302, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 222 682
[e]: ............................ all@triasiagroup.com
[w]: .......................... www.triasiagroup.com

TNRC LOGISTICS 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD

[a]: #4FI, Parkway Squre, (4floor), St. 245 
12308 Phnom Penh   
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 989 877
[f]: ...................................( 855-23 ) 989 866           
[e]: ........................... jane@tnrclogistics.biz
[w]: .............................www.tnrclogistics.biz

[a]: #168KA , St.598, S12105, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 998 805
[f]: ................................... . .(855-23) 998 807
[e]: .............................por-sour@gls.com.kh
[w]:  ..................................... www.gls.com.kh

SEA TOP LOGISTICS 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: #10, St. 109, 12252 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-81) 888 865 
[e]: ...............................info@seatop.com.kh 
[w]: ................................ www.seatophk.com

VANN SOPHY GROUP
CO., LTD.

[a]: ..#28Eo St. 173, 12312, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 665 65 66  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 999 904
[e]: ......................... gio-police@yahoo.com
[w]: .............www.vannsophylogistics.com

SOIL TESTING LABORA-
TORY CO., LTD

[a]:.... . .#368 St. Betong, Phum Trapaing 
Chhouk, 12102 Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 834 034  
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 527 279
[e]: .................................stl368@yahoo.com
[w]: ..............................www.stl-cam.com.kh

WorldBridge Secure 
Logistics Co., Ltd.

[a]: S Hong Kong Center, 1st Floor, Room 
101B, 12207 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 5555 330
[m]: ....................................(855-23) 224 453
[e]: ......... k.phanna@worldbridge.com.kh
[w]: .....................www.worldbridge.com.kh

Real Estate Company

Listing
Asia Real Estate 
(Cambodia) Co., Ltd.

[a]: #B52-54, St. 199, 12306 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................... (855-23) 210 970
[e]: ........................................info@arc.com.kh
[w]:  ..................................... www.arc.com.kh

Angkor21 Property

[a]: Phnom Penh Center, Bld A, Room 221, 
[m]: ..................................... (855-70) 6666 22
[e]: ............ angkor21property@gmail.com
[w]:  .............................. www.angkor21.com

ANNACAM PARTNERS CO., LTD.

[a]: SunCity, # 255, St. 51, Corner of 
St.370, 12306 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 215 240
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 833 290
[e]: .............anna@annacampartners.com
[w]: ....... www.investment-cambodia.asia

[a]:#126, St. Norodom Blv, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 216 556
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 392
[e]: .................... info@bonnarealty.com.kh
[w]: .....................www.bonnarealty.com.kh

Cambodia Valuers and Estate 
Agents Association

[a]: ....#20B, St.294, 12301 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6324 834
[e]: .....................................info@cvea.org.kh
[w]:  ....................................www.cvea.org.kh

CB Richard Ellis
(Cambodia) Co., Ltd

[a]:.... . .# 495, St. 93, 12258 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 964 099
[f]:  .................................... (855-23) 964 088
[e]: ............................. cambodia@cbre.com
[w]: ....................................www.cbre.com.kh

CENTURY 21 CAMBODIA     

[a]:.... .#113, St.245, 12308 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 966 711
[e]: ........................info@century21.com.kh
[w]: ........................ www.century21.com.kh

CAMBODIA PROPERTY 
LIMITED

[a]:.... . .#20B, St.294, 12301 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 213 666
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 220 239
[e]: ................................info@cplagent.com
[w]: .................................www.cplagent.com

Cambodia Trust Real 
Estate Co., Ltd.

[a]: ....#35, National Road2, 12353 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 840 187
[m]: ...................................(855-16) 840 187
[e]: ................... info@trust-realestate.com
[w]: ................... www.trust-realestate.com

CHAO TING INTERNATIONAL 
REAL ESTATE CO., LTD. 

[a]: St. Sopheakmokol, 12301, Phnom Penh
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 5293 999 
[e]: ..................... danborapich@gmail.com

Cubic Real Estate Co., Ltd.

[a]: ....#338, St. 110, 12102 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 676 862
[m]: ...................................(855-16) 639 017
[w]:  ..............www.realestate-service.com

FAIR GO REALTY 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: #166, Preah Norodom Blvd (41), B Ray 
Tower, 9th Floor, 12301 Phnom Penhh  
[m]: ................................. ( 855-89 ) 597 410           
[e]: ...hiroakihasegawa1202@gmail.com

FAIR GO REALTY 
(CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]:.... .#92AB, Stree 289,Sangkat Boeung 
kak II, Khan Toul kok Phnom Penh 
[t]:  .................................... (855-23) 880 995
[e]:  ................ info@keyrealestate.com.kh
[w]: ..................www.keyrealestate.com.kh

Khmer Real Estate Co., Ltd

[a]: ....#736Eo, Kampuchea Krom St.128, 
SK. 12154, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 887
[f]:  .................................. (855-23) 630 6630
[e]: ............kim@khmerrealestate.com.kh
[w]:  ............... ww w.khmerrealestate.com

Knight Frank (Cambodia) Pte., Ltd
[a]:  (18-E5) Icon Professional Building, 
# 216 Preah Norodom Blvd., 12300 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 213 868
[f]:  .................................... (855-23) 213 433
[e]: ..............eric.ooi@kh.knightfrank.com
[w]:  .................... www.knightfrank.com.kh

Mega Asset Mamagement Co., Ltd

[a]:  #315, St.110, 11th Floor, Corner st.93, 
12200, Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6860 511
[f]:  .....................................(855-23) 430 686
[e]: ...................mega-asset@mam.com.kh
[w]:  ..www.megaassetmanagement.com

NEW CONSOLIDATED MAX 
WORLD (CAMBODIA) CO.,LTD 

[a]: ........ Angkor Specialized Bank (4floor), 
12301 Phnom Penh  
[t]: .....................................(855-23 ) 727 077           
[e]: ................laurence@ncmaxworld.com

Sokha Real Estates Cambodia
[a]: No37, St. Oknha Men (St. 200), Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 220 266
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 220 255
[e]: ........... c.sokha@sokharealestate.com
[w]: ....................www.sokarealestates.com

Tai Heng Industrial Co., Ltd.

[a]: .#400Eo, St. 245,12150, Phnom Penh

[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 020

[e]: .......................sales@taihengsteel.com

[w]: ..........................www.taihengsteel.com 

VTRUST PROPERTY
[a]:#113   Parkway Square, St.245) Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 224 701
[f]:  .....................................(855-23) 224 701
[e]: ...................... Vtp@vtrustproperty.com
[w]:  .....................www.vtrustproperty.com

Developer, Service 
Office and Apartment

Listing
TOURISM CITY

[a]: .... . . . .National Road 6A, Siem Reap  
[m]: ..................................(885-77) 266 909   
[e]: ............... info.tourismcity@gmail.com

ASEAN Realtor Inc.
 

[m]: .................................. (885) 10 998 884   
[f]: ..........................www.facebook.com/pg/
ASEANREALTOR/

Attwood Investment Group
[a]:   ....#61, St. Rusian Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 890 776
[e]: ................................ lity@online.com.kh
[w]:  .....................www.attwoodgroup.com

BODAIJU

[a]: #269, Russian Blvd, Sangkat Kakab, 
Khan Porsenchey, Phnome Penh 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 900 866
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 900 966 
[e]: ........ info@australiaawardscambodia.org
[w]: .........www.australiaawardscambodia.org
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Booyoung Khmer Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . . . . . . . .# 86-88, St. 41, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 827 535 
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 300 168

Borey Mongkul Phnom Penh
[a]: Toul Kork Village, 12105 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 980 000 
[m]: ....................................(855-11) 895 553

Borey Peng Huot 
[a]: #266, St.598, Kh. Sen Sok, Pnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 596 789    
[e]: ..........................sales@penghouth.com
[w]: ..................www.boreypenghuoth.com

Borey Phnom Penh Thmey
[a]:  .......#6, St.1986, 12101 Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 596 789    
[e]: ..........................sales@penghouth.com
[w]: ..................www.boreypenghuoth.com

BOREY SEN SOK

[a]: ................. St 598, 12101 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6688 688  
[e]: .......................... info@sensoktown.com
[w]: ...........................www.sensoktown.com

Borey Vimean Phnom Penh (Cambodia) 
[a]: No. 243, St. 598, 12105 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 695 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 223 695

CASA MERIDIAN
[a]: Diamond Island, 12301, Phnom Penh

[t]: .......................... (855-23) 6666 998/116

[m]: .................................... (855-77) 520 567
[e]: ....................... jeff@mdhk-property.com

City Star Development (Cambodia)

[a]: No254, Room F4R001 IOC Bdg, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 695

CHATEAU THE MELIYA

[a]  ..10B, Phuong (St. 264), 12207 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 987 212
[t]: ......................................(855-16) 771 144                            
[e]: .............. info@chateauthemeliya.com
[w]: ...............www.chateauthemeliya.com

[a]:  ............... (St. 93), 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ..........................................(65-6)1000 707  
[e]: ............................contactus@ga.com.sg 
[w]: ........................................www.ga.com.sg

Chip Mong Land Co., Ltd.
[a]: . #137B, St. 245, 12304, Phnom Penh
[t]: ...............................(855-23) 218 060/61
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 210 155
[e]: .................... info@chipmonggroup.com

[w]: .....................www.chipmonggroup.com

CREED ASIA (CAMBODIA) CO., LTD.

[a]: Headoffice: 17F, Phnom Penh Tower, 
#445, Monivong Blvd, 12258 Phnom Penh
[t]: ............................... (855-23) 23 964 016  
[e]: ..... info.cambodia@creed-group.com
[w]: ..........................www.creed-group.com

D.B.LY TOWER

[a]: .#369, Machine Teuk, 12110 Phnom Penh  
[t]: ................................... ( 855-23 ) 432 357           
[e]: ..............................info@dblyint.com.kh
[w]: .........www.dblyint.com.kh/dblytower

DE CASTLE

[a]: ..# 34-36, St.288, 12302 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................  (855-23) 222 214
[t]: ....................................  (855-23) 991 091   
[e]: .............................service@decastle.net
[w]: ....................................www.decastle.net

D.I. Riveira
[a]: Diamond Island City, 12301 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-88) 9902 222 
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 6662 222 
[e]: ...................... diriviera023@gmail.com
w]: .................................. www.di-riviera.com

ECG GROUP

[a]:.... . . . . .#445, Preah Monivong Blvd. (93) 
Corner of St. 232, Phnom Penh
[t]: ..................................... (855-23) 722 475
[m]: .................................. (855-17) 855 598
[e]: ..................... sokhaphally@yahoo.com

Evergreen Consortium Co., Ltd.

[a]: No170-172, St.130, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 961 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 999 962
[w]: .........................www.evergreen.com.kh

Galaxy Real Estate & Construction
[a]: .#1A12, St.598, Khmounh Village, Phnom Penh
[m]: ................................. (855-97) 7999 969
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 966 079
[e]: ............................. info@galaxyairc.com
[w]: ..............................www.galaxyairc.com 

Grand Phnom Penh International City 

[a]:.... . .#598, Sk. Khmounh, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 997 889  
[e]: .............. info@grandphnompenh.com
[w]: ...............www.grandphnompenh.com

THE GATEWAY

[a]: ..................Russian Blvd., Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-96) 588 1634
[e]: ... enquiries@thegateway-cambodia.com
[w]: ...........www.thegateway-cambodia.com

SL HI-TECH CO., LTD

[a]:St. 1, Phum Beoung Chhok, 12357,  Phnom Penh
[m]: .................................. ( 855-12) 760 077
[e]: ............................ borey@hitech.com.kh
[w]: ...........................www.boreyhitech.com

HONGKONG LAND
(MANSIONS) LTD.

[a]: ...Exchang Square St. 102, 12202, PP 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 986 810 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 990 588
[e]: ....................... info@centralmansions.com
[w]: ....................... www.centralmansions.com

ISL MODERN 
APARTMENT & HOTEL

[a]: .#71, St. 313,12301, 12152 Phnom Penh  
[t]: ................................ ( 855-23 ) 6891 472           
[e]: ....................isl.apartment@gmail.com
[w]: ....... www.islapartmentandhotel.com

Koh Puos (Cambodia) Investment Group 
[a]: .#063, St. Ekareach, Sk. 4, Sihanoukvill
[t]: ......................................(855-34) 934 234  
[e]: ..............................office@kohpuos.com
[w]: ..................................www.kohpuos.com

L.Y.P Group Co., Ltd.
[a]: ....#205-209, Mao Tse Tong Blvd., Sk. 
Toul Svay Prey, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 880 598
[e]: ..................................lyp@lypgroup.com
[w]: .................................www.lypgroup.com

Ly Hour Investment Co., Ltd.
[a]: .... . . .#243-244, St.598, Phnom Penh,
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 666 668  
[m]: ....................................(855-15) 936 888
[e]: ..........................phallasim@yahoo.com

L.C.P.P RESIDENCE CO., LTD.

[a]:  .......#115, St. 292, 12312 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6737 888  
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 6737999 
[e]: .................. sales@lcpp-residence.com
[w]: .....................www.lcpp-residence.com

MEKONG PHNOM 
PENHDEVELOPMENT 
CORPERATION LTD.

[a]: ....#197, St. 245, 12309 Phnom Penh
[t]: ....................................(855-77) 883 283
[e]: ............... sales@themekongroyal.com

MEANCHEY INTERNATIONAL 
INVESTMENT CO.,LTD

[a]..... . . . . . . . . . . .# 90, Nation Road. 2, 12353 
[t]: .................................... ( 855-23) 595 595                            
[e]: ............................... info@borey999.com
[w]: ................................www.borey999.com

Men Choeung Carola Brick Handicraft
[a]: Chamka Dong (St. 217), Opposite of 
Borey Chamka Dong, 12401, Phnom Penh
[m]: ....................................(855-12) 288 899

Meng Hong Ing Builder Co., Ltd.
[a]: No380, St.284, 12312 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 366 342
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 368 171
[e]: ................... sopanha.soth@yahoo.com

ONE PARK CAMBODIA

[a]:  ........ #.58, St.R8, 12201 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 661 6666  
[e]: ........................m.me/oneparkcambodia
[w]: ...............www.oneparkcambodia.com

ORKIDE VILLA

[a]: ...#.71, St.2004, 12258 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-88) 5388 888  
[e]: .............................info@orkidevilla.com
[w]: ............................. www.orkidevilla.com

OVERSEAS CAMBODIA
INVESTMENT CORPORATION (OCIC)

[a]: #315, St.110 Corner st.93, 12200, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 868 222
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 427 064
[e]: ........... canadia@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.canadiabank.com.kh

[a]: 108-112, Samdech Sothearos Blvd 
(3), Hong Kong Center, 1st Floor, 12301
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 212 697
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 224 453
[w]: ..........www.oxleyworldbridge.com.kh

PHNOM PENH CITY CENTER

[a]: 12201 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 888 808
[m]: ....................................(855-16) 683 363
[e]: .......................... info@hrcambodia.com
[w]: ..................................... www.ppc.com.kh

Piphorp Thmey Group Co., Ltd.

[a]: .... . . . . . . . . . . .#111, St.7, Piphorp Thmey, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 722 822 
[m]: ...................................(855 -12) 379 758
[e]: ............................. group88@gmail.com

Phnom Penh Special Economic Zone
[a]: NR4, Kh. Posenchey, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 729 798 
[e]: ......................................sale@ppsez.com
[w]: .......................................www.ppsez.com

PRINCE REAL ESTATE GROUP

[a]: ..........#17, St. 43, 12305 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 951 666
[e]: ............... m.me/princerealestategroup
[w]: .................................... www.jpztzdc.com

R&F PROPERTY CAMBODIA

[a]: .......#380, St. 93, 12303 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-18) 888 2777
[e]: ........................... rfcambodia@168.com
[w]: .....................................www.rfchina.com

Regus Business Center (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
[a]: #315 (Canadia Tower F-18), Preah 
Monivong (St. 93), 12202, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 962 339   
[w]: ..................................www.regus.com.kh

Rose Garden
[a]:  ....... #252, Preah Norodom Blvd (41), 
12301 Phnom  Penh.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 727 201   
[e]: ............................ st.lay119@gmail.com

Shukaku Inc.
[a]: Sk. Sras Chak, Kh. Daun Penh, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 888 808  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 888 808  
[e]: .......... information@shukaku-inc.com

MERIDIAN INTERNATIONAL 
HOLDING(CAMBODIA) CO.,LTD.

[a]:Diamond Island, 12301, Phnom Penh 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 900 979
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6666 998
[e]: d.sy@meridian-international-holding.com
[w]: .....................www.skylarmeridian.com

Sokha Real Estates Cambodia

[a]: No37, St. Oknha Men (St. 200), Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 220 266
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 220 255
[e]: ........... c.sokha@sokharealestate.com
[w]: ....................www.sokarealestates.com

THE SKYLINE CONDOMINIUM

[a]: .......No88, St. 134, 12251 Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 922 228
[e]: .................. m.me/1617039071870073
[w]: .................www.skylinecambodia.com

STAR 5 
DEVELOPER PVT LTD.

[a]: .... No. 124, St. 3, 12301 Phnom Penh
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6224 555
[[e]: ...................info@star5developers.com
[w]: .................. www.star5developers.com

Starts (Cambodia) Corporation
[a]: #313, Preah Sisowath Quay, Hotel 
Cambodiana, Suite 100, Phnom Penh
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 966 800 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 966 700  
[e]: ......................pp@startscambodia.com
[w]: ....................www.startscambodia.com  

URBAN VILLAGE

[a]: 1159 National Road Nº 2 Phnom 
Penh Phnom Penh, Cambodia 12301
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 999 531 
[m]: ....................................(855-17) 999 541  
[e]: .............live@villagephnompenh.com
[w]: ....................www.urbanvillage.com.kh  
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